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1 Setting the stage

This is a book about uncertainty, particularly the uncertainty we as-

sociate with science. Over the years, scientific uncertainty has been

addressed by natural scientists, engineers, medical researchers, social

scientists, and philosophers. But for all the perspectives that have been

laid out in everything from short essays to scholarly monographs, the

richness of scientific uncertainty has often been unappreciated and/or

misunderstood by the general public, people not regularly engaged in

science.

Uncertainty, of course, is not confined to the world of science.

It is an everyday fact of ordinary life as well. We regularly face uncer-

tainty in a myriad of ways. Will it rain today? Will Aunt Dorothy’s

plane arrive on time? Will the stock market tumble? Will an accident

snarl the freeway during rush hour? These day-to-day uncertainties

come and go, and we move on through life, sometimes preparing for

them, but more often just plowing through them.

But uncertainty also colors longer-term concerns. Will my pen-

sion program be sufficient two decades from now to enable the full

and comfortable life that my wife and I hope for? Will our health al-

low a free and independent life-style thirty years in the future? These

longer-term questions are harder to answer and are cloaked in greater

uncertainty. Because we have only one life to live we cannot return

to ‘Go’ and take another path. Of necessity, we must plan, make deci-

sions, and do our best, all the while evaluating our actions andmaking

mid-course corrections according to our best judgment at the time.

Uncertainty is hardly confined to the future alone; it charac-

terizes our knowledge of the past as well. Adopted children wonder

about their birth-parentage, families have difficulty reconstructing

the circumstances that led great-grandparents to emigrate. Military
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historians continue to reconstruct various scenarios for General

Gordon’s last days in Khartoum, or for Major Custer’s last stand in

the hills overlooking the Little Bighorn. Geologists are far from set-

tled about the causes of ice ages, and paleontologists still debate the

evolution of birds. Our understanding of the past is uncertain because

the record of the past is incomplete and to some degree inaccurate.

Often the evidence that we do have appears contradictory.

Throughout life, people are immersed in uncertainty. They rou-

tinely accommodate the uncertaintywith a variety of rational, accept-

ing and non-hostile responses. At a simple level, an urbanite might

carry an umbrella to meet the possibility of rain; at a more complex

level, a farmer might participate in a commodity futures market to

protect against the possibility of a drought. Retirement fundmanagers

routinely make investment decisions in the face of considerable long-

term economic and political uncertainty, and home and car owners

purchase insurance to protect against catastrophe in an unpredictable

future. These are all rational actions taken in the face of uncertainty.

Nevertheless, there is sometimes a reluctance on the part of decision-

makers to take actions addressing complex science-based issues in the

face of similar levels of uncertainty, in part because they feel inade-

quately prepared to contextualize and evaluate the attendant scien-

tific uncertainty. The topic of global climate change illustrates both

the scientific complexities and uncertainties, and the difficulties that

people and nations have in formulating rational policy addressing the

many facets of a changing climate on Earth.

Several themeswill run through the chapters of this book,which

more or less define my perspectives on accommodating uncertainty,

whether ordinary or scientific:

� Uncertainty is always with us and can never be fully eliminated

from our lives, either individually or collectively as a society. Our

understanding of the past and our anticipation of the future will

always be obscured by uncertainty.
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� Because uncertainty never disappears, decisions about the future,

big and small, must always be made in the absence of certainty.

Waiting until uncertainty is eliminated before making decisions is

an implicit endorsement of the status quo, and often an excuse for

maintaining it.
� Predicting the long-term future is a perilous business, and seldom

do the predictions fall very close to reality. As the future unfolds,

‘mid-course corrections’ can be made that take into account new

information and new developments.
� Uncertainty, far from being a barrier to progress, is actually a

strong stimulus for, and an important ingredient of, creativity.

the garden of uncertainty
Throughout this book, youwill be taken on some scientific excursions

that will illustrate how uncertainty is woven into the fabric of the

scientific enterprise. Many of these treks will be in the Earth and

environmental sciences, the field in which I have lived my scientific

career. In particular, there will bemany forays into that contemporary

topic of almost universal interest – global climate change. Probably no

other scientific topic has been more regularly in the spotlight during

the 1990s than global climate change, and intense debate has swirled

around it. The issues of focus at various times have been the reality

of climate change, the causes, the consequences, and the political,

economic, and social responses to it. As a global scale, complex, slowly

developing phenomenon, it displays many of the fascinating facets of

scientific uncertainty in general, and it shows how scientists work

and thrive in an environment of uncertainty.

The scientific excursions laid out in this book can be thought

of as outings in ‘the garden of uncertainty’, explorations of a vast and

irregular tract comprising established plots of annuals and perennials,

some newly plowed ground, rare specimens, weeds, thickets, and

mazes. Each area of the garden reveals a different facet of uncertainty.

And for every insight about uncertainty that one may draw from
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science, there is usually a parallel and equally revealing experience

to be found outside the realm of science that should make readers re-

alize that the scientific world is not so different from their ownworld.

Indeed, science is an important, accessible, and empowering part of

everyone’s world.

In making comparisons and analogies with the uncertainties

that exist in science and in everyday life, my goal is to help readers

to understand and accommodate scientific uncertainty in much the

same way that they deal with other uncertainties in life. I hope the

reader will come away with the feeling that scientific uncertainty

should cause no greater hesitation or doubt than do the multitude of

other uncertainties that people regularly face and routinely accom-

modate in their lives. With a better understanding of scientific uncer-

tainty, readers will be able to see through the clouds that sometimes

obscure the value and relevance of science to societal issues. In the

process of coming to understand uncertainty, they will become more

self-confident in grasping what science can and cannot offer.
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This notion that “science” is something that belongs in a separate
compartment of its own, apart from everyday life, is one that I should
like to challenge. We live in a scientific age; yet we assume that
knowledge is the prerogative of only a small number of human
beings . . . . This is not true. The materials of science are the materials of
life itself. Science is the reality of living, it is the what, the how, and the
why in everything in our experience.

Rachel Carson, in accepting the 1952 National Book Award for The Sea
Around Us

Science, as Rachel Carson observed, is a part of the very fabric of

life. It has its strengths and weaknesses, its successes and failures, its

doubts and uncertainties. As scientists attempt to understand how a

cell malfunctions to produce cancer, how a gene transmits informa-

tion to guide an organism’s development, how an ecosystem responds

to urban sprawl, or how the entire Earth responds to long-termchanges

in the chemistry of its atmosphere, these investigations are enveloped

with uncertainty at every stage. The uncertainty arises inmany ways,

and the nature of the uncertainty may change through time, but the

scientific endeavor is never free of uncertainty.

Has science been debilitated by uncertainty? To the contrary,

the successes of science, and indeed there are many, arise from the

ways that scientists have learned to make use of uncertainty in their

quests for knowledge. Far from being an impediment that stalls sci-

ence, uncertainty is a stimulus that propels science forward. Science

thrives on uncertainty. The uncertainty of how genetic traits were

replicated led eventually to discovery of the double helix molecu-

lar configuration. Indeed, one might argue that it is certainty, rather

than uncertainty, that impedes science. The protracted struggle in the

seventeenth century by Copernicus, Kepler, and Galileo to overturn

the notion that Earthwas at the center of the solar system1 was carried

1This history is recounted more fully in Chapter 6.
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on in the face of the then-prevalent theological certainty that Earth

occupied a very special place in the architecture of the universe.

The uncertainties that scientists face are really not so differ-

ent from the uncertainties we encounter in everyday life. Risk-taking

is extolled in many cultures as an attribute of a successful person.

But risk arises precisely because of uncertainty. The willingness and

ability to formulate and take action and accept risk in the face of un-

certainty is considered a character strength. To be sure, there are risks

taken that later prove unwise, but without risk-taking there is an im-

plicit acceptance of the status quo. An unwillingness to be motivated

by uncertainty is indeed a real barrier to progress.

Ironically, people who are not scientists often equate science

with certainty, rather than uncertainty. They have been conditioned

by the highly precise and accurate predictions of eclipses, of the daily

progression of ocean tides, of the exact times of the local sunrise and

sunset, of the clockwork precision of a spacecraft landing on a distant

planet. Another aspect of certainty relates to reliability of technology

when people pick up the telephone, turn on the television, or turn

the ignition key in an automobile, there is an expectation that the

device will work. Indeed, when things do not happen as expected or

as predicted, there usually is somemeasure of surprise and discontent.

Most people do not relish surprises and are, at some level, uncomfort-

able with unpredictability and uncertainty.

Certainty in other contexts is a source of contentment. Reli-

gious tenets that assure the faithful an afterlife assuage concerns about

the abyss of death. Some political mantras, such as ‘smaller govern-

ment is better government’ or ‘there is no such thing as a good tax’,

relieve those who recite them from the burden of evaluating a wide

range of public policy issues. Recasting a world full of shades of gray

into a simpler and starker entity comprising only blacks and whites

eliminates the difficult task of weighing nuance and replaces it with

the comfort that certainty offers.

When scientists cannot demonstrate a high level of certainty in

their understanding of complex natural systems, there is sometimes
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an undercurrent of impatience and discontent in the general public.

In late 2001, bioterrorism in the form of anthrax spores appeared in

government buildings and postal facilities in the USA. For a period

of time, however, there was uncertainty and confusion in the public

health community and at the National Center for Disease Control as

to how exactly anthrax might be transmitted, what spore concentra-

tions could be considered hazardous, and how anthrax spores could

be rendered impotent. The public wanted answers that public health

practitioners could not immediately provide. Similarly in the UK, an

outbreak of foot and mouth disease in 2001 was met with a range of

scientific opinion as to how it should be contained. Massive culling of

neighboring herds was the containment strategy adopted, but scien-

tific opinion was far from unanimous. Long after the disease waned,

debate continued about whether the culling strategy was necessary or

effective.

When scientists acknowledge that they do not know everything

about a complex natural phenomenon such as the spread of disease

through an ecosystem, the public sometimes translates that to mean

that scientists do not know anything about the subject. That, in turn,

leads to a loss of public credibility in the capabilities of the scientific

community.Abyproduct of the loss of credibility is an all-too-frequent

willingness of the general public to entertain flimsy pronouncements

from kooks, charlatans, and marginal skeptics. With an air of scien-

tific authority and certainty, these pseudo-scientists make assertions

that have never been subjected to the rigorous probing that is the

foundation of genuine science.

Fortune-tellers, palm readers, clairvoyants, astrologers – the list

could go on and on – all thrive on the inability or unwillingness

of their clients to recognize the total lack of logical underpinnings

and scientific observations in support of these practices. There is ab-

solutely nothing that lends these charlatans any credence whatso-

ever. But their pronouncements are always carefully crafted to leave

their clients with the impression that extraordinary powers have been

objectively exercised. In the next chapter, I describe a particularly
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egregious example of this, a prediction of a major earthquake that was

taken far too seriously by far toomany peoplewho should have known

better.

There are, of course, serious scholars who challenge the notion

that science is the only pathway to universal truths. One school of

philosophy, loosely referred to as postmodernism, questions whether

scientists are neutral and objective, and whether scientific knowledge

is truly the outcome of unbiased rational thought. In extreme form,

it questions whether a deterministic natural world exists outside of

the mental constructs that humans erect. This perspective from the

fringe views science as a game with a set of rules created by scientists,

and argues that the apparent successes of science in understanding the

natural world would not be defensible if we did not accept the rules

of the scientific game. A subtheme of this position is that science is

a self-serving concept and entity.

In 1996, the postmodern perspective was brought into sharp fo-

cus, and ridicule, when Dr. Alan Sokal, a professor of physics at New

York University, submitted an article2 for publication to a journal

known to espouse this particular philosophy. The contribution car-

ried the titleTransgressing the Boundaries: Towards a Transformative

Hermeneutics of Quantum Gravity, which seemed to convey a post-

modern flavor. Because a physicist had submitted the manuscript,

the editors of the journal welcomed the opportunity to publish an

article by a scientist that seemed to erode the foundations of science

from within. But the article by Sokal was a Trojan horse, a cleverly

crafted hoax that illuminated not the philosophical frailty of the

scientific method but rather the gullibility of the editors. Sokal had

written a seemingly erudite essay, using convoluted language and

structure, that really was nothing more than nonsense cloaked in

pseudo-scientific jargon. The over-eager editors took the bait and pub-

lished Sokal’s article. Once it was in print, Sokal revealed the hoax.

The implications of ‘l’affaire Sokal’, as it has been dubbed, are many,

but for my purposes here the principal point is this: there are people,

2Alan D. Sokal, Transgressing the Boundaries: Towards a Transformative
Hermeneutics of Quantum Gravity, Social Text, 1996.
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educated and not, who simply believe that science has nothing special

to offer. They are skeptical of, or simply ignore, scientific results.

There is another type of personwhomay accept scientific results

in general, except when the science conflicts with other beliefs they

hold dearly. While writing this book, I read the obituary3 of Charles

K. Johnson, president of the International Flat Earth Research Society.

Aside from this particular obsession about the shape of the planet,

Mr. Johnson seemed to have led a rather normal life as an airplane

mechanic. His disagreements with the scientific community were

few, except as they related to the shape of the Earth. The image of the

spherical Earth taken by the Apollo astronauts from the moon was

easily explained: the moon landings were an elaborately staged hoax,

and the photograph was but a prop in that scam. We may smile at

this quaint explanation, but the pool of uncertainty about science is

deepened, little by little, by each and every Charles Johnson who suc-

cessfully draws attention to his particular astigmatic view of the nat-

ural world. In 1994, a poll4 showed that almost one in ten Americans

thought the moon landings were faked. And Hollywood does not

help matters with creations such as the 1998 film ‘Wag the Dog’,

in which a US President seeks to divert attention away from personal

impropriety by manufacturing a fake war against Albania, including

a staged invasion with faked film footage depicting destruction and

carnage.

A more widely known conflict between science and personal

belief centers on the biblical account of creation in the Book of Gene-

sis. The issue is whether the bible is literally true, word by word. Did

God create the entire universe and every living creature in just six

days? Geologists and evolutionary biologists make a persuasive case

that not all modern life forms were present at the birthday of Earth,

and that most of today’s life has evolved from other life forms over

the vast expanse of geologic time. But biblical literalists do not accept

an iota of departure from the Book of Genesis. If Genesis is literally

correct, then modern geology and biology must be wrong.

3New York Times, 25 March 2001. 4Marc Fisher,Washington Post, 20 July 1994.
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Creationists have now taken on the task of proving the tenets of

evolutionary biology incorrect, through an endeavor they identify as

‘creation science’. The so-called creation scientists have tried to iden-

tify flaws in the logic or observations of evolutionary biology so as to

‘disprove’ it. They have not, however, applied equal vigor to testing

the hypothesis set forth in the Book of Genesis. They will not even

acknowledge that the account in Genesis is even an hypothesis, let

alone testable. They can conceive of no experiment, no observation,

that might disprove Genesis. Therein lies the reason that the prac-

titioners of ‘creation science’ are not really scientists. Creationists

will never concede their fundamental position, that all living things

are the direct and simultaneous creations of a supreme being. They

cannot permit themselves to admit the possibility that the biblical

account of creation might not be true or may someday be shown to

be untenable. Practitioners of genuine science, by contrast, easily ad-

mit uncertainty and are very comfortable working in an uncertain

environment. In real science, few concepts can ever be accepted as

unquestionably true or absolutely certain.

Indeed, genuine science operates on the assumption that a con-

cept can be shown to be false. Falsification occurs when a concept is

shown to be logically inconsistent or runs counter to direct observa-

tions. Lynton Caldwell, in a review of Michael Zimmerman’s book

Science, Non-Science, and Nonsense5, describes science as a process

of “separating the demonstrably false from the probably true”.6 It is a

fundamental underpinning of science that only falsehoods, not truths,

can be proven. Truths are simply the survivors of multiple attempts at

undercutting. In fact, science progresses in part by continually probing

for the soft underbelly of concepts that may have some partial suc-

cess in explaining some natural phenomena. The unending search for

weaknesses may reveal subtle inconsistencies that ultimately require

revision or rejection of the original concept.

5Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, MD, 1995.
6The Environment, vol. 38, n. 6, p. 25, 1996.
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peer review
What is the environment in which these scientific confrontations

take place? At the center is a process called peer review. When

scientists wish to tell the world about some research that they have

conducted, there is an established path to follow. Often the first step

is to make an oral presentation of their research at a professional

society conference. This requires the prior submission of a very short

written summary of their contribution to the committee organizing

the program of the conference. This summary is then published in the

program so that others may decide whether they want to attend the

presentation. At the conference the author will typically make a ten

to twenty minute presentation of his or her work, after which there

may be questions or discussion from the audience. The opinions

expressed in the discussion range widely: agreement, disagreement,

skepticism, praise, ridicule.

Should the scientist feel sufficiently encouraged by the discus-

sion in the oral presentation, he or she may then prepare a longer

written report of the work and submit it for publication to a schol-

arly journal. The editor of the journal, in turn, sends the manuscript

to other practicing scientists working in the general area of the sub-

mitted contribution, asking their opinion about the suitability of the

work for publication. The peer reviewers are asked to assess the work

from a number of perspectives. Is the work novel and original? Is the

methodology employed suitable for the research purpose? Are there

errors in the experimental design or in the theoretical derivations?

Do the conclusions follow directly from the observations or data pre-

sented?What is the level of uncertainty that accompanies the results?

This vetting of research reports by experienced practitioners acts as

a filter that rejects flawed research but allows research that meets

a certain standard to be published for others to read, evaluate, con-

test, or replicate. Virtually all research articles that are published in

professional journals have passed the test of peer review.

The peer review process is not infallible, but the successes of

peer review in filtering out weak or flawed science far outnumber the
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occasional failure. Sometimes peer review will give the benefit of the

doubt to a particularly important claim that later proves incorrect, but

the process allows for self-correction. In 1999, a teamof physicists pre-

sented experimental evidence for the existence of a new super-heavy

element, number 118 in the periodic table of the elements. Experi-

mentalists in other laboratories, as well those in the original group,

tried to reproduce the result by repeating the experiment, but with

no success. After two years of failure, the original team published a

withdrawal of their claim, acknowledging that they may have mis-

interpreted the data in their first experiment. Again in early 2002,

a paper was published in a very prestigious journal that claimed to

observe evidence of nuclear fusion as small bubbles formed and then

imploded in an organic solvent when excited by sound waves.7 In the

peer review process, the paper proved to be very controversial, but be-

cause the outcome of the experiment, if true, had such extraordinary

implications the editors decided to publish the paper. To be sure, the

experiment will be repeated in many other laboratories by scientists

keen to verify or invalidate the reported results.

A media newcomer, the Internet, has presented a significant

challenge to peer review. Anyone with a computer can place his or her

research, sound or flawed, relevant or irrelevant, significant or trivial,

into the public domain for anyone to read. This places a much greater

burden on the consumer of this research to review and evaluate it.

The gate-keeping role of peer review that filters out flawed research

and prevents it from being published in the scientific journals now

falls to every individual reader surfing the Internet. The Internet is

a great leveler in that anyone can post almost anything, but the task

of deciding whether what is posted has any truth or value falls to the

individual user. In earlier times prior to the development of the Inter-

net, the opportunity to make available one’s thoughts and ideas to the

general public without passing editorial review was a privilege avail-

able only to the wealthy, who could self-publish via a vanity press.

7Taleyarkhan, R. P. et al., Evidence for nuclear emissions during acoustic cavitation.
Science vol. 295, pp. 1868–1873, 2002.
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The shifting of the burden of evaluation to every individual brows-

ing the World Wide Web makes a public understanding of science and

uncertainty ever more imperative.

sowers of uncertainty
People who do not like what science is telling them often mount

subtle and not-so-subtle assaults on science. These take the form of

attacks on particular research outcomes that they find threatening.

They often argue that had the science been ‘properly’ conceived and

executed, a different result (implicitly meaning one more to their lik-

ing) would have emerged. The code-words that frequently identify

this particular attack on scientific credibility are ‘unsound science’,

‘unsettled science’, ‘uncertain science’, ‘poor science’, ‘junk science’,

and the like. What distinguishes these criticisms from those leveled

by peer review is that they take place outside of the usual scientific

channels and standards. These criticisms appear in newspapers via

paid advertisements and letters to editors, and through participants

on radio and television talk shows.

These code-word descriptions are used regularly by the

petroleum and coal industries as they comment about the causes

and consequences of global climate change. In a series of promi-

nently placed op-ed advertisements, the ExxonMobilCorporation8 fre-

quently denigrates scientific research that documents climate change

or that offers evidence that the use of fossil fuels9 may be contributing

to the change. As one of the largest of the international oil companies,

ExxonMobil has a strong interest in forestalling a turn away from fos-

sil fuels, and accordingly it has tried to slow legislation or derail in-

ternational treaties that might limit emissions of carbon dioxide and

other ‘greenhouse gases’ to the atmosphere. One might imagine that

if the fossil fuel industry had significant scientific observations that

8See, for example, the New York Times for 23 March, 10 August, and 21 September
2000.
9Fuels such as coal, petroleum, and natural gas are called fossil fuels because they
were formed long ago by geological processes. They reside in the rocks making up the
crust of the Earth, and they are extracted by mining or pumping from the surface.
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contested the role of greenhouse emissions in climate change, they

would fight the battle in the scientific coliseum, the peer-reviewed

journals where scientific debate routinely occurs, rather than in the

media or on the streets. But the fossil fuel industries are more inter-

ested in winning the political battles in London, Berlin, Washington,

and the state capitals; they spend lavishly in the public arena to con-

fuse and thus undermine public confidence in scientific results.

The strategy of casting doubt and uncertainty about science

to influence highly placed decision-makers has not been in vain. In

March of 2001,ChristineToddWhitman, the newly appointedAdmin-

istrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the George

W. Bush Administration, abandoned the more stringent limits on ar-

senic in drinking water that had been promulgated by the previous ad-

ministration and began a re-evaluation of the scientific basis onwhich

those rules had been framed. “We will use strong science . . . to deter-

mine what the new limit should be.”10 Such a statement had only one

purpose: to undermine public confidence in the previous scientific re-

search on which the newly rescinded regulations had been structured.

Those regulations were preceded by more than a decade of reviewing

the science addressing arsenic in the environment and its effects on

public health, and the publishing of a report on arsenic from the US

National Academy of Sciences. That apparently was not sufficient to

overcome the opposition from the mining industry, which discharges

arsenic as a byproduct of certain types of ore processing, and from

communities that would need to upgrade their purification systems

if they wanted to continue to drink well water. Of course the EPA

only echoes the position of the White House. “We’re going to make

decisions based upon sound science, not some environmental fad or

what may sound good” said President George W. Bush to a group of

Environmental Youth Award winners gathered on 24 April, 2001 for a

ceremony in the StateDining Roomof theWhiteHouse.11 Sixmonths

later, the National Academy of Sciences, after reviewing the evidence

10New York Times, 21 March 2001.
11http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/04/20010424-1.html
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again at the request of the Administration, confirmed that new lower

limits for arsenic were entirely justified, indeed perhaps not strin-

gent enough. Of course, no new scientific data, no additional ‘sound

science’ had appeared to support the implication that the previously

promulgated revisions had been based on unsound science.

These attacks on science are hardly new phenomena. In 1952,

when Rachel Carson asserted that the widely used pesticide DDT

was having a devastating effect on avian reproduction,12 the pesticide

industry derided her position as being based on weak science. For

decades, the tobacco industry denied therewas any scientific evidence

that showed that smokingwas hazardous to health. In the 1970swhen

the debilitating health effects of lead in the environment came to be

recognized, the producers of gasoline that contained lead ridiculed

the science. When acid rain in the northeastern states of the USA was

found to be a consequence of burning high-sulfur coal in electrical

power plants in theMidwest, the electrical generating industry scoffed

at the research. When confronted in the 1980s with allegations that

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) were destroying stratospheric ozone, the

chemical industry argued that the science behind the allegation was

weak and inconclusive:

The international chemical industry vigorously denied any

connection between the condition of the ozone layer and

increasing sales of CFCs. Industry forces quickly mobilized their

own research and public relations efforts to cast doubt on the

theory.13

While the public relations campaign confused the public, the science

stood ever firm. In 1995, the Nobel Prize for chemistry was awarded

to Sherwood Rowland, Mario Molina, and Paul Crutzen for the re-

search that shed light on themechanism bywhichCFCs caused ozone

12Silent Spring, Houghton Mifflin, New York, 1952.
13Footnote reference to Dotto and Schiff, The Ozone War, pp. 149–165, by Richard
Elliot Benedick in Ozone Diplomacy, p. 12, Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
1991.
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depletion. This was the first and only time the Nobel Prize has recog-

nized research in environmental chemistry.

Does all peer-reviewed scientific research qualify as great sci-

ence? Of course not. I read scientific journals regularly, submit re-

search reports for publication, and do peer review for them as well.

Most scientists will acknowledge that along with the abundant sig-

nificant research results, the journals contain some correct but triv-

ial contributions, and a few others that later prove to be flawed in

methodology. Occasionally, but very rarely, even a fraudulent sub-

mission, describing work never done or results never achieved, slips

through, only later to be unmasked when someone cares enough to

question and check it. To be sure, scientists do not want unsound,

careless or poor science cluttering the journals and confusing the

state of knowledge. But uncertain science, unsettled science, is hardly

the same as unsound science. The normal state of affairs in sci-

ence is unsettled and uncertain, and no amount of new research will

completely eliminate uncertainty. As earlier questions are answered,

new questions appear. Lest this sound like a treadmill of futility, let

me assure you that it definitely is not. Far from being frustrated or

debilitated by uncertainty, scientists derive strength and creativity

from uncertainty. Uncertainty is a challenge, a catalyst for scientific

progress.

‘‘people love science. they just don’t
understand it’’
Why do so many people have such a hard time accepting and accom-

modating scientific uncertainty? Are there deeper reasons that go be-

yond the comforting certainty of religious faith, the apparent certain-

ties offered by charlatans, or the confusing smokescreens floated by

some industries trying to protect their economic interests? Much of

the problem, I believe, lies in the fact that most people lack an ele-

mentary understanding of science generally. This scientific illiteracy

provides fertile ground for the appeal of certainty and the confusion

of uncertainty to take root.
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C.P. Snow, in his famous book Two Cultures,14 outlined the

gulf of understanding that separates science from the arts and human-

ities in themodern university, and in society generally. This viewwas

foreshadowed by Rachel Carson in the quotation that opens this chap-

ter. A 1996 article15 addressing science education in America began

with the statement, “Americans love science, they just don’t under-

stand it”. Indeed, one can often hear the pessimistic view that the

general public will never understand science, let alone the subtleties

of uncertainty. Were we not walking on such thin ice of scientific

understanding, would we be so vulnerable to the pronouncements of

kooks or the smokescreens of confusion laid out by special interests?

If we were not so unfamiliar with science, perhaps such obfuscation

would not take hold so easily.

The problemswith understanding science begin very early, with

some inadequacies in the educational system. In a very important

sense, children are born as natural scientists. They emerge into a

strange world and are curious about everything surrounding them.

They look, they touch, they listen, smell, and taste. Theymake obser-

vations of this new world, and they process and evaluate the stream

of information coming at them from every direction. They explore,

experiment, and learn from their mistakes. Then they go to school.

Schooling in the USA, at least as far as scientific inquiry is con-

cerned, introduces children to a new methodology. The new method-

ology focuses on science not as a continuation of the curiosity and

explorations children make as toddlers. Rather, science in school is,

more often than not, presented as a recitation of accomplishment

rather than as a process of inquiry. Facts are paramount. Students

are told the world is round; Earth orbits the Sun; there are 365 days

in the year; insects have six legs; the Amazon is the world’s biggest

river; Mt. Everest is the highest mountain; rocks can be segregated

14Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution, Cambridge University Press, 58 pp.,
1963.
15Michael Carlowicz, EOS Transactions of the American Geophysical Union,
27 August 1996.
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into igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary categories; atoms have

protons, neutrons and electrons. The new emphasis is on stuffing lit-

tle craniums full of ‘facts’ that someone has determined every well-

educated person must know. Science is presented as answers rather

than as questions. Relegated to the distant background is the process

of inquiry, of how ‘facts’ are determined, of how durable or transient

‘facts’ may be, and of how certain or uncertain we believe them to be.

Answers, as I noted earlier, are to some people more comforting

than questions. Uncertainty in a simple context might translate into

“It could be this or it could be that”, but such a perspective is often

seen as being dangerously close to the pit of cultural and moral rela-

tivism, where shades of gray between right and wrong can lead young

minds astray. “No”, say the cultural absolutists, “there are things of

which we are certain, and don’t try to confuse the issue with uncer-

tainties that only obscure the truth.”

testing, testing . . .
The success of schooling is oftenmeasuredwith standardized tests ad-

ministered to students locally and nationally, to gauge achievement

in reading, math, and science. Some school systems and their teach-

ers are ranked according to the success or failure of students in such

standardized tests. Proposals are regularly floated to link the govern-

mental funding of schools to their performance on standardized tests.

It should come as no surprise that some schools now ‘teach to the

test’, recognizing that their political and perhaps financial support

may depend on doing well on these tests. From an international per-

spective, however, even teaching to the test has not produced dramatic

results from US schools. The eighth graders (age thirteen students) in

1999 scored below the internationalmedian in both science andmath-

ematics in the Third International Mathematics and Science Study

(TIMSS), which tested students in twenty-three countries.16 Within

the USA alone, the National Assessment of Educational Progress

16http://ustimss.msu.edu/
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every few years administers a mathematics test to fourth, eighth,

and twelfth graders (ages nine, thirteen, and seventeen, respectively),

with results categorized as ‘below basic’, ‘basic’, ‘proficient’, and

‘advanced’. In the test given in 2000, only one in three nine- and

thirteen-year-old students and fewer than one in five seventeen-year-

old students reached the proficient level.17

I recognize of course that scientific progress, indeed progress

in any of life’s endeavors, must have an educational foundation that

includes basic literacy and numeracy. Reading, writing, and quanti-

tative skills surely must be included in a list of life’s essentials. But

as necessary as they are, if they alone are the targets of education,

we will shortchange both the students and the society they are a part

of. Other important skills – how to observe carefully, how to think

critically, how to deal with conflict, how to develop teamwork – are

not easily tested but arguably are equally important, or more so, to

the success of students and to their community.

This emphasis on acquiring ‘knowledge’ persists throughout the

primary and secondary educational systems and continues unabated

in many higher education curricula. Textbooks for the introductory

survey courses in science too often are dull compendiums of what we

do know, but without a stimulating summary of what we don’t know.

Where are the frontiers of science described in these textbooks? What

are the unanswered questions that might excite imaginative students

and rekindle the natural curiosity they had as young children? Why

do they not learn of the uncertainties in the field?

The history of how a field of science has evolved over time

can be revealing of the false starts, the blind alleys that scientists

followed in times past. Antonio Machado, a Spanish poet of the early

twentieth century, captured this idea when he wrote: “Traveler, there

is no road. You make the road as you go.” Although the history of

a discipline is usually not couched in terms of the uncertainty that

enveloped the field, it can highlight the conventional wisdom of a

17New York Times, 3 August 2001, p. A21; New York Times, 21 November 2001,
p. A12.
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certain time and show how, in the face of conflicting observations and

competing ideas, that conventional wisdom began to unravel, only

to be replaced with newer concepts. What the perspective of time

and history offers is an opportunity to see how science as a field of

inquiry has evolved, and how probing questions and critical thinking

contributed to better understanding. Without any historical context,

students must settle for a snapshot of today’s answers, not yesterday’s

or tomorrow’s questions.

In the graduate degree programs, where in principle we train

the professional scientists and future professors, universities must

try to undo all of this. By the time students reach graduate school,

they have focused far too long on giving answers instead of asking

questions. They have a hard time formulating a research project that

poses an interesting non-trivial question, and that lays out a pathway

that may shed some light on it. Many of my scientific colleagues in

the university are not helpful in freeing students from the educational

constraints that have dulled their curiosity. Although many faculty

members themselves have a vision for their research, too often they

viewgraduate students as cogs in their personal researchmachine. The

student is not asked to formulate a research question and an approach

to answering it. Instead they are assigned a project, narrow in scope,

seldom explained in the context of the larger research vision. The

students are instructed on how to make use of the most sophisticated

research equipment tomeasure this or that but are left out in left field

as far as the relevance of themeasurements is concerned. They learn a

lot about how, but little aboutwhy. And, of course, when the technical

skills they have acquired are made obsolete with the next generation

of instrumentation, many will fall away from science disillusioned.

So why do we have so much science illiteracy? Why are people so

susceptible to simplistic ideas and false assertions? Why are they puz-

zled by scientific uncertainty? In part, I think it is because the science

education that most students receive stifles their natural scientific
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instincts. Many students lose interest in science in the primary and

secondary schools because it does not take advantage of their nat-

ural curiosity. The higher educational system then perpetuates the

problem, graduating science ‘majors’ who have absorbed all the ‘facts’

but who are not equipped to challenge them. The same stultifying sys-

tem trains new elementary and secondary school teachers, who repeat

these patterns, and at the postgraduate level trains new scientists as

capable executors but not imaginative formulators. In short, educa-

tional practices common in many countries have led to a widespread

adult population that is interested in and yet puzzled by science, prin-

cipally because they do not understand how scientists go about the

business of asking questions and evaluating answers.

Continuing the metaphor of the garden of uncertainty, we have

started our tour in the orientation pavilion, where the displays have il-

luminated some of the sociological, political, and educational facets of

science and uncertainty. The next chapter remains set in the orienta-

tion pavilion, where we will focus on a special institution that stands

between science and the public: the mass media. Can the media help

to convey science to the public, not simply in terms of accomplish-

ment, achievement, and certainty, but rather as a process or method

of inquiry that is stimulated by failure and which flourishes in the

dim gray light of shadows cast by uncertainty?



3 Can the media help?

Science is a long movie, and the news media generally take snapshots.

John Schwartz1

Is it really essential that the public understand science? Why not let

scientists do their thing, and let the rest of the world get on with

their business too? Unfortunately, in the modern world, that is a path

we can ill afford to follow. Whether we realize it or not, science is

too much a part of the fabric of our lives to be shunted aside as a

curious sideshow. The economy, national defense, environment, and

our health are more than ever before dependent on scientific progress.

The emergent role of information technology in our economic produc-

tivity, the feasibility of a ballistic missile defense shield, the human

contribution to climate change through the combustion of fossil fuels,

the implications of the newly mapped human genome all should be

reminders that we cannot divorce ourselves from science, even if we

might like to. And yet for all of the obvious relevance of science to

our daily lives, many people remain ill equipped to assimilate much

beyond the rudiments of science.

If, as I have argued in the previous chapter, our schools have

generally failed to develop an awareness and appreciation of science,

one can envision a second line of defense against scientific illiter-

acy: scientists working closely with the mass media to inform and

educate the public. When issues of scientific understanding or mis-

understanding arise, should we not be able to turn to television, radio,

newspapers, magazines and the Internet for clarification and insight?

With their billion dollar budgets, talented staffs and sometimes close

working relations with practicing scientists, the potential for making

science accessible would seem high. Both scientists and journalists

are generally well educated and have similar intellectual foundations:

1Washington Post, 21 February 1999.
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inquisitiveness, skepticism, and an ability to piece together a story

from incomplete and sometimes inaccurate information. Surely, the

science education that has been left undone by the schools can later

be remedied by scientists and the media.

That is a big responsibility for both scientists and the media,

and unfortunately one for which they are both generally unprepared.2

Scientists are frequently uncommunicative, the media are impa-

tient and internally competitive, both groups misunderstand and to

some extent mistrust each other, and neither typically feels a strong

responsibility to educate the public about science. Add to thatmix the

fact that there are many forces of obfuscation at work, for example,

the special-interest groups such as the tobacco and fossil fuel indus-

tries, that do not want to have certain scientific issues clarified, nor

uncertainties placed in context and evaluated. But within the media,

there are also forces at work that effectively undermine scientific un-

derstanding. Many talk-show hosts on radio and television consider

their first role as one of entertainment; on the rare occasion when

some science makes its way onto the chart, it usually fares poorly in

the give and take of talk. It is not that the hosts at the outset intend

to make the science unclear, but many are unwilling to invest the

time to understand the complexities. They definitely do not want sci-

ence, nor any other topic they feature, to be complicated or burdened

with shades of gray. Simplicity laced with dismissiveness is a good

formula for entertaining banter and, in the hands of a glib talk-show

host, science is often quickly reduced to rubble.

Other weaknesses abound in this envisioned media–science ed-

ucational alliance. The problems of coalescing these potential collab-

orators in common cause aremultifaceted, and failures by both groups

strew the field. As the old saying has it, there is enough blame to go

around. Let us first see what obstacles the scientists erect.

2A thorough discussion of the relationship between scientists and media
professionals is presented by Jim Hartz and Rick Chappell, inWorlds Apart: How the
Distance between Science and Journalism Threatens America’s Future, First
Amendment Center, Vanderbilt University, 1998.
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the scientists
Journalists need sources. They cannot report about science if scien-

tists will not talk to them. And scientists like their work to be recog-

nized. Can they get significant recognition other than from themedia?

Unfortunately, at least from the perspective of science education, the

answer to this question is clearly ‘yes’.

The principal form of recognition that scientists seek is recog-

nition from their peers. This comes in the form of publication of their

research results in peer-reviewed scientific journals. It comes from re-

search grants awarded on the basis of peer-reviewed competitive pro-

posals. It comes from salary increases and promotions bestowed on

the basis of peer evaluations. And for a very few, it comes from win-

ning prestigious awards such as the Fields Medal in mathematics, the

Crafoord Prize in earth science, or the Nobel Prize in physics, chem-

istry, medicine or economics. But in general, the reward system for

academic scientists does not place much value on engagement with

the non-academic world. In fact, there is an underlying feeling that in

an academic career, advancement is retarded by spending time in non-

academic endeavors. Carl Sagan, the Cornell University astronomer

and prolific author who brought so much science into the popular

realm, was never elected to the National Academy of Sciences, one

of the highest forms of peer recognition a scientist can achieve in the

USA, equivalent to becoming a Fellow of the Royal Society in the UK.

Speculation about the reasons for denying him this recognition have

centered on his extraordinary success as a popularizer and expositor

of science, both as an author and on television. Many accomplished

scientists place a low value on, if not outright disdain for, such media

endeavors.

Although clearly in theminor leagueswhen comparedwithCarl

Sagan or Stephen Jay Gould, I do attempt to bridge the gap. In addi-

tion to substantial teaching and engagement in research, I have made

considerable effort to write about science for non-scientific readers, to

speak about science to non-scientific audiences, and to be available to

the media to help them to convey to the public the significance of my
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research (or that of others) when it is published. I have received nice

notes from the Academic Vice-President of my university, thanking

me for taking the time to work with the media (of course my uni-

versity’s name also appears in the articles or on the air). I recall a

conversation with Dr. Neal Lane, Director of President Bill Clinton’s

Office of Science and Technology Policy and former director of the US

National Science Foundation, in which we discussed my concept for

this book. He urged me to get to writing straightaway, commenting

that helping the public to understand science better was an urgent

matter. I have received a personal note from the Vice-President of the

United States, thanking me for presenting a seminar to congressional

staffers on aspects of global climate change.

To be sure, there is a lot written and said about the importance

of helping the public to understand complex scientific issues. How-

ever, scientists working in universities, where most of the scientific

research is undertaken, are subtly discouraged from reaching out to

the media by the nature of the reward system. When it gets down to

a merit evaluation by colleagues as part of the annual salary-setting

considerations, public engagement counts very little. The well-worn

joke that all of the non-academic recognition plus a couple of dollars

will buy you a good cup of coffee is hardly irrelevant. The issues that

count (and I use the term literally) are how many research papers one

publishes, howmany graduate students and postdoctoral scholars one

supervises, howmany undergraduates one teaches, and howmany re-

search grants one garners. Broader issues of general education, such

as those addressed in part in this book, and the more public outreach

activities that form a part of my professional life, seldom count for

much in university merit evaluations. So it should come as no sur-

prise that, if scientists receive little tangible encouragement to work

with the media to make science accessible to a broader non-academic

audience, they seldom make the effort.

Even if a suitable reward system were in place, training scien-

tists to be media-friendly is hardly a straightforward task. Perhaps

at the head of the list of difficulties is the fact that scientists and
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journalists do not ordinarily work in the same time frame. Science

does not typically generate daily events such as a mine collapse, a

cricket match, a political debate, or a ballet performance to capture

the attention of the media, and scientists seldom face daily deadlines.

Perhaps the closest thing to making an extended scientific en-

deavor into a news event is the occasion when research results are

presented at conferences or published in professional journals. We are

now becoming accustomed to news reports that begin “In a study pub-

lished today in the New England Journal of Medicine . . . ”, or, “In a

presentation this week at the meeting of the European Geophysical

Society . . . ”. But how do media professionals recognize truly impor-

tant contributions among the many thousands of articles published

and papers presented each year? You can be certain that very few re-

porters have a regular assignment to read the Lancet, or the Journal

of the American Medical Association or the Journal of Geophysical

Research, a task that formost journalists would be roughly equivalent

to death by slow torture. However, in recent years, the universities,

the professional societies, and the publishers of the scientific journals

havemounted an impressive effort to build bridges between the scien-

tists they know and love, and themedia professionalswhowill convey

the science to the public. This is a significant departure from the iso-

lationist traditions of most academic scientists and their professional

societies.

My own university, mindful of tending to its public image, has

an Office of News and Information Services with a very talented staff.

They pro-actively ask science department chairs for a calendar of the

professional conferences that faculty attend, and they sit down with

the department chairs to identify the presentations that have particu-

lar significance. An interview with faculty making the presentations

may follow, and a press release is prepared for distribution to the

media. Sometimes this leads to interviews with reporters following

the actual presentation.

The scientific journals themselves also have an impressive press

machine at work, to call to the attention of the media the important
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advances appearing in the pages of their publications. Two of themost

prestigious international scientific journals are Nature, published in

the UK, and Science, published in the USA by the American Associ-

ation for the Advancement of Science. These journals, read widely in

the scientific community, appear weekly and feature fifteen to twenty

research reports authored by scientists from around theworld. Prior to

publication eachweek, both Science andNature provide press releases

about the various articles, editorial commentary about a selected few,

and contact information to enable the press to reach the scientists

involved in the research for additional perspectives. After colleagues

and I recently published a research report in Nature on how global

warming was evidenced in rock temperatures,3 newspaper, television

and radio interviews consumed almost a week with hardly a break.

However, all of the efforts by institutions, professional societies,

and publishing houses cannot bring science to the public without the

cooperation and engagement of the scientists themselves. The ulti-

mate responsibility for removing the curtain of obscurity that sur-

rounds science lies with the practitioners. They must be available

and be effective communicators with the print and electronic jour-

nalists who want to help them to share with the public what goes

on in the house of science. For those scientists working in universi-

ties, the latter should not be an insurmountable barrier. They face the

task of conveying science to classrooms full of students all the time.

Successful teachers do not hide behind a barrage of technical jargon.

They have learned to organize and simplify their material, to help stu-

dents to see the forest as well as the trees. Many have recognized that

it is more important to convey science as a process of inquiry rather

than a catalog of achievement. They know that all science is tentative

and uncertain, and that the uncertainties spur creativity and drive sci-

ence forward. Working with the media requires the same principles

as engaging students in the classroom. Scientists must be alert and

3Huang, S., Pollack, H. N., and Shen, P.-Y., Temperature trends over the past five
centuries reconstructed from borehole temperatures. Nature vol. 403, pp. 756–758,
2000.
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sensitive to possibilities of misinterpretation, and theymust make ef-

forts to say clearly what their work means, as well as what it does not

mean.

Journalists need scientists not only for material but also for in-

sight. It is one thing for a reporter to see in a journal a scientific report

with some arcane title, and quite another thing to recognize the sig-

nificance (or insignificance as the case may be) of the report. While

surely there are exceptions, generally it takes someone who is an ac-

tive researcher to be able to evaluate research. That is, in fact, the basis

of the peer-review system, which evaluates and filters scientific con-

tributions before they see the light of the printed journal page. This

same system of review also guides the funding of research by federal

and state agencies, by seeking the advice of active scientists about the

strengths andweaknesses of proposals that have been submitted seek-

ing funds to conduct scientific research. I also believe that teaching at

the university level is enhanced by active engagement in research. No

one is better equipped than a researcher to recognize the robustness of

a certain body of experimental data, or to identify the soft underbelly

of a theory. No matter how voracious a reader and synthesizer of the

scientific literature one may be, there is nothing quite equivalent to

having been in the scientific line of fire.

Journalists are busy folks facing deadlines, and they appreciate a

scientist who can cut to the quick. They are neither eager to hear nor

skilled at sorting through an endless array of qualifications that scien-

tistsmayweave as a protective cocoon around their results. Andwhile

journalists may be aware of the fact that there is some uncertainty

about the conclusions, they also will appreciate the scientist who

can place the level of uncertainty in some familiar context. Roberta

Hotinski, a graduate student in Earth Science at Pennsylvania State

University, spent the summer of 1999 in the newsroom of US News

andWorld Report as aMassMedia Fellow in Science and Engineering,

sponsored by the American Geophysical Union. In writing about her

experience she offered the following advice. “If you can express your

level of certainty in terms of odds or common analogies, reporters will
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have something concrete to emphasize. For example, you could char-

acterize your certainty that global warming is upon us as comparable

to your belief that a) the sun will rise tomorrow, b) your kids will go to

college or c) you’ll win the lottery.”4 Scientists regularly characterize

the uncertainty of their results by defining a quantitative range, called

the ‘error bar’, in which their results sit. Translating error bars into or-

dinary language that journalists can understand would go a long way

toward making research results more accessible.

the media
Not all the barriers to a close working relationship between science

and the media arise from the scientific camp. Let us note just a few

of the impediments erected by the media. As John Schwartz observed

in the quotation opening this chapter, the media, with snapshot cam-

era in hand, generally do not have the time or patience for a long

movie. Even as a long movie is playing, the media are distracted by

the more immediate events, and they may not even realize they are

in the theater. Moreover, as topics such as global climate change un-

fold over decades, there is a tendency by the media to consider it

as lacking freshness or currency. That climate change comes to the

fore time and time again stems from the fact that dramatic climate-

related effects continue to occur and collectively call our attention

to the slow changes that are taking place. Another debate in Parlia-

ment or Congress is passé, but the sudden separation of an iceberg the

size of Scotland from an Antarctic ice shelf is news. Another press re-

lease from an international oil company calling for ‘more research’ on

climate change draws yawns, but an ice-breaker discovering that the

path through the Arctic Ocean to the North Pole is ice-free pulls the

media back again to another facet of climate change. And when a sur-

vey of glacial ice on Kilimanjaro indicates that Ernest Hemingway’s

immortal snows may disappear over the next fifteen years, someone

in the newsroom takes note.

4Roberta Hotinski, EOS Transactions of the American Geophysical Union,
16 November 1999.
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Enough snapshots strung together can begin to look like amovie

to the public. Eventually, through repetition, these large-scale envi-

ronmental concepts can become embedded in the public awareness.

In 1987 when the Montreal Protocol, an international agreement to

phase out the manufacture and use of ozone-destroying chemicals,

was taking shape, it was very significant that there had been a decade

or more of ‘snap-shot’ visibility preceding the international confer-

ence. Richard Elliot Benedick wrote

. . . the power of knowledge and of public opinion was a formidable

factor in the achievement at Montreal. A well-informed public

was the prerequisite to mobilizing the political will of

governments and weakening industry’s resolve to defend the

chemicals. The findings of scientists had to be made accessible

and disseminated. . . . The media, particularly press and television,

played a vital role in bringing the issue before the public and

thereby stimulating political interest.5

As I have already mentioned, the inadequacies of many primary and

secondary schools, and indeed some institutions of higher learning,

in the teaching of science and general numeracy have now affected

several generations of students. Included are most of our practicing

journalists. The scientific education of most media reporters has been

little different from their elementary, secondary, and university class-

mates, and this underlies their subsequent difficulties in conveying

the meaning and significance of science to the public. And when sci-

entists themselves offer anything short of a unanimous interpreta-

tion, when uncertainty is expressed, media reporters are generally ill-

equipped to evaluate the disparate perspectives and to help the public

to appreciate and accommodate the uncertainty.

Other factors, not unrelated to the educational shortfall, in-

clude an undervaluing of science as uninteresting and seldom news-

worthy. This attitude is manifest through a lack of commitment

5Ozone Diplomacy, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1991, p. 5.
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of staff and time to science coverage and analysis by publishers, pro-

ducers, and editors. This attitude is underpinned by the opinion that

science is not really competitive for the limited time and space avail-

able on a daily basis. In addition, sadly, some media ‘gatekeepers’ feel

that public education is not the responsibility of the media; they be-

lieve their assignment is to report and chronicle the events of the day,

rather than to interpret and place those events in context. Or worse

yet, they simply wish to entertain their readers.

For a profession proud of its skilled use of language, the media

are frequently careless in evaluating the language used by special in-

terests, language that colors theway inwhich issues are portrayed. All

too often code-words that subtly distort an issue are unwittingly in-

corporated into articles. Describing atmospheric carbon dioxide and

methane as ‘so-called greenhouse gases’ creates an impression that

perhaps they are not, an impression that absolutely no atmospheric

scientist would support. When journalists use a phrase such as ‘the

greenhouse theory’ they create an impression that the atmospheric

greenhouse effect is perhaps only a concept and not grounded in

reality. Nothing could be further from the truth; Earth’s surface has

been warmed by the greenhouse effect throughout most of its history.

The proper debate is not about whether our planet has a greenhouse

effect, but rather about how much the greenhouse effect is changing

because of human activity. It is a disservice to the public to repeat the

words ‘sound science’, ‘junk science’ and ‘creation science’ without

paying careful attention to who is using such language and what their

motivations might be.

The media often view controversy as more interesting than

the science itself. Scientific debate is viewed almost like a sports con-

test, with competition sure to yield a winner. But unlike sporting

events, to which a very significant fraction of each day’s reporting is

devoted, science issues do not have the benefit of a large media staff

and in-depth analysis. A large newspaper may have a team of sports

writers, with specialists in golf, tennis, cricket, football, basketball,

and baseball. We may learn in great detail over many weeks about the
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training regimen, coaching strategy, and group psychology of World

Cup football teams, or about deep inner thoughts of a Tour de France

bicyclist. But a scientific debate is often reported as a ‘he-said, she-

said’ encounter with little insight provided to a reader or viewer to

help them to understand the subtleties. Because journalists wish to

avoid being branded as one-sided advocates, and because they recog-

nize their own inadequacies to analyze a situation, they often feel

compelled to give equal time to opposing points of view, irrespec-

tive of the strength of the scientific arguments supporting one side

or the other. The result is often to give unwarranted attention and

thereby bestow credence to frivolous pronouncements and marginal

debate.

Media coverage going astray

Before: “Fault Line’s Threat Hits Fever Pitch”6

After: “Media at Fault Over New Madrid Quake Scare”7

An instructive example of media coverage gone astray was the treat-

ment of the prediction that a major earthquake would strike the mid-

continent of the USA, or central California, or Tokyo, or somewhere

else on 3 December 1990. This prediction was issued by Dr. Iben

Browning, a business consultant whose advanced degreeswere in biol-

ogy, not geology or seismology. In the USA, particularly in the central

states, the media jumped upon the prediction and, without making

any significant effort to assess its validity or likelihood of occurrence,

manufactured a major event, creating a frenzy of local concern that

led to school and business closures, evacuations, emergency prepared-

ness drills, insurance scams, and unusual entrepreneurial activity that

took advantage of the almost carnival-like atmosphere at ground-zero.

Browning’s earthquake prediction was based on the idea that on

3December 1990 the alignments of the Sun,Moon and Earthwould be

such that the gravitational pull of the Sun and Moon would reach an

6USA Today, 28 November 1990. 7St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 8 December 1990.
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unusually high level. These extra tugs would add to tectonic stresses

accumulating in a seismic zone on Earth to trigger a large earthquake.

It is a kind of ‘straw that breaks the camel’s back’ concept. While it is

true that the planetary alignment to which Browning called attention

did occur, its prediction required no more special scientific skill than

the ability to read an almanac. What evidence did Browning have that

the locations predicted for the earthquake were loaded to the break-

ing point, waiting for the last straw? Absolutely none. Apparently he

simply selected areas that historically had featured large earthquakes

and declared that these regions were ready for another jolt.

Fortunately, 3 December came and went uneventfully, without

so much as a noticeable tremor at the anticipated epicenter in south-

east Missouri (nor a major event anywhere in the world for that mat-

ter). The circus tent at the epicenter folded up, and the media turned

their attention to other more ‘newsworthy’ events in the days follow-

ing. Could the public have been better served? Absolutely. Journal-

ists had many opportunities to probe more deeply into the scientific

foundations of the issue and exercise judgment in their coverage, but

generally failed to do so.

What might the media have done? Browning’s ‘credibility’ in

earthquake prediction apparently stemmed from a talk he gave to

manufacturing executives in San Francisco on 10 October 1989, in

which he stated that a major seismological event would occur some-

where in the world within a week’s time. Sure enough, within the

week, right there in California, occurred the Loma Prieta earth-

quake, leading to sixty-seven fatalities and causing very significant

damage in San Francisco. But was this ‘prediction’ really such an

achievement? With only a little investigation, reporters could have

easily learned that in an average year there are about 120 large earth-

quakes (magnitude 6 or greater) around the world, or about one every

three days (assuming for simplicity that the quakes would be dis-

tributed uniformly in time). Thus Dr. Browning was on pretty safe

ground to make a reasonable guess about timing. A cub reporter could

be equally prescient.
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In addition to specifying the ‘when’ of an earthquake, seismol-

ogists require that a valid prediction must also include the place, the

magnitude, and an estimate of the probability that a quake of that size

might occur at that location anyway. As far as Browning’s designation

of location goes, somewhere in the world is surely a safe bet, and fore-

casting a ‘major’ event leaves ample wiggle room for interpreting the

size of the predicted event. If the target is big enough, there is a fairly

good chance of hitting it. As to the requirement of a probability esti-

mate, this can be best illustrated with an example: a ‘prediction’ that

the San Francisco Bay area will experience a magnitude 2 earthquake

on a certain day is not considered a prediction of any significance even

if the event occurs as predicted.Whynot? Because there aremanyhun-

dreds of magnitude 2 earthquakes in that area each year, and therefore

the probability that one will occur on any given day is very high. Had

Browning in his talk to the business executives predicted a magni-

tude 7 earthquake for the central California region within the coming

week, as opposed to a ‘major’ earthquake somewhere in the world,

then the occurrence of the Loma Prieta earthquake would have dra-

matically bolstered his stature as a seer. A direct hit on a small target

is more impressive than a dart placed somewhere on a big wall.

Why did the media discount the fact that the scientific commu-

nity was of the virtually unanimous opinion that the Browning pre-

diction had no scientific merit? The US Geological Survey’s National

Earthquake Prediction Evaluation Council declared that Browning’s

prediction had no validity, as didmost professional seismologists from

nearby universities. There was, however, one exception, a seismolo-

gist from Southeast Missouri State University, who lent some con-

siderable public support to Browning’s prediction. To the media, this

lone supporter apparently provided a full counterweight to themassed

scientific opinion sitting firmly on the other end of the seesaw. Had

themedia looked into the background of this supportive seismologist,

they would have discovered that he was no stranger to the earthquake

prediction business himself; he had collaboratedwith a psychic in pre-

dicting an earthquake for North Carolina in 1974. And had the media
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delved further into Dr. Browning’s own background, they would have

discovered that he also attributed the rise of the Nazis to tidal forces!

Whatever happened to the journalistic practice of checking the back-

ground and credibility of sources?

The media might also have discovered that the science behind

Browning’s prediction of the 3December 1990 event, a planetary align-

ment that exerted incrementally stronger gravitational stress on the

region, was also old and unsuccessful science. Because the positions

of the Sun, Moon and planets can be so reliably predicted, they have

always been an attractive component of other prediction schemes. In

natural systems where the physics of a process is well understood,

such as the rise and fall of the ocean tides along shorelines and in har-

bors, the predictions are remarkably successful. But in the business of

catastrophe prediction, in which the natural system is complex and

poorly understood, the record shows no successes.

The authors of a book8 that received wide publicity when pub-

lished in 1974 argued that a special alignment of the planets that

would occur in 1982, a configuration that occurs only once every 179

years, would trigger a devastating earthquake in southern California.

The physics of the triggeringwasmore sophisticated than that implied

by Browning in his 1990 prediction, but the hype was the same:

Geophysicists report that [the San Andreas Fault] is overdue . . .

and just needs a trigger. There can be little doubt, we feel, that the

planetary and solar influence . . . following the rare planetary

alignment, will provide that trigger. In particular, the Los Angeles

region will, we believe, be subjected to the most massive

earthquake experienced by a major center of population during

this century.9

Needless to say, the San Andreas fault in southern California did not

lurch significantly in 1982, and LosAngeles remains standing. But this

8John Gribbin and Stephen Plagemann, The Jupiter Effect: The Planets as Triggers of
Devastating Earthquakes, Walker and Company, New York, 136 pp., 1974.
9From the preface of The Jupiter Effect.
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episode had been largely (entirely?) forgotten by themedia by the time

Browning gave us his prediction for 1990. The manila folder in the

newsroom files labeled ‘Earthquake Prediction’, available for reporters

to consult for background and historical perspective, apparently was

empty. I amnot aware of a single reference to the Jupiter ‘non-effect’ at

the time of the Browning media frenzy. And when yet another book10

with a similar theme predicted that global catastrophewould strike on

5 May 2000, the media coverage,11 while restrained and free of hype,

again showed no apparent awareness of how frequently this particular

disaster theme reappears.

Why did the media not unmask the Browning prediction as one

bordering on the ridiculous? Why instead did they paint him as an un-

orthodox and unappreciated genius, who had hit upon a marvelously

simple strategy for predicting earthquakes? Surely the answers to

these questions are not simple, but one aspect may be a deep-seated

distrust of expertise and conventional wisdom. In various contexts,

this attitude could be described as ‘anti-elitism’, ‘skepticism’,

‘contrarianism’, or as ‘rooting for the underdog’. If all the bigwigs say

something is not going to happen, won’t it be fun to see them eat crow

when it does happen? Won’t we have a good laugh when someone not

anointed by membership in the in-group succeeds despite the opposi-

tion of the pooh-bahs?Won’t it be nice to have some unrecognized out-

sider show that something is really very simple, when all the experts

have been telling us that it is very complex? Complexity is a real bar-

rier to understanding and can turn people to seek simpler answers, no

matter how inadequate or demonstrably false those answers may be.

This attitude was displayed in an interesting way in yet another

example of earthquake prediction. In the early 1970s, a scientist work-

ing in the US Bureau of Mines (USBM) developed a theory of earth-

quake prediction based on his studies of how rocks break in laboratory

stress tests. He then applied his theory to the real (outside the labora-

tory) world, and in 1976 predicted that the largest earthquake of the

10Richard Noone, 5/5/2000: Ice, The Ultimate Disaster, Harmony Books, 1986, 1997.
11New York Times, 7 May 2000, p. 26.
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twentieth century would take place off the coast of Peru on 28 June

1981.12 Quite naturally, Peruvians were concerned and sought some

evaluation of the merits of this prediction of coming catastrophe. Be-

cause the prediction was issued by a US government scientist, Peru

initiated discussions with the US through diplomatic pathways. The

US government in turn asked the US Geological Survey (USGS), the

federal agency charged with assessing seismological hazards, to eval-

uate the prediction theory and methodology. The USGS evaluation

team concluded that there was no validity to the USBM scientist’s

approach, and no credibility should be given to his predictions. In

particular they concluded that the seismic hazard in Peru, already

a country visited historically by severe earthquakes, was in no way

heightened on the basis of the USBM scientist’s concept.

But that was not the end of thematter. Somewondered privately

and later publicly whether the USGS rejected the USBM’s approach

out of jealousy. It was well known that the USGS had invested con-

siderable effort in earthquake prediction research with little success.

Wouldn’t it be an embarrassment if a single researcher in the USBM

found the secret to earthquake prediction when the entire USGS team

had failed to do so? Could this be a case of the little guy succeeding

in unraveling a complex process essentially in his spare time, when

the supposed professionals were still following one blind avenue after

another? An unappreciated geniusmaking the experts look incapable?

The episode had all the hallmarks of the later Browning saga, includ-

ing the unambiguous failure of the predicted event to take place. The

day came and went without so much as a seismic ripple being felt

in Peru. The USBM prediction turned out to be empty, just as the

professional seismologists had predicted.

it’s tough to get it right
Just as it is difficult to make scientists intomedia-friendly colleagues,

it is equally difficult to make journalists into sophisticated observers

of science. We would hope that journalists could be more than just

12For a full analysis of this episode, see Richard Stuart Olson, The Politics of
Earthquake Prediction, Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ, 1989, 187 pp.
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literal reporters, that they would be able to offer some insight and

perspective. At their best, journalists must be skeptical and ferret out

weaknesses and contradictions. Those who do reach a level of under-

standing and familiarity with science typically comment on what a

hard slog it is to reach that plateau of comfort. Malcolm Browne of the

NewYork Times remarked, “A science writer must be a perpetual stu-

dent . . . . It takes a preparedmind to appreciate the value of a subtle ex-

periment.”13 Walter Cronkite, who covered the US space program for

a national television network, overcame his scientific unease through

“many long hours of study”.14 But not many journalists are afforded

the opportunity to develop background and perspective. More typical

is the experience of a new young science reporter, who felt immense

pressure when she began her work. Within a few weeks she had to

cover stories on pain centers in the brain, the effects of low-frequency

electromagnetic radiation on human health, novel techniques for dat-

ing sedimentary rocks, a potential vaccine for Alzheimer’s disease,

fiber optics cable deployment, and forecasting of global warming.15

Happily, there are a few notable exceptions: The Times of

London and the Guardian in the UK, the Globe and Mail in Canada,

theNewYork Times in the USA all offer science coverage well beyond

the norm. The completion of the map of the human genome in 2001

was, of course, reported as a lead story nearly everywhere, but theNew

York Times devoted another ten full pages to discussing the medical

and ethical implications of this remarkable scientific achievement. In

an interval of about amonth, theNewYorkTimeshad several different

science stories prominently on the front page: the discovery of crisp

erosional features on Mars, suggesting geologically recent water seep-

ing from the subsurface; the re-interpretation of some feathery fossils

that suggested a different evolutionary origin for birds; the discov-

ery of an elusive particle in the neutrino family; and the sociological

13New York Times, 27 February 2000.
14Jim Hartz and Rick Chappell,Worlds Apart: How the Distance between Science
and Journalism Threatens America’s Future, First Amendment Center, Vanderbilt
University, 1998.
15Roberta Hotinski, EOS Transactions of the American Geophysical Union,
16 November 1999.
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consequences of genetic testing. In addition, each Tuesday, the New

York Times offers an entire section, the Science Times, produced by a

staff of fifteen science writers.

But is this reason to celebrate? Only a small fraction of newspa-

per readers in the UK read The Times of London or theGuardian, and

probably a smaller fraction of Americans read the New York Times.

And each of these newspapers devotes far more space to financial

news, entertainment and the arts, and sports on a daily basis than it

does to science on a weekly basis. In the New York Times on 21 July

2000, there were five important science and science-related articles, a

good day for science visibility. However, on that same day there were

thirty-eight pages devoted to arts and entertainment, and six pages to

sports. And we must remember that most media outlets do not even

employ a science reporter; they simply take stories off the wire ser-

vices and cut them somewhat indiscriminately to fit the space or time

available. Most local television channels do have a ‘weather person’,

someone perhaps with a degree in meteorology. Whenever science

intrudes into the daily routine, it often falls to the weatherman or

woman to deal with it.

With a touch of sadness, I conclude that the defects in the struc-

ture of science education will not be miraculously annealed by enlist-

ing the aid of the media. Neither scientists nor journalists, each for

their own reasons, place sufficient value on the endeavor to make it

happen. Counting on practicing scientists and the media to take up

where science education has left off is, I fear, too grand a dream. The

potential may be there, but the realization is, just like a mirage, well

beyond the horizon. I am sanguine that both science education and

media attention to science will improve, but the turnaround will be

very slow.

It is now time to leave the orientation pavilion and step out into

the garden of scientific uncertainty. As mentioned earlier, the garden

has many domains and plots that reveal the multifaceted character of
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uncertainty. However, collectively, the many floral displays and un-

tended natural areas, the thickets and subtle mazes, create a mosaic

with images that stand out amidst the individual tracts of uncertainty.

One by one, each tract will illuminate an aspect of uncertainty; to-

gether they will lay out how uncertainty arises, how it is a stimulus

for creativity, andwhy it is akin to a glass half full, not half empty. The

next chapter explores how our intuition is often an inadequate guide

to understanding complex phenomena, thereby allowing uncertainty

to cloak the unfamiliar terrain that exists outside of our everyday

experience.



4 Unfamiliarity breeds
uncertainty
Experience is a hard teacher because she gives the test first, the lesson
afterward.

Vernon Sanders Law

When we experience things in the course of our lives, we become

familiar with them, perhaps understand them, and come to accept

them as a normal part of life. But when we first encounter something

that we have not previously experienced, something we are unfamil-

iar with, there is a natural tendency toward caution. And if we are

presented with an abstraction, something totally outside of our expe-

rience, skepticism or even disbelief is not an unnatural reaction.

In this context, uncerainty goes hand in hand with unfamiliar-

ity. What we are unfamiliar with, we are uncertain of. And much

of science is unfamiliar ground for many people. Although Albert

Einstein thought otherwise, science is really not just ‘common sense’.

If it were, no one with a modicum of common sense would be puz-

zled or baffled by it. Science requires a certain amount of abstraction,

and the placing of observations into a context or framework. When

that framework is one’s immediate environment, familiarity and un-

derstanding come readily. But when the spatial framework is much

smaller, as in particle physics, or much larger as in astronomy, it takes

a willingmind to explore this unfamiliar, uncertain terrain. Similarly,

there are processes that operate at time scales vastly different from

those of everyday human experience. The apparently instantaneous

completion of a chemical reaction or the inordinately slow pace of

geological change both require an intellectual stretch.

Experience is what transforms the unfamiliar into the famil-

iar, and the conceptual framework in which early humans organized

their experiences was not abstract. Survival demanded that they be

keen observers of their immediate environment. For them it was lit-

erally a matter of life and death to stalk prey for food, and to avoid the
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reciprocal fate. A high awareness of the immediate environment was

a life imperative. When early agriculture was becoming established,

those who perceived local patterns of precipitation, the wet and dry

seasons, and the seasonal oscillation of temperature through the year

were better able to succeed in the production of food. But did early

humans concern themselves with century-long trends in global tem-

perature? Could they note, or even care, that this year’s mean annual

temperature was a tenth of a degree warmer than last year, particu-

larly when the temperature changes by 20 or 30 ◦F every twenty-four

hours and even more seasonally? Or could they imagine that their

cultivation of land would have an effect on the other side of the Earth

or change the chemistry of the global atmosphere?

It is difficult for humans to focus on small incremental changes

worldwide when big things are happening at home. The strategy of

dealingwith the immediate has served humanswell when the greatest

threats were local and looming large. For example, in a modern con-

text, when humans are asked to consider the concept of global climate

change, a phenomenon that is planetary in scope and which operates

on a time scale that exceeds political term limits, generations and life

spans, there is a hesitation, even skepticism, that arises because it is

outside of the realm of ordinary experiences derived from day-to-day

living. A caution emerges, a natural tendency tomove into unfamiliar

territory carefully. Uncertainty accompanies unfamiliarity.

getting our attention
Our senses are tuned to detect rapid change. When we are driving a

car, we are alerted by the honking of a horn, the wailing of a siren,

the sudden appearance of a brake light on the car ahead, a dog dashing

into the street. All of these changes are registered against a backdrop

that we term ‘normal’. The horn and siren sound against a backdrop of

ordinary continuous traffic noise; the brake light flashes where there

was no illumination previously; the dog suddenly appears as an object

of different size moving rapidly in a direction that crosses the flow

of traffic. Each of these intrusions into the normal background grabs

our attention, alerts us to possible hazards. (Conversely, when we are
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trying to fall asleep, and want to suppress alertness, we may turn to

the background sounds of music or mindless talk from the radio or

TV, or to specially designed sound tracks of waves breaking on the

seashore or wind rustling the leaves.)

When an automobile accident occurs on the highway, the traffic

following immediately slows and begins to back up. Similarly, when

we approach a lane closure, and two lanes of traffic must narrow to

funnel through only one lane, we notice the slow down. We notice

that the commute to work takes a half-hour longer on a day when

road repair crews are at work and lane closures occur. But do we no-

tice the very slow extension of our daily commute caused by urban

sprawl? Do we notice that the commute takes thirty minutes more

today than it did a decade ago, when there were many fewer cars

on the highway? The answer is probably no, because the change has

come so slowly. The slowing effect of the gradually increasing traffic

comes as an accumulation of very small incremental delays, not gen-

erally noticeable on a day-to-day basis. Our senses have not evolved

to alert us to small incremental changes taking place over long time

intervals. We develop an awareness of slow changes in the backdrop

of our daily lives only through our personal memory, or through the

collective memory that we call historical records. We are reminded of

these changes when highway engineers report that a segment of the

interstate highway system, envisioned and built fifteen years ago to

accommodate 100,000 cars per day, is already carrying more than

twice the number of cars it was designed for. Aha! So that’s why it’s

taking me an extra half hour to get to work each day than when that

highway opened.1 The averageAmerican spent thirty-six hours sitting

in traffic tie-ups in 1999, compared with only eleven hours in 1982.2

People accept and adjust to the extension of their commute in part

because it has developed incrementally over many years.

1How long-term trends creep unobtrusively into our lives is the subject of the book
by Hal Kane, Triumph of the Mundane: The Unseen Trends that Shape our Lives and
Environment, Island Press, 2001, 200 pp.
2Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A&M University, 2001. See also the New York
Times, 8 and 9 May 2001.
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climate is what you expect, weather is what
you get
Sensing climate change is equally difficult for the same reason.

Climate is different than the weather. Weather is notable for its

changes – yesterday highwinds, today a thunderstorm, tomorrow sun-

shine. Because of the changeable nature of the weather on a day-to-

day basis, we are alert to its variability and welcome the summaries

of its likely course over the next few days presented to us in the daily

weather report.

Climate, by comparison, is the long-term characterization of

the ‘average’ weather. We describe the climate of a region with terms

such as continental,mediterranean, or coastalmaritime. Each of these

terms implicitly carries a description of the annual average tempera-

ture, the seasonal temperature range, the annual amount of precipita-

tion, the average number of days when the ground is covered with

snow. When we are planning for a summer bicycling trip around

Iceland, we consult a climate atlas to know what to pack. Such an

atlas will tell us that we can expect the daily temperatures to be be-

tween 5 and 25 ◦C (41–77 ◦F), and there is a 30% probability of rain on

any given day.

This type of information is climatological in that it portrays the

long-term average conditions. Slow changes in climate are difficult to

discern because they do notmanifest themselves on a noticeable daily

basis. Only when the average daily temperature is observed to trend

upward or the annual precipitation downward over several decades

do the climatologists, those keepers of the historical archives of the

daily meteorological measurements, call to our attention that we are

experiencing a change in climate.

There is also the temptation to interpret short-term departures

from the norm as long-term trends. Many residents of the North

American mid-continent will recall the summer of 1988 as a preview

of hell. Record temperature levels were reached and sustained over

long periods during that summer.Where I live inMichigan, set amidst

the Great Lakes, residents endured more than forty consecutive days
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of temperatures exceeding 32 ◦C (90 ◦F) and ten days when the temper-

ature exceeded 38 ◦C (100 ◦F). The grass was brown, the trees thirsty,

the cropsmeager. The newspapers trumpeted that global warming had

arrived with a vengeance. By contrast, in the summer of 2000, we had

not a single summer day with the temperature as high as 32 ◦C, and

rain came with great abundance. Obviously, one summer, whether it

is in 1988 or 2000, does not determine a century-long trend, any more

than themean annual temperature at a single location determines the

average temperature of the entire globe. Wemust be careful not to pay

undue attention to short-term phenomena, at least in the context of

identifying longer-term trends.

Long-term slow changes in the average annual temperature are

particularly difficult for an individual to perceive, in part because

these changes are typically small when compared with the temper-

ature change that occurs between day and night, or between summer

and winter. We are not equipped physiologically or psychologically to

notice small slow changes superimposed on big rapid changes. The

familiar phrase “Don’t bother me with the small stuff” expresses our

natural tendency to focus on the big things that are happening now,

rather than the smaller changes taking place over long periods of time,

even though the small incremental changesmay ultimately have a big

impact. Even a ‘drop in the ocean’, if repeated often enough, will raise

sea level perceptibly.

In addition, living in the modern technological world generally

means that, as far as temperature is concerned, we isolate ourselves

from the changes taking place in the natural world. This isolation

stems from the fact that many of us live and work in a ‘climate-

controlled’ environment, inside buildings. In our thermal isolation,

we set and adjust our machines to maintain a narrow temperature

range indoors, and consequently we are out of touch with changes

in the natural world. It is conceivable that the only way one might

become aware of long-term trends in the average annual temperature

would be through changes in the amount of energy consumed by the

machines that control our indoor climate!
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beyond the horizon
If it is difficult for us to be aware of long-term changes taking place

aroundus, it is equally difficult to develop a sense ofwhat is happening

elsewhere on Earth. In fact it is wholly human to imagine that what

we experience locally is happening everywhere. If we have had awarm

winter with little snowfall in Michigan, then it is easy to think that

a similarly mild winter occurred everywhere. However, try telling

that to the folks who live in Siberia, who during the same winter

experienced bitter cold and record snowfall.

What we experience as individuals is the local expression of a

global-scale process. The first-order pattern of regional climate vari-

ability on Earth is that it iswarmer in the equatorial regions and colder

in the polar regions, generally reflecting the variable amount of solar

energy that each square meter of surface area receives. However, this

fundamental pattern imposed by the Sun is altered by the hemispheric

seasonal fluctuations that arise principally from the tilt of the Earth’s

rotation axis, and by the redistribution of Earth’s heat by atmospheric

circulation and ocean currents. The last are particularly influenced

by the geography of the continents, which of course act to constrain

and guide where the ocean water can go.

With such regional variability, some places being colder than

average and others warmer, the concept of an average temperature for

the globe becomes somewhat abstract (in the next chapter I describe

how the global average temperature is obtained through aggregation

of many local observations). And it is possible, even likely, that there

is no place on Earth that actually experiences the global average tem-

perature day by day. But this is no more abstract than the assertion

that in a classroom of thirty students, one can calculate the average

height and weight of the class, even though there may be no one in

the class who has the average measurements.

Although the weather we experience is the local manifestation

of the globalmeteorological system,we are not in the habit of thinking

globally, despite the exhortations of environmentalists. However, the

scope of our vision has also been significantly enhanced by means
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of Earth-orbiting satellites, enabling us to ‘see’ globally. A synoptic

view of the weather patterns over an entire continent as seen from

the eye of a satellite 22,000 miles above us can now be viewed daily

on television, or on the World Wide Web. We can watch a hurricane

develop in theAtlanticOcean andmake its waywestward to a landfall

somewhere on the eastern seaboard of America. The same satellite

technology enables us to reach around the world with ease, speed, and

clarity. Gone are the days when a call from Africa or South America

to Europe or North America had to be booked a day or two in advance,

and which, when finally put through, sounded little better than the

tin-can-on-a-string technology of my youth. Cell phones, email, and

TV signals beamed via satellite have brought instant communication

to all parts of the globe. A submarine disaster in the Barents Sea, an

illness at the South Pole, guerrilla warfare in the jungles of Colombia,

or a newly erupting volcano pushing its cone above sea level in the

South Pacific – all can now be viewed instantly in any corner of the

planet.

Our geographic parochialism is also being overcome by world-

wide economic activity engendered by the telecommunication revo-

lution. Globalization is now a commonplace word used to describe

international business and trading relationships. International corpo-

rations, governments, and workers recognize that what goes on in one

part of the world affects all parts of the world. Currency instabilities

in southeast Asia generate financial tsunamis on the bourses of the

world; small differences in the pricing of a bond in London and in

Hong Kong lead to large electronic transfers of capital in a split sec-

ond. Reports on the meetings of international trade groups, and of the

protests they engender, are front-page material, no longer buried deep

within the business sections of the newspapers.

However, there are also subtle aspects of globalization that iron-

ically make us less aware of the regional variability of economics

and climate. In the early pre-history of humans on Earth, as agricul-

ture became an important component of the human food supply, a

prolonged drought would force human migration to new areas with
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sufficient precipitation to sustain agriculture.Members of themigrat-

ing community certainly were aware of the regional variability of the

climate and of the stress that climate changes imposed on their lives.

Today, in the globally integrated economy, diminished production in

one region can be compensated for by increased yield arising some-

where else. To the consumer, a long way away from either the dimin-

ished or the enhanced production, the supply seems steady, without

any concern for patterns of changing climate. To the typical consumer,

it matters not whether the oranges come from Florida or Israel, as long

as they are regularly on the shelf at the supermarket.

Globalization means more than tying the world together via

telecommunications. It has sometimes been referred to as ‘the end of

borders’. Throughoutmuch of Europe, passports are rarely needed, and

many national currencies have been displaced by a single European

currency, the euro. It alsomeans an incessant flux of people and goods

within and between the continents, leading to the globalization of

unwanted hitch-hikers: the transport of viruses that bring diseases

to new areas where they have never been encountered before. Exotic

species such as the zebra mussel, which has found a new home in

the Great Lakes of North America, arrived in the bilge waters of

cargo ships from Europe. The outbreak of foot and mouth disease that

ravished the farm animals of the British Isles in 2001 was imported

via a circuitous route from Asia.

These environmental aspects of globalization, however, draw

much less attention than do the economic aspects. The public ismuch

less well informed about the global scale of environmental issues.

While it seems straightforward for the public to grasp the idea of a

global economy, it appears much more difficult for many people to

think about a global environment. Why has there been so much un-

certainty in the mind of the public about global climate change, or

the global depletion of stratospheric ozone? Part of this disconnect, of

course, arises from the deliberate efforts of vested interests to spread

doubt and confusion about these issues. There is, however, a deeper

reason for the skepticism. It is the notion that humans are impotent
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in the face of the vast forces of nature. Humans see their houses dis-

appear in a flood or tornado, their communication and power distri-

bution lines destroyed by an ice storm, their highways closed by a

blizzard, their beaches disappear in a hurricane, their villages buried

by landslides, their cities destroyed by an earthquake. It is difficult for

a person to envision him- or herself as a powerful player in the global

scheme of nature.

To an extent the individual is right, of course. He or she alone

is not a big force of nature. Collectively, however, it is a far different

story. Humans, now numbering over six billion on the planet, have

a huge influence on the environment. The alteration of the chem-

istry of the atmosphere has been profound, through the introduction

of ozone-depleting chemicals and climate-altering greenhouse gases.

The pollution of the ocean with sound, from ships going somewhere

around the clock, from off-shore oil rigs drilling and pumping, and

with underwater transmitters generating strong signals designed to

be ‘heard round the world’, has resulted in an astounding situation:

no place in the ocean, no matter how remote, is free from the sounds

created by human activity.

Humans as a team are leaving their mark on the global en-

vironment, with an efficiency at least as great as they have shown

in integrating the globe through telecommunication and economics.

However, we are lagging in recognizing our collective natural power

to alter the environment on a global scale.

at a snail’s pace
If century-long trends seem difficult for an individual to identify be-

cause an individual’s life span ordinarily falls well short of a century,

much longer-term trends might seem well nigh impossible to iden-

tify. Yet there are longer-term forces at work that play a role in Earth’s

climate and provide a backdrop of very slow change against which a

significant trend over merely a century would seem like a piercing

siren amidst the steady hum of traffic. The century-long trend would

then become the event that catches our attention.
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Longer-term factors that affect Earth’s climate derive from

variations in the shape of Earth’s orbit about the Sun, and in the orien-

tation of the Earth to the Sun. Earth’s orbit around the Sun is almost

but not quite circular, and the modest departure from a perfect circle

renders the orbit into a slight ellipse, with the effect that Earth’s dis-

tance to the Sun is not quite uniform over the year. When Earth is a

little closer to the Sun, it receives more solar heating, and when a lit-

tle farther, less. This variation in the amount of solar heating over the

course of a year contributes a little towhatwe call seasonality onEarth

(the more important factor in seasonality is the tilt of Earth’s rotation

axis). The significant aspect of the elliptical shape of Earth’s orbit, at

least in terms of long-term trends in the climatic regime, is that the

shape of the ellipse is changing very slowly over time. The orbit about

the Sun oscillates in shape, stretching, relaxing, stretching, relaxing,

with a complete cycle taking a mere 100,000 years. And during this

long period of orbital exercise, when the orbital stretch is at a max-

imum, the annual variation of the radiant heating is greatest; as the

stretching relaxes, the annual oscillation of sunshine intensity dimin-

ishes, yielding a more uniform heating of Earth throughout the year.

While this 100,000 year dance of Earth and Sun is taking place,

the Earth is also doing some rhythmics on its own. The axis about

which Earth spins each day, the rotation axis, is today tilted away

from a line perpendicular to the plane of Earth’s orbit around the Sun.

This tilt leads to the hemispheric oscillation of the seasons; if Earth

stood upright and the tilt were absent, then the ‘winter in Toronto

when it’s summer in Buenos Aires’ phenomenon would not exist. But

the tilt angle, today at about 23.5 ◦, is also slowly changing between

22 ◦ and 24 ◦, with a complete cycle occurring every 40,000 years or

so, a slow-motion version of the back and forth bowing characteristic

of practitioners of some of the world’s orthodox religions. A bow to

24 ◦ accentuates the contrasts associated with the seasons, whereas a

return to a 22 ◦ tilt diminishes the seasonality.

There is yet a thirdmovement in this planetary exercise regime.

The spin axis, bowing and rising every 40,000 years, is also doing a

25,000 year pirouette similar to the slowmotion wobble of a spinning
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top. The effect of this motion is to slowly alter the timing of the

seasons within the year. Whereas today the northern hemisphere is

tilted toward the Sun in June, July and August and North Americans,

Europeans, and Asians enjoy summer, in only 12,500 years those will

be the winter months in the northern hemisphere.

All three of these long-term factors – the periodic stretching

of Earth’s orbit, the change in the angle and the change in the orien-

tation of the spin axis – together make up a kind of climatological

Tai-Chi that impacts the amount of heat that Earth receives from the

Sun and how that heat is distributed geographically and seasonally

over the face of the planet. These periodic changes are slow, taking

tens of thousands of years to complete a cycle. In such a context, a

significant climatic change over a single century, such as that caused

by the human enhancement of the greenhouse effect in the twentieth

century, can be seen as very rapid indeed.

Even slower changes shape Earth and its climate, changes that

occur not over tens of thousands of years, but over tens ofmillions of

years. In the context of such very slow changes, things that happen in

just tens of thousands of years seem rapid! The difference in pace is

exactly the same as between a second and a thousandth of a second.

Photographers will appreciate that difference when applied to expo-

sure times. An exposure at 1/1000 second captures a sharp image of

an athlete inmotion, whereas a one second exposure would yield only

a blur. Processes we described as Tai-Chi only a moment ago would

against a background of even slower changes appear as lightning fast

martial arts.

rearranging the furniture
What are the real snail’s pace processes that affect the climate on

Earth? Plate tectonics and continental drift. The geography of Earth’s

surface is constantly being rearranged as the fragmented outer shell of

rigid rock that forms the solid surfacemoves slowly about, in response

to very large-scale movements in the deeper interior. The speed at

which these giant mosaic tiles passively ride atop the interior cur-

rents is just an inch or two (a few centimeters) per year, approximately
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the speed at which fingernails grow. Today the Americas are distanc-

ing themselves from Europe and Africa at that slow pace, and the

Atlantic Ocean is growing wider, year-by-year, century-by-century,

millennium-by-millennium. If we looked at themap tenmillion years

ago, at an earlier stage of this slow separation, the Atlantic would

be some 500 kilometers narrower than today. And 200 million years

ago, there was no Atlantic Ocean at all. One could walk from South

America to Africa without touching salt water.

The patterns of ocean currents depend on the topographic con-

figuration of the Earth’s surface. The oceans occupy the low places;

the continents stand above it all. The location of the continents

determines where ocean currents can and cannot go. The last ma-

jor change to the geography of the continents, at least with respect

to ocean circulation, came about three million years ago, when the

Isthmus of Panama was uplifted, cutting off the connection between

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. No longer could there be an east–

west circulation in the equatorial region, and the flow in the Atlantic

adjusted to become principally a north–south pattern, with a north-

ward flow of warm water, the Gulf Stream, occurring at the surface,

and a southward flow of colder water at the bottom of the ocean; to-

gether they form a gigantic fluid conveyor belt whose principal cargo

at the surface is heat.

Because of the Gulf Stream in the Atlantic, which flows north-

ward across the equator to high northern latitudes, the climate of

maritime Canada, southern Greenland, Iceland, Britain, and Norway

is much milder than other places in the northern hemisphere such

as central Canada or Siberia, which sit equally far north but far from

the sea. Even Murmansk, the Russian port situated well north of the

Arctic Circle, remains ice-free year round because the warmwaters of

the Gulf Stream curl around the northernmost point of Norway into

the Barents Sea. Were the patterns of ocean circulation to change,

climate change would inexorably follow.

There have been other slowly evolving reconfigurations of

the geography that were accompanied by large climatic adjustments

that proceeded apace. In the southern hemisphere, the opening of a
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continuous oceanic path around Antarctica some thirty million years

ago allowed a west to east circulation to develop. That oceanic circu-

lation provided a barrier to warmer waters penetrating to the south-

ern high latitudes and effectively isolated Antarctica climatologically.

The accumulation of the Antarctic ice cap followed, and it has per-

sisted to the present day.While such climate changes are fascinating to

geologists, they have only marginal relevance to assessing the signif-

icance of the climate changes of the twentieth century. These recent

changes must be assessed against the background characteristics of

the global climate system in the geologically recent past, a time in-

terval in which the general patterns of oceanic circulation took on

modern form. That time interval is essentially the past three million

years, since the closure of the Isthmus of Panama.

The past three million years can, in some ways, be seen as a

‘broken record’. Layer upon layer of sediment accumulated on the

ocean floor in that time interval, containing shells of microscopic

marine organisms. These shells tell a repetitive story of some thirty

cycles of large-scale continental glaciation. In ways not fully un-

derstood, the oceanic circulation pattern imposed by the closure of

Panama set the stage for cyclical glaciation. But the record of repeated

glaciations found in the sediment layers at the bottom of the ocean

is unambiguous.

How do sediments in the ocean tell a story about glaciations?

The concentrations of various chemicals in the ocean depends on how

much water is in the ocean – more water leads to chemical dilution,

less water to greater concentration. The chemistry of an organism’s

shell reflects the chemistry of the seawater at the time the organ-

ism was living. The water that gets frozen into continental ice sheets

comes from the oceans, evaporated, transported, and dropped as snow

on the continents. When there is much ice on the continents, there is

less water in the oceans, and vice versa. The most recent glaciation,

the ice advance that reached a maximum extent some 20,000 years

ago, is simply the last stanza of this repetitive chorus. Since then, the

ice has been melting back, albeit not always in a smooth and steady

retreat.
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The geological record surely has some lessons for us in under-

standing the natural variability of Earth’s climate, but the pathways

through the past provide ample opportunities for misinterpretation as

well. The further back in time we try to see, the murkier the picture

becomes.Observations become fewer andmore irregularly distributed

around the globe, the ability to resolve short intervals of time becomes

more difficult, and the determination of how long ago something hap-

pened becomes less precise. In discussing climate changes over just

the past 2000 years, there are some well-entrenched climatological

concepts in the scientific literature that deserve re-evaluation. Intro-

ductory textbooks on climatology will mention the Medieval Warm

Period (MWP; ca. 800–1200 ad) and the Little Ice Age (LIA; ca. 1300–

1850 ad) as global climatic excursions. The MWP is the time interval

when the Vikings established settlements in Iceland and Greenland,

and culture and trade expanded in Europe. Conversely, the LIA was a

time of climatic deterioration, a time when the Vikings abandoned

their settlements in Greenland, the area of winter sea-ice around

Iceland expanded substantially, mountain glaciers in Europe ad-

vanced, and agricultural production declined.3

Just as we may be tempted to think that what we experience

locally is characteristic of the entire globe, it is easy to slip into that

same illogic when considering evidence from the past. Some scien-

tists now question whether the MWP and the LIA were truly global

in extent. The questioning arises from the Eurocentric nature of the

above-mentioned evidence. Because so many of the historic records

are European, there is the possibility that the MWP and LIA were

only regional climatic phenomena affecting principally the North

Atlantic region, with Europeans noting and recording the effects.

Today, we know much more about the sensitivity of climate in the

North Atlantic and its close coupling to what goes on in the Arctic

Ocean. The Arctic Ocean has no effective link to the other oceans of

3The book by Brian Fagan, The Little Ice Age: How Climate Made History 1300–1850
Basic Books, New York, 2000 (246 pp.) provides fascinating detail about day-to-day
life during the Little Ice Age.
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the world except through the far North Atlantic, where changes in

the Arctic can have dramatic effects in the lands bordering the North

Atlantic. But do those effects, so well documented in the North

Atlantic region, constitute a global climate shift? Or are they good

examples of significant regional climatic events that have been mis-

interpreted as global?

These are not easy questions to answer. Even if the MWP and

the LIA have their genesis and principal effects in the North Atlantic

region, the changes there can be exported to other parts of the globe,

probably inmuted form, through atmospheric and oceanic circulation

patterns. Considerable uncertainty still clouds the question of how

climate change in one part of the globe is linked to changes elsewhere.

However, we must be cautious in making global interpretations from

geographically limited observations. A global story generally requires

global observations.

can small changes have big impacts?
In addition to the difficulty humans have in detecting changes tak-

ing place slowly over large regions of the globe, there is yet another

source of skepticism about the importance of global climate change:

the size of the change experienced or anticipated. When climatolo-

gists point out that Earth’s annual average temperature increased by

about 1 ◦C (almost 2 ◦F) over the twentieth century, or that it will in-

crease by another few degrees over the twenty-first century, it is fair

to ask whether such a change is important. After all, the temperature

fluctuates much more than that from day to night and from season to

season.

Part of the answer lies in the fact that rather large short-term

fluctuations usually can be accommodated without serious damage

to living things. Physiological mechanisms have evolved that enable

plants and animals, large and small, to adjust to, or at least tolerate,

short-term extremes as long as tomorrow or next month or next year

brings some relief. Thus the various components of Earth’s biota can

sustain a day without food, or a week of extreme cold, or a year of
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low precipitation. But we can all envision the consequences of a year

without food, or a decade of drought. The protective mechanisms that

biological systemshave developed donot have infinite elasticity. They

can be stretched to the breaking point even if the disturbance is small,

as the small effects accumulate over time.We have all heard the adage

of ‘the straw that breaks the camel’s back’, where the final increment

of load on the camel is very small, but the cumulative effect is catas-

trophic. There is a threshold, a load limit, which when exceeded leads

to a system breakdown, no matter how slowly or incrementally the

limit has been approached. I will return to this topic in a later chapter

when we take up the question of whether the global climate system

has the potential of being loaded to some breaking point.

Many complex systems are very sensitive to small changes.

Most readers will be familiar with the AM and FM radio bands, where

while driving to and from work they tune in to their favorite news

report, talk show or sporting event. I dial regularly into the 89.1

megahertz frequency, which is one of several public radio stations

serving my community. The frequency designation means that the

station signal is made up of electromagnetic waves that arrive with

a frequency of 89.1 million every second. However, with just a slight

turn of the tuning dial to 89.2 megahertz, National Public Radio is re-

placed by static. And at 89.7 classical music appears. A small change

in the millions of waves the radio is receiving means a great deal,

because the radio is built to be sensitive to small changes.

The human body provides an example of a complex system built

to run at a certain temperature, namely 37 ◦C (98.6 ◦F). If our internal

temperature rises by only a degree or so, it is an indication that we are

ill, that the system is encountering some problems. One degree may

not seem likemuch in the abstract, but for a finely tunedmachine like

the human body, with temperature-sensitive organs and a delicately

crafted thermostat, a small deviation is not a trivial matter.

Nor is a small change a trivial matter to the global climate sys-

tem, another complex system of coupled and intertwined processes

that absorb or reflect sunshine, that transport heat around the globe
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through the atmospheric and oceanic circulatory systems, and that

take and return chemicals to and from different parts of the system.

Tamper with one part of the system and the effects spread widely

throughout the rest of the system. In the delicately balanced global

climate system, one degree means a lot if it is both global and of long

duration.

an evolutionary speculation
Many of the themes of this chapter have also been developed in a

recent book by the noted biologist Edward O. Wilson. In The Future

of Life4 he writes:

The human brain evidently evolved to commit itself emotionally

only to a small piece of geography, a limited band of kinsmen, and

two or three generations into the future. To look neither far ahead

nor far afield is elemental in a Darwinian sense. . . .Why do [we]

think in this shortsighted way? The reason is simple: it is a

hardwired part of our Paleolithic heritage.

If indeed Wilson is correct that evolution has hardwired spatial and

temporal parochialism into our brains, we might wonder, in a larger

context, why nature has chosen not to endow every new generation

withmore of the accumulated knowledge of previous generations. The

philosopherGeorge Santayana advised, “Thosewho cannot remember

the past are condemned to repeat it.”5 Why must children of every

generation go to school to learn elementary arithmetic? Why can’t we

be born with the multiplication tables hard-wired into our brains?

Why have centuries of science and engineering students relearned

the differential and integral calculus that Isaac Newton and Gottfried

Leibniz invented in the seventeenth century? Would it not be more

efficient, and have little if any downside, to have children born with

these powerful and unchanging tools, rather than struggling to acquire

4Published in 2002 by Alfred A. Knopf, a division of Random House, Inc.
5George Santayana, The Life of Reason (vol. 1), 1905.
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them time and time again?What are the advantages of an evolutionary

strategy that discards somuchwith the passing of mature individuals,

only to re-instill much of that acquired knowledge in the generations

that will follow?

Nature of course does hard-wire us with the true fundamentals.

Our genes endow us with a body that provides mobility, cognitive

tools with which we acquire information, and a brain that acts as a

control center and database. Almost everyone rolls off the assembly

line with these essentials. And then the learning begins. As noted

earlier, children come into the world naturally curious. With their

cognitive tools, they look, they touch, they listen, they taste. Within

their brains, they sort, compare, and evaluate these experiences. Even-

tually they go to school to learn their multiplication tables, and a few

even to learn calculus and differential equations.

The pricewe pay by not hard-wiring arithmetic into our brains is

that we, each individual and each generation, must learn to add, sub-

tract, multiply, and divide anew. But could it be that forcing each new

human being to learn about the world is nature’s way of generating

creativity in each new generation? Perhaps nature has chosen not to

bias each new generation with too much of the conventional wisdom

of the past. The world is always changing, and humans, like it or not,

must also change. The ways in which they confront and accommo-

date future change oftenwill not be found in the conventionalwisdom

of the past. This is the dilemma that Wilson defines; the lessons of

the past have become impediments that make our adaptation to the

future difficult.

Has nature done us a favor in not giving us much baggage to

carry thatmay stifle creativity and be ill-suited to guiding us smoothly

into the future? Might it be possible that having our familiar ‘base 10’

arithmetic hard-wired into our brainswould have impeded the concep-

tualization of ‘base 2’ (binary) arithmetic, which is the underpinning

of modern digital computers? Try as we may, we cannot make the

world static. Change is the norm, and perhaps the ability to recognize

and adapt to change is a more important skill in human evolution
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than other skills that focus on conventional wisdom and preserve the

status quo.

In this chapter, we have seen that phenomena such as global warm-

ing are very difficult concepts to evaluate on the basis of personal

experience. We have a good understanding of what happens around

us in the short run, but have a harder time with long-term trends

in the average temperature over the entire globe. The temporal and

spatial scales of long-term global phenomena are simply beyond our

individual sensory capabilities. We can deduce such phenomena only

through collective observations and shared information, from around

the world and over centuries. To accept and have confidence in these

distillations of collective experience requires that we go beyond the

familiar base of our own personal experience, that we step out into

unfamiliar and uncertain terrain. It is only natural that such steps

are taken cautiously. And it is only natural that broad generalizations

about an unfamiliar world meet with some skepticism.

In the next chapter, we take up the uncertainties of measure-

ment and data aggregation, topics that science students face on their

very first foray into a laboratory. Someone once said, “If you can’t

measure it, it isn’t science”. But what are the tools for measurement,

and what uncertainties are associated with them? And after we have

some measurements, what do we do with them? This part of the

garden of uncertainty is an older, well-established plot that accord-

ingly offers some interesting historical perspectives with contempo-

rary relevance.



5 Fever or chill?

We’re trying to measure bacteria with a yardstick.

Professor John A. Paulos,1 Temple University

At a fundamental level, scientific uncertainty begins when we make

measurements. What do we use to make a measurement? How well

can that tool accomplish a measurement? To what precision can we

determine the size or mass or temperature of an object? If we repeat a

measurement many times, how closely will the individual measure-

ments agree with each other?

Professor Paulos’ comment about measuring bacteria was made

in an unusual context that I will tell youmore about later. The remark

underscores, however, the importance of selecting ameasuring device

appropriate to the task at hand. One does not need the experience of

a laboratory scientist to recognize that the likelihood of obtaining

an accurate measurement of the length of a bacterium using a yard-

stick is intrinsically low. The smallest subdivision of the yardstick,

usually 1/16 of an inch, a little less than two millimeters, is so much

greater than the dimension of a bacterium (actually about 10,000 times

greater) that, on the one hand, one cannot say much more about the

length of a bacterium other than it is very much smaller than 1/16 of

an inch. On the other hand, a yardstick could, in principle, estimate

the length of five million bacteria lined up end to end.

Most textbooks of physics or chemistry introduce uncertainty

in the context of measurement. These discussions typically center on

the sensitivity (or precision) and accuracy of the measuring device,

and the repeatability of a measurement of the same object or con-

dition. Sensitivity relates to an instrument’s response to change, to

how small a difference in a quantity the measuring instrument can

detect or sense. Accuracy describes how closely the measured value

1New York Times, 22 November 2000, p. A31.
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is to the true value. A thermometer that produces a small but no-

ticeable change in the height of the liquid column for a tenth of a

degree change of temperature, but not for a hundredth, is said to have

a sensitivity of one tenth of a degree. Consider, as an example, the

temperature of boiling water, which in the Celsius scale is defined to

be exactly 100 degrees. A thermometer that registers 99.7 or 100.3 ◦C

in boiling water is said to have an accuracy, or margin of error, of

0.3 degrees. Another way of stating that accuracy is in terms of the

percentage error, which for this example is 0.3%. If in a particular ex-

periment, a chemist did not need to know the actual temperature any

closer than within a half degree, a less-accurate (and much cheaper)

thermometer would suffice.

If you measure the same thing twice, or ten times, intuitively

you believe that the measurement should be the same each time.

Yet, whether it is a measurement of the length of a piece of carpet

or the temperature as displayed by a thermometer, every time one

reads the tape-measure or the thermometer there is the task of esti-

mating the reading when it falls between the smallest subdivisions

of the measuring device. Depending on the angle of viewing and the

experience of the viewer, the estimate will likely differ frommeasure-

ment to measurement. Similarly, if one counts the number of white

blood cells in a blood sample, in principle one might think the count

should be the same each time no matter which laboratory technician

performs the count. However, in practice, the count may differ from

one technician to another, and even for the same technician from one

time to another. In any collection of repeated measurements, there

will be a range of values. Which one, if any, is correct? Here we of-

ten resort to the power of statistics to determine an average, and to

estimate the probability that the average we calculate from the col-

lection of measurements is the true value. That probability is usually

higher if we make many measurements, and lower with only a few

measurements. But the probability will never be so high that we can

be absolutely certain of the result. Some uncertainty remains.
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These same issues of repeatability of course arise when different

people make measurements of the same object, but use different mea-

suring instruments or different techniques. Thus the speed of light has

some uncertainty associated with it because of the different experi-

mental approaches used to determine this important quantity. The

uncertainty may diminish over time as more sensitive measuring in-

struments are conceived and utilized.

Repeatability is a fundamental tenet of science. If one investiga-

tor announces an astounding scientific discovery,many otherswill try

to confirm the phenomenon by repeating the experiment or measure-

ment. In 1989, when a procedure to fuse atoms at low temperature2

(popularly referred to as ‘cold fusion’) was presented to the world, an

extraordinary excitement ensued. If cold fusion actually proved pos-

sible, it held the promise of virtually limitless inexpensive energy.

Researchers everywhere rushed to their laboratories to try the exper-

iment for themselves. In this case, repeatability proved elusive, and

the prospect of cold fusion fell back to Earth like a spent roman can-

dle. The more recent claim of fusion accompanying the implosion

of bubbles, mentioned in Chapter 2, will surely be tested quickly in

laboratories around the world.

Not all measurements can be repeated, because the quantity

being measured is a moving target. A thermometer outside your win-

dow will indicate the temperature is changing all the time. People

who purchase older houses discover that the angles between walls,

floors and ceilings depart from their original ninety degrees because

of settlement and sagging over time. From day to day the geometry

may appear static, but over the years changes accumulate. The height

of Mt. Everest is changing as the crust of the Earth is pushed upward

by tectonic forces and reduced by erosion. We can obtain a sequence

of measurements over time, but because time marches on, we never

have the opportunity to repeat many earlier measurements.

2Fleischmann, M., Pons, S., and Hawkins, M., Journal of Electroanalytical
Chemistry, vol. 261, p. 301, 1989.
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Another aspect of inaccuracy, and therefore uncertainty, in any

measurement relates to calibration of the measuring device. How do

we know that the markings on a tape measure or yardstick or thermo-

meter are properly spaced? Can we be certain that a distance of one

foot on thesemeasuring devices is actually one foot?Canwe be certain

that when a fever thermometer reads 98.6 ◦F, it is actually that tem-

perature, or might it be 98.5 ◦F, or even worse, might it actually be

102? How does the manufacturer of the thermometer determine what

height of the liquid column actually corresponds to 98, 99, and 100 ◦F?

The answer is that they use another ‘better’ thermometer to tell when

the temperature of an object or a fluid is actually at 98 and then put

an appropriate mark on the glass at the level of the liquid in the ther-

mometer being calibrated.

But how did the ‘better’ thermometer get its markings? Here

one quickly recognizes the need for a standard: something we assume

to be exactly onemeter long or exactly at some specified temperature.

In the USA, the final say on such matters resides with the National

Institute of Standards and Technology. The performance of any mea-

suring instrument can be compared with the accepted standard value;

those instruments that yield measurements that are very close to the

standard are ‘better’ instruments (and usually cost more) than those

that yield less-consistent results. With any measurement, however,

aside from the uncertainty of reading the instrument, there is always

an uncertainty of some magnitude about whether the instrument is

measuring the true value.

standard measures
JohnQuincyAdams, Sixth President of theUnited States (1825–1829),

said:

Weights and measures may be ranked among the necessities of life

to every individual of human society. They enter into the

economical arrangements and daily concerns of every family.
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Standards have been established for measurements of distance,

time, temperature, mass, and many other physical quantities. And

these standards continually evolve over time, as new technical meth-

ods are developed. The history of the standard meter, the fundamen-

tal unit of length in the metric system of measurements, provides

a fascinating insight into how quantities are defined and standards

established.

The story of the standard meter begins in the early eighteenth

century. At that time, the scientific world was still marveling at the

insights developed by Isaac Newton half a century earlier in the sci-

ence ofmechanics. In particular, his success in describing themotions

of the planets about the Sun, in terms of his simple laws of motion

under the influence of gravitational forces, brought great acclaim. But

his laws of mechanics were not confined to explaining planetary or-

bits. They were relevant to many other natural phenomena as well,

among them the shape of the Earth. The fundamental role that grav-

ity plays in this topic is that it will try to tuck all the mass of the

Earth into as small a volume as possible, with every piece of the Earth

packed as close as possible to the center of gravity. The outcome is

that Earth and the other planets would ideally be shaped by such a

process into spheres.

However, if the sphere is also rotating about an axis, as all

the planets do, another force, the centrifugal force of rotation, comes

into play, and a planetary figure must adjust to this additional force.

Newtonianmechanics predicted that the spinning of the planet would

cause it to bulge outward a little at the equator and depress slightly

at both poles. The shape at equilibrium with both gravitational and

centrifugal forces would then be an ellipsoid, with its long axis in the

equatorial plane and the short axis passing through the poles.

Scientific theories always undergo tests and probes to see if they

are incomplete or haveweaknesses, andNewtonianmechanicswas no

exception. A direct measurement of this predicted shape of the spin-

ning Earth could then serve as another confirmation or verification of
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Newtonian mechanics. Accordingly, in 1734, less than a decade after

Newton’s death, the French Academy of Science conceived an experi-

ment that would provide a crucial test for the revolutionary physics

proposed by Newton. The French sent geodetic scientists and survey-

ors to northern Scandinavia and to Peru to measure the curvature of

the Earth in these areas that were, respectively, near the pole and near

the equator. Three years of field surveying confirmed that indeed the

Earth was bulging at low latitudes and flattened near the pole, and

Newtonian physics had passed another important test.

So what is the connection of this vignette to establishing stan-

dards of measurement and, in particular, to defining the standard of

length we call the meter? As an outgrowth of this geodetic expedi-

tion, the French Academy of Science made a decision to use the Earth

itself, rather than body parts of some distinguishedmonarch, as amea-

surement standard. They determined the distance from the equator to

the pole along a meridian, divided it into ten million equal parts, and

called the length of that unit one meter. Thus the meter as a unit of

measurement of length was originally defined as 1/10,000,000 of the

distance from the equator to the pole along a meridian. Of course they

did not actually lay out a long tape measure from the equator to the

pole. They knew that that distance corresponded to 90◦ of latitude,

and if they could carefully survey the length of 1◦ of latitude at both

high and low latitudes, then simple scaling could extend their result

to the full distance. With the adoption of this new standard, no longer

would science be dependent on the length of King Somebody’s foot, or

other similarly ‘unscientific’ dimensions. Scientists thereafter had a

measuring standard tied directly to the enduring Earth, not one tied to

a mortal human’s dimension. Eventually this geodetic determination

was translated into markings on a bar of platinum–iridium alloy, kept

at a standard and invariant pressure and temperature to avoid slight

changes of dimension owing to changing environmental conditions.

This metallic bar was housed in Paris and by international agreement

served as the ultimate physical reference as to exactly how long a

meter was.
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However, over the years, geodetic science improved, and bet-

ter measurements of the Earth’s dimensions led to departures from

what the French had determined in 1734. Today, instead of exactly

ten million meters between the equator and the pole, geodesists have

determined that there are 10,002,286 meters along such a meridian.

The error in the original determination of 1734 was only about two

parts in ten thousand, or about 0.2 millimeters for every meter. That

was quite an accuratemeasurement for its time, amounting to an error

of only a hair’s width in every meter. Wisely, we have not elected to

redefine the meter in terms of this newer andmore accurate measure-

ment of Earth’s geometry. Besides, as the Earth’s rotation slows over

geologic time, the bulge of the equator and the flattening of the poles

will gradually and continually adjust, making the Earth’s dimension

an ever-changing quantity, not a good characteristic for an interna-

tional measurement standard.

Recent definitions of the meter have in fact been totally di-

vorced from Earth’s geometry in favor of something that is even more

stable and unvarying. In 1960, the meter was redefined in terms of a

specific number of wavelengths (1,650,763.73 to be exact) of a partic-

ular spectral line in the electromagnetic radiation emanating from an

excited atom of krypton-86. No longer did the meter have any direct

tie to the geometry of Earth.3 However, the 1960 redefinition was to

be short-lived. In 1983, the meter was again redefined, this time as

the distance traveled by light in a vacuum during the time interval of

1/299,792,458 of a second. This definition is effectively a statement

that the speed of light in a vacuum is 299,792,458 meters per second,

and an implicit recognition that the standard meter cannot have an

accuracy greater than that which characterizes the speed of light.4

Similar stories can be told for each of the other fundamental

units in our system of measurement. The standard for mass in the

metric system, as originally defined by the French, was called the

3It is interesting to note that the word ‘geometry’ itself literally means ‘Earth
measurement’.
4See the discussion by Daniel Kleppner in Physics Today, March 2001, pp.11–12.
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gram, a quantity equal to the mass of one cubic centimeter of water at

a specified temperature. However this standard was physically a very

small quantity, about a thimble-full of water, and difficult to mea-

sure precisely. Today the mass standard is the kilogram (1000 grams)

and is represented by a cylinder of platinum–iridium alloy kept in a

vault in the International Bureau of Weights and Measures in Paris

(a duplicate cylinder is housed in the National Institute of Standards

and Technology in the USA). This one kilogram cylinder, the mass

standard, is the only standard remaining in which the quantity is rep-

resented by an actual physical artifact. The standard for time, the sec-

ond, was originally defined as 1/86,400 of the time it took the Earth

to turn once on its axis, one day comprising twenty-four sixty minute

hours, with eachminute comprising sixty seconds. However, detailed

modern measurements of the Earth’s rotation have shown it not to be

uniform and, therefore, unreliable as a standard of time. Today, the

second is officially defined as the duration of 9,192,631,770 cycles

of a certain wavelength of radiation from the cesium-133 atom. As

with the meter, the definition of the second has been divorced from a

characteristic of the Earth and has been replaced with the much more

stable behavior of a particular atom.

lost at sea
Necessity may be the mother of invention, but uncertainty is surely

her twin. Uncertainty has long been a stimulus of creativity, not in the

least with regards to chronometry, the measurement of time. One of

the commonest uncertainties expressed by someone situated in unfa-

miliar surroundings is “Where am I?” This age-old uncertainty is felt

particularly by mariners at sea, out of sight of familiar landmarks to

orientate them. The entire art and science of navigation arose from the

desire to know one’s location on the face of the Earth. Without land-

marks, sailors usedwhatwas available, and thosewere ‘skymarks’, the

stars and planets above. But because Earth rotates on its axis daily, the

celestial guides do not stay put in the sky but appear to move as Earth

rotates beneath them. There is one exception, however, the star called

Polaris or the North Star. Polaris is situated directly above the North
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Pole, along the extension of Earth’s rotation axis. It appears station-

ary in the nighttime sky, and a simple measurement of the angle that

Polaris makes with the horizon gives observers the latitude of their

position. If you are at the North Pole, Polaris is straight above you, or

90 ◦ up from the horizon – and that is the latitude of the North Pole,

90 ◦ north. Seafarers in the northern hemisphere long ago recognized

the simplicity of determining latitude from Polaris.

Longitude, however, was another story. Longitude is a mea-

sure of how far east or west one is from an arbitrary starting point.

Today, by international agreement, we define zero longitude as the

meridian that passes throughGreenwich, England, the so-called prime

meridian. Historically, however, there were other candidates, and for

many years the Frenchmeasured longitude from themeridian passing

through Paris. The problem of determining the longitude of a position

essentially amounts to a careful measurement of the time when a

navigator measured the angle from the horizontal upward to a star

that was moving slowly across the sky as the Earth rotated beneath

it. The Sun is a good example – it rises, slowly arcs upward to reach a

high point, and then begins its descent to sunset. The time of sunrise,

zenith, or sunset (or for that matter any other intermediate position),

and knowing what day of the year it is, uniquely determines how far

east or west of the prime meridian the observer is. The trick is merely

to have a good clock fromwhich to read the timewhen the observation

is made.

In the early days of exploration, most clocks were mechanical

devices with gears and springs. They were imperfect machines that

typically gained or lost time at rates that were highly variable. The

drift of a mechanical clock may depend on the local temperature, the

atmospheric pressure and relative humidity, the nature of the lubri-

cating oil, how tightly its spring is wound, whether it ismounted hori-

zontally or vertically, andmore. For ships at sea, underway formonths

without a landfall, the ability to locate the ship accurately on themap,

or to place newly discovered lands or dangerous reefs on charts, was

linked to the ability to keep time accurately. And so the challenge

was to design and build a stable and accurate marine chronometer in
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order to narrow the uncertainty about where you were on the open

sea. The British Admiralty had a keen interest in the development

of such an instrument and offered an extraordinarily rich prize to be

awarded to the inventor of a chronometer that met Admiralty speci-

fications. The story of the ensuing competition among clockmakers

of the eighteenth century to construct this timepiece, and of the later

foot-dragging by the Admiralty to pay the prize to the winner, is the

subject of a fascinating book by Dava Sobel.5

“the eagle has landed”
Probably no radio transmission has been received with such excite-

ment as the clear and unmistakable words voiced by astronaut Neil

Armstrong, announcing the arrival of the Apollo 11 spacecraft on the

surface of theMoon: “The eagle has landed”. In the early days of radio

communication, however, the radio transmitters and receivers were

crude devices by today’s standards. A comment that anyone sending

a message to a distant receiver liked to hear was that he was coming

in “loud and clear”, instead of “weak and garbled”. For a signal to be

received as loud and clear, itmust not bemasked by other sounds such

as static, crackling, hissing, or humming, nor should the signal be so

distorted in the transmission as to be undecipherable when received.

When other sources of sound interfere with the reception of the trans-

mission of interest, we say we have a ‘noisy’ situation in which it

is difficult to hear the ‘signal’. The same description could apply to

a wedding reception where the dance music and the chatter of other

conversations make your own voice difficult to hear above the din.

The signal is lost in the noise. Conversely, the sound of the police

siren or the bleating of an ambulance klaxon is purposeful; they are

designed to be signals that easily stand out from ordinary traffic noise.

Laboratory scientific protocols and scientific measuring instru-

ments are like a radio receiver in that the scientist wants to measure

5Dava Sobel, Longitude: The True Story of a Lone Genius Who Solved the Greatest
Scientific Problem of His Time, Walker and Company, New York, 184 pp., 1995.
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only the property of interest and to minimize irrelevant observations

that arise from other sources. It is not possible to avoid all noise, and

therefore at some sufficiently small level of signal, the whisper will be

lost in the noise. Consequently, in designing a scientific instrument,

it is important to be able to estimate the size of both the signal and

the noise, so that the instrument will be up to the task in terms of

sensitivity and accuracy.

Noise, now used in the broad context of anything that obscures

a signal, arises in many ways. In the field of dendroclimatology (the

study of tree-rings to reveal aspects of the local climate during the

lifetime of the tree), the scientists analyze many trees in a region,

rather than just a single tree. They do this because any single tree may

display significant local noise that is specific to the location of the

tree. A tree located in a well-watered valley may be less vulnerable to

fluctuations in precipitation than another tree in a high remote nook

of the drainage basin. A tree in a forest may suffer competition for

sunshine whereas sparsely distributed trees may not. One tree’s roots

may have had its access to water impeded by an earthquake, whereas

just a few miles away the quake had no effect. In short, no individual

tree can be trusted to tell a reliable story. However, an ensemble of

many trees from a region, each influenced by site-specific effects and

by changes in the regional climate, enables the scientists to separate

the regional signal from the site-specific noise.

counting votes
Professor Paulos’ comment about trying to measure bacteria with

a yardstick was not made in the context of measuring bacteria in a

laboratory, but rather in the context of determining the outcome of a

close election. In November of the year 2000, Americans were drawn

into a prolonged interval of uncertainty as to who had been elected

President of the United States.

In most democratic elections, the task of determining who has

won is conceptually simple: count the votes, and the candidate with

the greater number of votes is thewinner. In the state of Florida, which
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proved to be the pivotal state in determining who would become pres-

ident, the initial count of nearly six million votes was almost evenly

divided between the two principal candidates, George W. Bush and

Al Gore. The initial difference in the vote totals between these two

candidates was less than 1,000 votes, which means that out of every

6,000 votes cast, the vote totals of each candidate would differ by only

a single vote. Naturally, with so much at stake, the apparent runner-

up asked for a recount to ensure that no mistakes had been made in

counting the ballots.

Anyone who has ever attempted to count a large number of

items, say the number of coins in a large jar, knows that getting a

fully accurate count is not as straightforward a task as it may seem.

As an example, let us imagine a barrel filled with 10,000 green and

blue marbles, and we want to determine how many of each color are

in the barrel (a simulated tally of ballots in a two-candidate race). If we

empty themarbles onto the floor and separate and then count them by

color, there are many opportunities for an uncertain result to emerge.

Through inattention, distraction, misidentification, or arithmetical

errors in tallying, the final counts of blues and greensmay be different

each time a different person undertakes the count.

If the goal is merely to determine whether there are more greens

than blues, usually the differences between the several counting re-

sults are of no consequence. If in the collection of 10,000 marbles

there are actually 6,000 blues and 4,000 greens, it does not matter if

one person tallies 5,984 blues and 4,016 greens, and another counter

determines there are 6,007 blues and 3,993 greens. Nor does it make

a difference if a third counter records 5,991 blues and 4,007 greens,

which together add up only to 9,998 marbles (perhaps two rolled un-

der a nearby cabinet and were overlooked). Nor is there alarm with a

result that yielded more than 10,000 marbles (perhaps a few marbles

broke into two pieces, and each piece was counted separately). There

might even have been some difficulty in telling whether a marble is

blue or green, owing to variability in the dye during manufacture, or

perhaps someone counting them was marginally colorblind.
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None of these uncertainties cast a doubt on the principal result

that there are clearly more blues than greens; Candidate Blue has won

the election, and Candidate Green has lost. That is because the range

of uncertainty is much smaller than the difference between the can-

didates’ vote totals. Let us assess the results of the count as accurate

to plus or minus ten votes (this means that the final tallies could be

in error by as much as ten votes up or ten down). With a difference

of some 2,000 votes between candidates Green and Blue, the twenty-

vote range of uncertainty is only 1% of the difference. The signal is

clearly much greater than the obscuring noise, and the uncertainty in

the result is obviously insignificant. The signal is loud and clear: Blue

has won. However, if the marbles in the barrel were in fact evenly

divided in color, 5,000 blue and 5,000 green, then a twenty mar-

ble range of uncertainty in the counting could easily yield a differ-

ent winner in every recount. The measuring instrument, that is, the

ensemble of procedures used in the marble count, simply did not

have the necessary accuracy to determine that blue and green were

equal.

In the 2000 United States presidential election, the candidates’

respective totals in Floridawere separated by only a few hundred votes

out of almost six million cast. A principal source of uncertainty as to

whether a ballot should be included in the final tally centered on a

voting procedure in which a voter selected a candidate by punching

out a small piece of stiff paper, called a chad, from a ballot card that

listed all of the candidates. Some chads were tenacious, however, and

did not fully detach. Should a chad left hanging from a single attach-

ment point be counted? Or from two or three attachment points? Or

in cases where no detachment occurred at all, but the chad was in-

dented, perhaps indicating that the voter had intended to vote for that

candidate but was simply unsuccessful in separating the chad from

the ballot with the tool provided?

Other procedural aspects clouded the validity of some absentee

ballots actually cast. Was the application for an absentee ballot prop-

erly filled out? Was the absentee ballot mailed and received by the
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calendar deadline? Some absentee ballots were misplaced but later

found. Other ballots of different design were confusing to some voters

and led to votes being cast inadvertently for a different candidate, not

the person the voters thought theywere selecting. And some few votes

were probably cast by ineligible voters, some unregistered, some non-

citizens, and perhaps some even voting twice in different precincts.

There were also allegations that eligible voters were prevented from

voting because their names had been erroneously purged from the list

of registered voters.

Flaws in the execution and tallying of the vote in Florida are not

unique to Florida. In some measure, and to varying degree, they occur

in elections everywhere. They are intrinsic to the election process.

The saving grace is that usually these flaws are of no consequence.

The measuring instrument that we use to determine winners in an

election is usually accurate enough for the task. But in a very close

election, the inherent inaccuracies move into the spotlight because

the margin separating the candidates is of the same size as the mea-

surement inaccuracies. This difference was well within the range of

uncertainty in the voting and counting procedures, and the outcome

of this election was buried in the uncertainties of the electoral pro-

cess. The voting and counting procedures in Florida, and inmost other

voting venues as well, do not have sufficient accuracy to identify a

winner in the face of such a small difference in the vote totals. In

the context of the voting and counting procedures in place in Florida,

the election was a tie. This conclusion has since been upheld by the

prolonged recounts that have been conducted by several newspapers.

Thismedia consortium determined that the outcome depends on how

you count the ballots.6 An examination of the contested ballots under

more restrictive standards of interpretation yielded one winner, and

under less restrictive standards another winner.

The inability of the normal voting and counting procedures to

determine a winner of an election does not, of course, mean that no

6New York Times, 11 May and 12 November 2001.
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one takes office.What it doesmean is that the personwho takes office

is then selected by other means. Americans are assured that they will

have a new president inaugurated on the constitutionally specified

date. The backup procedures called into play when the vote is incon-

clusive include legislative and judicial interventions. Legislative so-

lutions simply acknowledge the inconclusiveness of the election and

substitute a vote of the legislative body, be it a state legislature or the

US Congress. The courts may make judgments whether to include or

exclude ‘gray’ votes, for example votes represented by an incompletely

detached chad or those that had an unclear postmark.

In the case of the closely contested presidential election of the

year 2000, the US Supreme Court effectively selected the new presi-

dent simply by ordering that the recounting of votes in Florida must

stop at a point when George W. Bush led by a few hundred votes.

Uncertainty cannot stand indefinitely in the way of selecting a presi-

dent, and the constitutionally prescribed procedures contain an ex-

plicit recognition that a decision must be made in the face of un-

certainty. There is no option ‘to study the problem’ indefinitely into

the future, although many would argue that there was ample time to

carry out a manual inspection of the ballots passed over earlier by the

machines that first counted the ballots.

The very close US presidential election of 2000 has raised the

question of whether we can design a better measuring instrument,

one that would yield a more complete and accurate count of the votes

cast. The uncertainty of the close election has forced the voters and

their governors and legislators to think about how the process of vot-

ing and the counting of the votes can be improved; the uncertainty

has served as a spur to creativity and ingenuity. If all elections yielded

winners who carried 60% of the vote, the present yardstick would be

adequate. It was clearly inadequate in the 2000 presidential election

where each candidate garnered 50%, give or take 0.0001% . The na-

tional experiencewith an inadequatemeasuring device has already led

to many suggestions as to how the process of voting can be improved

in America.
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beyond measurements
The discussion of uncertainty inmost science and statistics textbooks

ends after addressing the uncertainties of measurement, calibration,

and repeatability. While these concepts of uncertainty are important,

they may not, in fact, be the greatest source of uncertainty in a sci-

entific enterprise. The larger problems of uncertainty arise in other

ways, quite beyond the precision and accuracy of measuring devices.

One of these issues centers on how we aggregate one-at-a-time ob-

servations into a bigger picture. The pointillist style of painting, so

well developed by the French artist Georges Seurat (1859–1891), is at

close range just a collection of paint daubs. From a distance, these

dots merge to become a representational picture and a work of art.

The question reduces to “How canwe say something important about

the forest based on a collection of measurements made on individual

trees?”

In early 1998, a newspaper headline declared “1997 The

Warmest Year OnRecord”.7 Upon reading the article, one learned that

an analysis ofmillions of temperaturemeasurementsmade atweather

stations around the world and on buoys and ships at sea indicated that

the global average temperature for 1997 exceeded the average temper-

ature for any other year since systematic temperature measurements

have been made and collected. But what exactly is meant by an an-

nual global average temperature? How can an average temperature be

determined? Why is there uncertainty in such a number?

Let us start with taking the temperature at a single location at a

given time. You can easily envision a personwaking up in themorning

and glancing through the window at the outdoor thermometer to get a

clue as to how to dress for the day. If the personwrote that temperature

downevery day, at the end of the year all the readings could be averaged

to determine the yearly average of themorning temperature.However,

on occasions our diligent observer forgets to read the thermometer, or

fails to put on glasses before taking the reading, or writes the reading

7New York Times, 9 January 1998.
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down incorrectly, or goes on vacation, or accidentally breaks the ther-

mometer. All of these sins of commission or omission lead to what

are known as data gaps or data errors, intervals of time for which there

are incorrect or no observations. In addition, if the thermometer needs

to be replaced, perhaps our observer decides to buy a different style

of thermometer that has a different sensitivity and calibration and

thus gives a slightly different reading than the original thermometer

would for the same temperature. And how should we compare a tem-

perature taken at one house where the thermometer is in the shade

with the temperature taken next door where the thermometer is in

the sun? All these problems can be addressed and accommodated, but

each adds a touch of uncertainty to the determination of an annual

average temperature for that location.

Another consideration in determining an annual mean temper-

ature at a site relates to the timing of the temperature measurements,

and how temperatures taken at different times should be averaged.

The observations by the person diligently taking temperature read-

ings every morning as he picks up the newspaper, when averaged over

an entire year, would give us a yearly average, but that would be the

6:00 a.m. average temperature, not a representative twenty-four hour

average. Our observer might also note the temperature when he re-

turns home at 6:00 p.m., and from both his morning and evening

temperatures estimate a daily average. But he could do an even better

job if in addition to the morning and evening observations he made

other measurements at noon and midnight. You see the point: a good

daily average temperature at a place must be determined from obser-

vations that represent all parts of the temperature swing between day

and night. Once we have good estimates of average daily temperatures

at a location, we can in principle easily construct monthly and yearly

averages.

In the real world, of course, we do not rely on amateur observers

to read their outside thermometers each day. That job has been as-

sumed by professional meteorologists who work at official weather

stations. At such stations, where taking the temperature is a principal
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activity, the temperature is recorded at least hourly and sometimes

continuously, with a standard thermometer placed in a standard hous-

ing. Detailed hour-by-hour information is valuable in understanding

the causes of climate change over decades and centuries, because it is

important to be able to determine whether a warming results from or-

dinary days but warmer nights, warmer days but ordinary nights, or a

warming that has affected both daytime and nighttime temperatures.

Each pattern arises as the response to a different climatological stimu-

lus. Just as with our hypothetical amateur observer, weather stations

also experience occasional broken thermometers, short-term down

time caused by power failures, closures because of inadequate fund-

ing or war, and relocation from urban to suburban sites, all of which

creates data gaps and errors and contributes to uncertainty about the

measurements.

Another source of uncertainty in establishing an annual global

average temperature relates to where the temperature was measured.

Temperatures are not taken at every point on the surface of the Earth

but rather are collected from only a few thousand sites irregularly dis-

tributed around the globe. There are many more weather stations in

Europe or the USA, for example, than in Siberia, the Amazon River

basin, the Sahara desert, or Antarctica, all territories of comparable or

larger area than either Europe or the USA. Let us assume for argu-

ment’s sake that there are 400 weather stations in Europe, and 100 in

Siberia, the Amazon, Antarctica, and the Sahara together. If we take

a simple straightforward average of the readings of all these stations,

we would have a result heavily weighted by the large number of sta-

tions in Europe compared with elsewhere, and the average would be

regionally biased by the larger number of measurements in Europe.

Clearly, one must be careful not to let abundant observations from

one region of the Earth dominate the calculation of an average for the

entire Earth. One must let the fewer measurements from the remote

and inaccessible areas carry more weight in the average than do the

manymeasurements that come from themore easily observed areas of

the globe. A better approach would be to divide the Earth’s surface up
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into regions of equal area, determine an average temperature for each

area, then determine a global average from the average temperature of

each of the equal area regions. But it is clear that if the average in one

of the regions is determined from only a handful of weather stations

and in another by hundreds, there will be more uncertainty about the

regional average determined from the few observations than for the

average determined from themany. The global value determined from

the regional averages will reflect the variable uncertainty associated

with the regional averages.

The issues associated with the geographic distribution of obser-

vation sites have made it impossible to determine a global average

temperature directly from thermometer readings prior to about 1860

for the simple reason that there were not enough weather stations

established in the southern hemisphere to be able to represent that

large region of the Earth adequately in a global estimate. Since 1860 or

so, enough stations with adequate geographic distribution have been

operational to enable the determination of a representative average

temperature for each location and, through aggregation, for the Earth

as a whole. Each carries some uncertainty of its own and adds a touch

of uncertainty to the global determination.

counting people
Other examples of large-scale data collection and aggregation help us

to visualize the complexities and uncertainties inherent in any as-

sembly and analysis of large numbers of observations. For example,

the question “How many people live in the USA?” comes up every

decade when the constitutionally mandated national census is under-

taken. Like the temperature, the population is a slippery target, never

standing still, changing all the time.

Census taking, like temperature taking, has many sources of

uncertainty. A central strategy of census taking is to determine the

number of occupants of each residence in thenation.Therefore, via the

mail, a census questionnaire is sent to every residential address asking

the essential demographic questions. However, some recipients will
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deposit the form directly in the circular file, and others will forget to

fill it out. Some respondents will not answer truthfully, for fear that

they are violating some regulation about allowable occupancy levels,

or because they know that some of the residents are illegal immi-

grants. Some people will live at addresses not identified as residential,

while others, such as the homeless, will have no address at all.

Undercounting is not the only source of error and uncertainty

in the census. Overcounting also occurs. Children of divorced par-

ents sometimes get counted on each parent’s form; students away at

boarding school or university sometimes will be counted both at

home and school. The possibility of multiple filings from the same

household exists. In the 2000 census, forms were mailed to ad-

dresses compiled from a number of different lists. In order to be com-

plete as possible, the Census Bureau merged its primary mailing list

with information from the US Postal Service and local governments.

Although efforts were made to exclude duplicate mailings, some un-

doubtedly slipped through. Forms were also available at government

offices and at convenience stores. It was also possible to respond to

the census via telephone or the Internet; thus the opportunities for

duplicate filings were abundant.

Follow-up inquiries by telephone or by census-takers walking

the neighborhood will improve the data collection somewhat, but in

the final analysis there will remain a census product that is incom-

plete and inaccurate and, therefore, uncertain. Just as the direct enu-

meration of votes does not always lead to a clear election result, so

too will the census strategy of direct enumeration of each and every

person in the country always yield an imperfect product.

The final 2000 census count for the USA yielded some 281 mil-

lion people, after deleting some 3.6 million overcounts caused by du-

plicate or multiple filings. The Census Bureau estimated that the

net undercount probably was in the range of 2.7 to 4 million peo-

ple, or about 1 to 1.4% of the people who were tallied. And just as

in the election vote counting, the imperfections in the census were

not uniformly distributed among all segments of the population. The
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uncertainty in the final census estimate derived unevenly from differ-

ent regions and populations. The undercount rate for Hispanics was

estimated to be in the range 2.0 to 3.5%, for African-Americans about

1.6 to 2.7%, for American-Indians 2.8 to 6.7%, and for children under

18 about 1.2 to 1.8%.8 The next chapter examines how statistical tech-

niques might be used to improve the census product, in the sense of

making it more accurate. But potential improvements also have polit-

ical implications that can deter the pursuit of a more accurate census.

reading between the lines
Let us turn to a practical problem that arises in working with

aggregations of observations. Consider, for example, the problem of

determining, after the occurrence of an earthquake how wide an

area experienced ground accelerations that exceeded a certain level.

Ground vibrations are typically greatest near the epicenter of an earth-

quake and get smaller with distance away from the epicenter. How

big is the region around the quake that experienced big accelerations?

This determination is very important, because it plays a role in es-

tablishing construction standards for schools, hospitals, and nuclear

power stations in seismically hazardous areas. The measuring device

relevant to this undertaking is an instrument called an accelerometer.

These instruments are deployed widely in earthquake-prone regions

andmay number in the hundreds in cities such as Los Angeles that are

situated in areas of high seismic hazard. Away from such locations,

these instruments are also deployed, but in far fewer numbers. There

are probably more accelerometers in Los Angeles than in the entire

state of North Dakota.

These instruments are not all from the same manufacturer,

nor even of the same design, but through calibration seismologists

can assume they will adequately determine the acceleration (within

an acceptable uncertainty) felt locally near an earthquake, or re-

motely many hundreds of kilometers away. So after an earthquake,

8New York Times, 12 January 2001 and 14 February 2001.
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seismologists gather all the readings together and register them on

maps at the locations of the instruments. Then comes the hard part:

from this collection of scattered readings at many distances and di-

rections from the quake, how do the scientists estimate the area that

experienced accelerations in excess of a certain value?

Let us take an acceleration of 0.1 g (one tenth of the acceler-

ation of gravity) as the value of interest. At one accelerometer site

we note a reading of 0.12 g, definitely in excess of the level we have

selected, and at another site more distant from the quake another

station registered a reading of 0.03 g, clearly lower than the selected

value. In fact, in the entire array of instruments some registering above

and others below 0.1 g, there may not be a single instrument that reg-

istered exactly 0.1 g. The task the seismologists face is to draw a line

through this irregular array of points that separates values that exceed

0.1 g from those that are less. In effect, the line is the seismologists’

best guess as to where an instrument would have recorded an acceler-

ation of 0.1 g. The area enclosed by that line can be easily determined

once the line has been drawn, but considerable judgment needs to

be exercised in placing the line properly between the locations with

instrumental readings.

The process of estimating where a given value will occur be-

tween two known values is called interpolation and is similar to read-

ing a thermometer when the top of the liquid in the glass tube falls

between the markings on the glass. In the case of the thermometer,

we can usually assume that the temperature increment beyond the

lower marking is directly proportional to the fraction of the distance

between the two markings that bracket the top of the liquid column.

For an earthquake, one might think that the lines of diminishing ac-

celeration would just be circles at increasing distances from the epi-

center, something like the ripples spreading outwhen a stone is tossed

into a pond. But the pattern of vibrations from earthquakes is never

that geometrically simple. Ground accelerations are very sensitive to

the type of soil or rock at the surface, and whether it is saturated with

water. The vibration levels also depend on the geological structure of
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the subsurface between the earthquake and the recording instrument.

Many tens of kilometersmay separate two instrumental readings, and

all of these factors may vary considerably between the two sites.

This uncertainty in determining the area that experienced a cer-

tain level of ground accelerations has further consequences. Let us, for

the sake of argument, say that the earthquake that caused such accel-

erations was determined to be a magnitude 6 event, and that earlier

studies had determined the lesser areas experiencing this same level

of acceleration from magnitudes 5 and 4 events, each with some un-

certainty for the same reasons as mentioned above. Using the results

from all of these investigations, which showed a larger area feeling

such accelerations as the size of the earthquake increased, we want

now to estimate how large an area would be similarly shaken by a re-

ally big earthquake, say a magnitude 7 or 8 earthquake. It is apparent

that uncertainties in the area determinations from the three smaller

earthquakes will introduce some uncertainty in the estimate of the

shaken area for an earthquake bigger than any experienced so far, an

earthquake that is yet to come.

In designing a structure, such as a nuclear power station, towith-

stand earthquake shaking, it is important to establish a careful esti-

mate of the vibration levels that the structure may experience. This,

in turn, requires that both the location and the size of the largest earth-

quake that is likely to affect the construction site be determined. This

event, known as the ‘maximum credible earthquake’ that the region

is likely to experience, is by definition larger than any earthquake the

region has already experienced. Estimation of the maximum credible

earthquake requires a speculation outside the realm of what we have

observed so far, beyond the range of our experience to date. This is a

process called extrapolation. The estimate of the maximum credible

earthquake carries a lot of dollar signs with it; a larger estimatemeans

a sturdier and more expensive building, a smaller estimate a less ex-

pensive one. From this perspective, the uncertainties associated with

the design and calibration of the measuring device, the accelerom-

eter, are the least of the relevant worries. Those uncertainties are
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overshadowed first by the uncertainty in determining the area of

critical shaking from the readings of accelerometers deployed in the

field and then by the uncertainty in extending those observations to

predict how large an area would be affected by a larger but yet-to-

be-experienced earthquake. All of those uncertainties are, in turn,

compounded by the additional uncertainty in estimating the size of

the maximum credible earthquake that the region might experience.

Clearly, the uncertainty associated with the precision and accuracy

of the accelerometer readings are small when placed in the context

of the overall uncertainty in the important quantities derived from

those readings.

All of these uncertainties, however, do not preclude decision-

making. Public officials determine where and how to build new

schools, freeway overpasses, and power plants. The conventional en-

gineering wisdom of the day, along with economic, demographic, and

political factors, guide construction standards, with a healthy cush-

ion of safety added on to allow for the uncertainties. As additional

experience accumulates, the lessons learned from successful and, yes,

failed designs lead to revision of the construction standards. We learn

from our mistakes and from our successes. The standards, indeed, are

not set in concrete.

So now we have made our way through the intricacies of measure-

ment. We have considered the suitability of a particular measur-

ing tool for the measurements we undertake, and ways in which

many individual measurements can be aggregated to tell bigger and

more significant stories. The next chapter addresses the quantita-

tive descriptions of ensembles of measurements using the tools of

statistics and probabilities.



6 A fifty–fifty chance

This country is hungry for information; everything of a statistical
character, or even a statistical appearance, is taken up with an eagerness
that is almost pathetic; the community have not yet learned to be half
skeptical and critical enough in respect to such statements.

Francis A. Walker, Superintendent of the 1870 US Census

The previous chapter focused on measurements. Here we will talk

more about how to extract quantitative information from a collection

of measurements. The discussion will lead us into topics as diverse as

flood and earthquake frequencies, election polls, and census taking.

What can a poll of a small number of registered voters tell us about the

likely outcome of a forthcoming election?What canwe learn from the

past history of flooding along a river that will give some indication

of what we might expect in the future? Uncertainties are associated

with each topic, uncertainties that arise from different sources and

are quantified in different ways.

There are many processes and pathways that lead to ensembles

of measurements. One very common source is simply making a num-

ber of measurements on a single object – each student in a class at the

local elementary school measures the height of their teacher, or all

seismograph stations in a region estimate themagnitude of yesterday’s

earthquake. A second common ensemble comprises one-time mea-

surements of a number of different objects – perhaps the weight of

each student in the class on the first morning of the new school term,

or the concentration of arsenic in each water well in the county on

a given day. A third type of data collection is a set of observations

taken over time – the average weight of eight-year-old students at the

beginning of each school year over the long history of the school, or

the daily water level of the local river over the past seventy-five years.

How can we characterize these ensembles quantitatively? What can

we learn from each of these collections of measurements?
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statistics and probabilities
Statistics are quantitative descriptions of a data ensemble, calculated

by defined mathematical procedures. When the students pooled their

individual measurements of the height of the teacher, the measure-

ments clustered around 5 feet 9 inches (1.75 meters), some a little

less, some a little more. The descriptive statistic that is useful here is

simply the average of all the measurements: add them up and divide

by the number of measurements. The average is then the class’s best

estimate of the height of the teacher, and the spread of the observa-

tions on either side of the average is a measure of the uncertainty

in the determination. The spread is an uncertainty that arises from

the variable skill of each student observer in using and reading the

measuring device.

The second ensemble, the weights of the students in the class,

showed a range between fifty-three and eighty-one pounds, and

the average weight was determined to be sixty-six pounds (thirty

kilograms). In this case, the range exists principally from the variabil-

ity of weight between the class members, although some small part

may have been due to reading the scale. We can learn more from these

measurements than just the average value.We can also determine how

much each student’s weight departs from the average, and we can cal-

culate an average departure. This gives a feeling for how tightly clus-

tered or how widely distributed the individual student weights are

when compared with the average. Do we have a monotonous class

where everyone weighs almost the same, or do we have a highly vari-

able class of overweight students and anorexics?

We can also determine the range of weights around the average

that contains themiddle two-thirds of the students, or find the weight

for which half the class is heavier and half lighter. All of these are

quantitative descriptions of the ensemble of weight measurements.

Such measurements and their statistical descriptions can be used as a

starting point for scientific investigations of this group, and of eight-

year-old children elsewhere. How representative are the students at

this school with those at other elementary schools in the county?
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Can we correlate the average weight, or the range of the weights, with

socioeconomic factors across the county?

Probabilities are estimates of likelihood. In the context of our

eight-year-old children, we might want to know the likelihood that

the weight of a student will be between sixty and seventy pounds

(twenty-seven and thirty-two kilograms). An analysis may reveal that

there is a 75% probability that a student’s weight will fall within that

range. But the same calculation also says there is a 25% probability

that it may not. There is some uncertainty, in this case one chance in

four, that the weight of a randomly selected student will fall outside

of that range. Probabilities provide a tool with which we can quantify

uncertainty.

Many scientists use the language in the table to describe quanti-

tative estimates of probabilities in terms of the associated uncertainty.

Uncertainty on occasion is black or white, but usually it comes in

shades of gray. Or as Bertrand Russell said, “When one admits that

nothing is certain, one must also add that some things are more cer-

tain than others.” Using the table as a guide, the probability that one

might win the lottery could be called ‘extremely unlikely’; the prob-

ability that the sun will rise tomorrow is a ‘virtual certainty’. The

probability that your children will go to college falls into the gray

terrain between the extremes.

Language of probability

Probability (%) Terminology

<1 Extremely unlikely

1–10 Little chance or very unlikely

10–33 Some chance or unlikely

33–66 Medium likelihood

66–90 Likely or probable

90–99 Very likely or very probable

>99 Virtual certainty
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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is an

organization created some two decades ago by the UnitedNations and

the World Meteorological Organization. The IPCC was established to

assess the state of knowledge about climate and the factors that af-

fect it, to estimate the range of consequences of climate change both

globally and regionally, and to provide a range of scenarios about the

future that might be the outcome of certain demographic and eco-

nomic pathways through the twenty-first century. In the assessment

of various aspects of global climate, the IPCC scientists have taken

special care to quantify the uncertainty associated with each set of

observations and each projection for the future. The observation that

atmospheric abundances of carbon dioxide have increased throughout

the twentieth century is ranked as a ‘virtual certainty’; decreases in

soil moisture as a consequence of warmer summers in the northern

mid-latitudes is assessed as a ‘probable’ projection. Each component,

each process in a complex system such as the global climate system

has a different degree of uncertainty, some parts very well known, and

others less so.

Our desire to assess probabilities in everyday life is deeply em-

bedded. What are the chances of rain tomorrow? What are the odds

that the winning golfer in the next British Open will score under 270?

What is the likelihood of surviving a surgical procedure? Much of the

quantification of uncertainty for future events comes from an analy-

sis of the statistics of such events in the past. An analysis of winning

scores in all previous British Open golf tournaments would enable an

easy first assessment of the odds for a sub-270 winner. And when a

physician tells a patient “You have a 50% probability of surviving the

operation”, the doctor is probably summarizing the history of other

patients who have undergone that operation. On the one hand, if the

operation has been performed thousands of times, and half the pa-

tients died during surgery, the estimate of 50% survival probability

is a robust estimate derived from considerable experience. If, on the

other hand, the operation has only been performed twice, and one pa-

tient died, the probability derived from that past experience is still
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50%. However, the confidence one has as to whether that estimate

of the rate of mortality is indicative of the outcomes of the next 100

operations is very low.

The old adage “we learn by experience” is usually true, and

statistics help us to measure how much we have learned. If an op-

eration has been performed thousands of times over several decades,

and the mortality rate was initially high but over the years has fallen

dramatically, the overall mortality rate is probably not a fair indicator

of what the next patient will face. With experience, we learn more

about how things work. We hope the doctors who perform operations

improve their skills, acquire better tools, and devise ways to avoid cer-

tain perils, so that as experience accumulates, the survival probability

will also change.

We can look at the daily weather forecast as another example of

a procedure that has improvedwith time.Whenwewatch theweather

report on television and hear that there is a 90%probability that it will

snow tomorrow, we plan accordingly, confident that we will see some

of the white stuff on the ground. But it was not always so. Decades

ago, the weather forecast was a common target of comedians. To be

fair, forecasting has moved well beyond pure statistics, such as a fore-

cast of rain for tomorrow based on the observation that over the past

128 years it had rained on that date 65% of the years. Today we have

muchmore confidence in forecasts because we have satellite cameras

giving synoptic views of continent-wide weather systems, a global

network of weather stations sending measurements of temperature

and air pressure to large computers that churn out reliable predic-

tions hour by hour. In short the probability has improved because we

have better instruments that provide more information on a timely

basis to ever-improving computer models that can process it to yield

a forecast that has a high probability of being on the mark.

In the examples of the surgical procedure and the weather fore-

cast, the probabilities for success have improved over the years. How-

ever, this fact surely would never have been an excuse to postpone

surgery or not to make a weather forecast. We clearly recognize that,
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while future knowledge will likely serve us better, we usually do not

have the luxury of being able towait for future knowledge. Incomplete

knowledge is usually better than none.

misunderstanding probabilities
Unfortunately, probabilities and the basis on which they are calcu-

lated are frequently misunderstood. I recall an old joke about a pa-

tient facing risky surgery. His surgeon explained that there was only

a fifty–fifty chance that he would survive the operation. The patient

mulled over this information and then told the doctor that he would

proceed, but wanted to be scheduled immediately after someone else

with the same infirmity had died in surgery. His logic? If there was

one chance in two that a patient would survive, he wanted to be the

one to balance off the previous death. The flaw in this logic can be

easily seen: his survival (or death) in surgery has absolutely no link to

the fate of any previous patient. Nor will the fate of any subsequent

patient be dependent on the outcome of his surgery. In much of prob-

ability theory, every event is considered an independent event, and

not conditional on another event. In a sequence of coin flips, the out-

come of the next flip is independent of the number of heads and tails

that have already occurred. This independence of event outcomes is

a commonly misunderstood or unappreciated concept. Probabilities

are also prone to misunderstandings and misinterpretation, particu-

larly when cast in unfamiliar quantitative language. As an illustra-

tion, let us look at the hemoccult test that in simple terms looks

for blood in the feces as a possible indicator of cancer of the colon

and/or rectum (colorectal cancer).1 The statistics of occurrence of col-

orectal cancer show that its frequency in the general US population

is about 300 cases in every 100,000 people, and the hemoccult test

will show positive (i.e. show blood in the feces) in about half of those

persons with colorectal cancer. If a person does not have this disease,

1This example follows closely the presentation in the following paper: Hoffrage, U.,
Lindsey, S., Hertwig, R., and Gigerenzer, G., Communicating Statistical Information.
Science vol. 290, pp. 2261–2262, 2000.
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there is still a 3% chance that he or she will test positive, so there

is also the possibility that one can show positive in the hemoccult

test even if free of the disease. This simply indicates that there are

other reasons besides colorectal cancer for the presence of blood in

feces.

A physician, staring at a positive hemoccult test, must deter-

mine the likelihood that the patient actually has colorectal cancer.

The problem is not as difficult as it sounds. Of the 300 who actually

have colorectal cancer, about half, or 150, will test positive. Of the

99,700 who do not have the cancer, 3% or about 3,000 will also test

positive. The total of the positive tests is 3150, of whom 150 actually

have cancer. Thus the likelihood that a person testing positive actu-

ally has colorectal cancer is 150/3150, or about one chance in twenty.

But knowing that half of the people who do have the cancer will test

positive, the hemoccult test is a flag to physicians to follow up a posi-

tive test with other types of test, such as a colonoscopy, to determine

whether the positive hemoccult result was caused by the presence of

cancer or wasmerely one of the nineteen chances out of twenty where

a positive test outcome is not an indication of the disease.

We would probably not be very surprised if the average patient

found this excursion into medical probabilities a little baffling. How-

ever, it may be more than disconcerting to learn that a third or more

of physicians, when given the above facts and asked to estimate the

probability that a positive hemoccult test indicates colorectal cancer,

failed to reach the one in twenty result. The language of probability

(although not necessarily the concepts) is a barrier to understanding,

and misunderstanding always contributes to uncertainty.

the hundred-year flood
Let us consider another example.When a news reporter remarks “That

was the second occurrence of the ‘hundred-year flood’ in less than a

decade”, many a listener wonders how can that be? How can a second

‘hundred-year flood’ occur less than a century after the first? The ter-

minology ‘an XX-year flood’ really signifies that, on average, one will
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wait XX years before experiencing a flood of that same magnitude. It

also says that, on average, there will be only one flood of that magni-

tude in XX years. When a second flood occurs sooner than XX years,

it has come earlier than the average return interval, and of course an

interval between such floods greater than XX years is simply one that

was greater than average. The descriptive terminology should not be

interpreted as ruling out the possibility thatmore than one will occur,

nor that it guarantees that one will occur in the designated inter-

val. The terminology shines a spotlight on the average behavior of a

watershed.

Hydrologists have been slow to cast these concepts in terms of

likelihoods rather than return periods. The hundred-year flood can

also be described as the flood that has a one in a hundred chance of

occurring in a given year. This description helps the non-technical

consumer of such information to understand why more than a single

hundred-year flood can occur in a century. In any given year there is

a 1% probability that such a flood might occur. No matter when it

occurs, it is an improbable event.

The probability estimates set out for a givenwatershed are based

in part on the historical observations of how high floodwaters rise on

a year-to-year basis. In most years, the waters rise and fall seasonally

but stay within the banks of the stream or river channel. On occasion,

they spill over the banks and inundate some of the surrounding area.

On rare occasions, they cover the entire valley or flood plain and rise

up onto the valley flanks. For the more frequently occurring water

level fluctuations, say a level that is reached in three out of every

four years, we have some confidence, based on a century or more of

observations, in stating that there is a 75% probability that waters

will rise to that level in a given year. For the occasional spillover that

has occurred twelve times in the past century, we again estimate with

some lesser confidence a 12% probability that a spillover will occur

in a given year.

But what about the probabilities for another event comparable

to the substantial floods that inundated the hypothetical village of
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Podunk Crossing in 1924 and again in 1976? We can mention that

there were two events in the century, or that such floods were sepa-

rated by fifty-two years, but we surely must feel insecure in stating

that this single measurement of a recurrence interval is a robust es-

timate of the average recurrence interval. And what about the really

catastrophic flood that rises well up on the valley walls and would

inundate houses up to their second story windows? Podunk Crossing,

first settled in 1887, has never experienced such a flood in its entire

127-year history. But could it fall victim to such an event? And if so

with what frequency? The answers to such questions are derived from

a probability distribution estimate based on the frequency of occur-

rence of smaller floods, and some theoretical ideas about the relation-

ship of frequency of occurrence versus flood size. Such an analysis for

the Podunk Creek watershed might indicate that such a flood corre-

sponds to a ‘two hundred year flood’, signifying that, on average, such

a flood might occur every two hundred years, or that in a given year

there is a 1 in 200 probability that such a flood will occur.

Similar analyses take place in estimating the probability that an

earthquake of a certain magnitude will occur. Although seismologists

do not speak of the ‘hundred-year earthquake’, the concept is the same.

A calculation of the maximum likely ground acceleration that a soon-

to-be-built school or nuclear power station might experience involves

an estimate of themaximumcredible earthquake thatmight strike the

location in the lifetime of the structure. This estimate is nearly always

based on the frequency of occurrence of smaller earthquakes of various

magnitudes that the region has experienced, extrapolated to the higher

credible magnitude, which the region has not yet experienced. If the

lifetime of the envisioned structure is estimated at fifty years, itwould

be unwise to plan only for the ‘fifty-year earthquake’ because there is

a non-trivial probability that a ‘hundred-year earthquake’ might occur

earlier than its average recurrence interval of one hundred years.

One of the principal assumptions of such calculations is that

the underlying physical processes that govern flood and earthquake

occurrence remain unchanged over long periods of time. In the case of
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earthquakes that may be a safe assumption because the phenomenon

involved, the slow shifting of Earth’s tectonic plates over millions of

years, is governed by processes deep in Earth’s interior that undergo

change on geological time scales. It is naive, however, to think that

flooding in a watershed remains a stationary process, a technical term

signifying that the conditions that lead to flooding remained the same

over the time interval for which observations about floodwaters have

been gathered.

Many regional characteristics that affect flooding undergo

change as a region is settled and developed. A factor in the flood-

ing equation is howmuch of the water in a rainstorm or frommelting

snow infiltrates into the subsurface, and how much runs off over the

surface, eventually making its way into the principal waterways of

the region. The telltale signs of development, the clearing of woods

for agriculture or the paving of fields for streets and parking lots, all

diminish the infiltration and increase the runoff. Land-use changes far

upstream can contribute to an increased downstream flooding poten-

tial. So even if the local weather remains unchanged over the decades,

with urbanization the probability of flooding is slowly increasing.

The possibility that themean annual precipitation is also slowly

changing through perturbations of the global climate system adds yet

another factor to lend uncertainty to the flood probabilities. Another

factor in the infiltration/runoff partition is the duration of rainfall

events. A slow and steady rainfall leads to greater infiltration, whereas

a short downpour leads to greater runoff. One apparent manifestation

of climate change that has been well documented2 is the increasing

frequency of severe rainfall events. These events are defined as ones

in which two inches (five centimeters) or more of rainfall occurs in

a twenty-four hour interval. The fraction of the area of the USA that

experiences such an event in a given year has been creeping upward

for more than ninety years.

2Karl, T. R., Knight, R. W., and Plummer, N., Trends in high-frequency climate
variability in the twentieth century. Nature vol. 377, pp. 217–220, 1995.
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All of these factors tell us that the flood probabilities, just as

with the survival probabilities associated with surgery, are not stand-

ing still.Wemust try not only to establish the probabilities of flooding

based on historical occurrences but also to recognize that such prob-

abilities are a moving target that are changing as we alter conditions

locally through land development and globally through anthropogenic

contributions to climate change. People who build houses on flood-

plains, zoning codes that regulate such construction, and insurance

companies that offer flood insurance must recognize the changing

pattern of risk through time.

estimating from samples
An undertaking now ubiquitous in elections in many countries is the

polling carried out in advance of elections, to determine how various

candidates are faring. The question asked is familiar to anyone who

has participated in such polls: “If the election for the Representative

of the seventh district were held today, would you vote for Mary Jones

or Alice Smith?” Shortly thereafter, we hear on the evening news that

“a poll of 600 likely voters indicates that 42% favor Mary Jones, 44%

favor Alice Smith, and 14% remain undecided. The margin of error

in these numbers is plus or minus 4%, so the two candidates are in a

statistical dead heat.”

What do these numbers mean? The uncertainty in the estimate

of each candidates’ current polling strength is indicated by themargin

of error. The margin of error arises because in this ‘sample election’

the votes of 600 people were tallied, whereas in the real election, some

weeks away, more than 200,000 people will probably vote. The results

of the sample election could also have been reported in the following

language. “A poll of 600 likely voters indicated that, if the election

were held today, there is a 95% probability that Mary Jones’ vote total

will fall in the range 38–46%, and Alice Smith’s in the range 40–48%.

Because there is so much overlap in the estimated ranges, there is real

uncertainty about the eventual outcome; consequently, the election,

were it to be held today, would be too close to call with confidence.”
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The statement “there is a 95% probability that Candidate X’s

vote total will fall in the range 38–46%” tells us that if the pollster re-

peated his experiment 100 times, each time selecting and calling 600

likely voters to determine whom they would vote for, in 95 of those

repeats the number of respondents choosing Candidate X would fall

in the range 38–46%. In only five repeats would the result fall outside

that range. In other words, there is a 5% probability that the poll re-

sults do not accurately reflect Candidate X’s standing. If onewanted to

have less uncertainty, say to raise the probability from 95% to 99%

that another poll would fall within this specified range, more than

twice asmany peoplewould have to be polled. Clearly there is a cost to

reducing the uncertainty in polling. Without increasing the number

of people polled, one can also estimate a percentage range in which

the pollster was 99% confident that Candidate X’s vote would fall, but

that percentage range would, of course, be bigger than that for 95%

confidence. There is clearly a tradeoff between the range that will

bracket Candidate X’s likely share of the vote and the probability that

the tally will fall in that range. The bigger the range, the higher the

probability. Conversely, if the range is fairly narrow, the probability

that the vote will fall within that range is correspondingly lower. An

easy analogy is to think of throwing darts at a dartboard. The proba-

bility of hitting anywhere on the board, a big area, is of course much

greater than hitting the bulls-eye, a small area.

Most pollsters find that the tradeoff between the number of

people polled and the probability that the polling result is accurate

comes at the 95% probability level. A pollster will have 95% confi-

dence that a sample of around 600 voters will yield an estimate of a

candidate’s standing within a range of uncertainty of approximately

plus or minus 4%. Polling fewer voters would be cheaper but have

a greater margin of error. A larger sample would lessen the range of

uncertainty but would be more costly. Moreover, the improvement

that accompanies a larger sample comes very slowly. To cut the range

of uncertainty in half, one must poll four times as many people. And

one must remember that polls, in addition to not being prohibitively
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expensive,must also be timely. Seeking opinions of an ever-increasing

number of peoplewould fail on both accounts andwould only improve

the margin of error slightly.

But enough of the arithmetic. Is the formal calculation of the

range of uncertainty, the margin of error as reported by the pollster,

really a good estimate of the uncertainty about where the candidates

stand at the time of the poll? Not necessarily. The answer depends

critically on the skill of the pollster in selecting whom to poll. When-

ever one tries to estimate a characteristic of a large group bymeasuring

that characteristic on a small sample drawn from the large group, the

credibility of the estimate rides on how representative of the large

group the small group actually is. In short, careful sample selection is

at the heart of reliable estimation.

A random sample of names taken from the telephone book will

include many sources of error: about half of such people do not even

vote, some because they are underage, some because they are not reg-

istered, some because they are not citizens, some because they have

moved away, some because they feel politics and elections are irrel-

evant to their daily lives. Other aspects of good sample selection are

demographic. The sample should be geographically, economically, po-

litically and culturally representative. If County A has twice as many

eligible voters as County B, but the average voter turnout in County

A and County B has been about 47% and 55%, respectively, then this

information should guide the selection of the polling sample. Pollsters

know that the quality of their poll results can be improved by care-

ful sample selection or by polling a larger number of people, or both.

Improvements in sampling cost money, and there is the inevitable

tradeoff between greater accuracy in the poll and the costs incurred

to achieve it.

There always seems to be some incredulity that a well-selected

sample of a few thousand people can successfully predict the outcome

of a national election in which one hundred million votes are cast.

Probability theory is very clear on this point, however. The fraction

of the population sampled is not the important issue; it is the actual
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size of the sample, the number of people who have been interrogated,

that determines the probability that an estimate determined from the

samplewill be representative of the overall population. The character-

istics of a very large group can be estimated with surprising accuracy,

say within a margin of error of a few percent, by examining a sample

of a few thousand, no matter whether that sample has been drawn

from a population of one hundred thousand or one hundred million.

I once tested this proposition with my son, who at the time had

a great interest in coin collecting. The question we posed was the

following. Could we estimate the relative number of pennies minted

in each of ten recent years from the pile of pennies that resided in the

family cookie jar? The mint production of pennies varies from year

to year, depending on the need for pennies in circulation, but they

usually run in the hundreds of millions. Can a cookie jar full of a

few thousand pennies serve as a sufficient and representative sample

of the hundreds of millions of coins produced each year? Yes indeed.

The cookie jar collection was more than adequate to estimate the

production variability from year to year, within a very small margin

of error. Probability theory helps us to decide how big a sample is

necessary to achieve a result within a certain margin of error, and a

cookie jar full of pennies went a long way toward producing a very

accurate result.

Polls that track election sentiment over time reflect the chang-

ing attitudes as the campaigns unfold. Earlier opinions are sometimes

altered, and the ‘undecideds’ eventually make up their minds. Elec-

tion campaigns, like most aspects of life, are never static. Factors that

may lead to ups and downs in the poll standings include the money

available to candidates to deploy their message, mistakes and mis-

statements by the candidates, and the treatment of the candidates by

the media. The eventual outcome is a moving target, and candidates,

in particular, pay close attention to changes in tracking polls and the

interpretation of what is leading to the changing sentiment. Decision-

making by voters is a most flexible process, and seldom do campaigns

end with the same poll standing that they began with.
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census taking
In the previous chapter, I introduced the decadal census in the USA

to illustrate the uncertainties in counting. That there ultimately is

uncertainty in the actual number of people living in the USA at the

end of the year 2000 should come as no surprise to anyone, quite apart

from the fact that births and deaths during the counting period make

‘a perfect count’ elusive. Counting people in a census, just as counting

votes in an election, runs into limits on the accuracy of the final tally.

However, because the geographic distribution of the population is a

central factor in the drawing of legislative and congressional districts,

and therefore in the relative representation of different demographic

groups in those important state and national law-making bodies, a

non-trivial shift in political power derives from an incomplete and

imperfect census.

A debate about how to improve the national census occurs each

decade at the time of the constitutionally mandated count. One view

is that we must basically stick with the attempt actually to enumer-

ate each person through improved, more intensive direct interactions

(mail, phone, Internet, on-site interviews), whereas the opposing view

favors a sampling strategy to estimate the numbers of persons missed

in the direct enumeration. For example, if mail questionnaires and

census-takers were able to reach only 88% of the households in a

neighborhood, an estimate for the remaining 12% of the households

would be made from the characteristic responses of the 88% that

had been enumerated by the traditional direct methods. The Census

Bureau believes it can reliably estimate both overcounting and under-

counting using survey data fromonly 314,000 households nationwide.

These households comprise a sample of the many millions of house-

holds across the USA that the Census Bureau has designated the ACE

group, an acronym that signifies accuracy and coverage evaluation.

Sampling techniques have been extensively employed to esti-

mate muchmore about a neighborhood than just its population. Prod-

uct marketing benefits greatly from being able to estimate household

annual income, number of cars owned, the value of the average house,
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and similar economic characteristics from the official census data.

Those who sell to the consumers of America have great confidence

in the ability of incomplete census data to estimate the demographic

and economic status of the complete neighborhood.

Again, the science behind sampling is relativelywell understood

and non-controversial. There is little doubt that a more accurate cen-

sus could be achieved using both direct counting of the easily reached

and sampling methods to estimate the over- and undercounts. The

use of statistical methods to fill in the gaps in counting and coverage

has, however, met considerable political resistance. This resistance

arises not because the politicians who oppose it do not trust sampling

techniques. Indeed, in pre-election polls, candidates for political office

regularly and confidently employ sampling methods as current indi-

cators of voter sentiment. Opposition to using sampling techniques

in the census arises because there is political advantage to be had in

an imperfect census achieved through direct counting alone. Main-

taining a non-uniformity in the completeness and accuracy of the cen-

sus across geographic settings and ethnic groups is an unstated but

specific political goal of those advantaged by it. Those that are dis-

advantaged by it commonly include racial minorities, immigrants,

and the poor, who are more prone to undercounting than other so-

cioeconomic groups. Undercounting of these groups diminishes their

representation in state legislatures and the US Congress.

In this chapter, we have had a glimpse of how measurements and

observations can be described quantitatively through statistics, and

how the quality and reliability of the information contained in ensem-

bles of measurements can be estimated. This is a rich topic, one that

has attracted literally thousands of essays, books, and monographs.

Clearly we have opened the door to this vast intellectual arena only

a crack. But even that narrow glimpse is sufficient for one to realize

that certainty is generally beyond the reach not only of science but

also every other endeavor based on the quantitative analysis of limited
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observations. Finite ensembles of observations usually define a range

of interpretations and estimate the probability that the truth will lie

within this range. A bigger range of possibilities, a bigger target so to

speak, will have a greater probability of truth residing in it but may

be of little use because of its lack of specificity. A narrower range of

interpretations can be delineated, but the probability of finding truth

is accordingly lower. These lessons about howmuch information can

be gleaned from incomplete data provide a useful backdrop to the

next chapters that address how we conceptualize and model complex

systems.



7 I’m not quite sure how
this works . . .
Perplexity is the beginning of knowledge.

Kahlil Gibran

The quantification of measurements through statistical analysis, the

discovery of a trend in temperature over time, or observation of a pat-

tern in water pollution data displayed on a map – all motivate scien-

tists to begin thinking and formulating ideas about what process lies

behind the relationships they are observing. These ideas are initially

simple and rudimentary, and they may lead to later testing through

experimentation. In the next two chapters, we will explore the world

of conceptualization and experimentation and gain insight into how

uncertainty promotes creativity.

Scientists, indeed everyone, always operatewith simplified con-

cepts of the way things work. We call these simplified representations

‘models’, and they come inmany forms: conceptual, physical, numer-

ical. We receive imperfect guidance in model building from the real

world, through incomplete, sometimes inaccurate, and occasionally

conflicting measurements or observations about the phenomenon or

systemwe are trying to understand. There is a continuous interaction

betweenmodels and observation, with each undergoing adjustment in

the face of the other. New observations lead to revision of a concept,

and a new concept, in turn, suggests new experiments or observations

to be made that will again put the concept to a test. It is this iterative

back-and-forth interplay that generally improves understanding of a

system, and which under some circumstances can reduce the uncer-

tainty associated with system behavior. But when this fluidity is lost,

for example when a scientist promotes or adheres to a concept in the

face of considerable evidence to the contrary, or places too great a re-

liance on observations that are inaccurate or irrelevant, then progress

stalls.
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Most of the natural world is incredibly complex in its struc-

ture and organization. Contemplate for a moment the intricacies of a

forest ecosystem, in which trees, fungi, microorganisms, birds, small

rodents, largemammals, insects, ferns, snails, frogs, snakes, andmany

more types of life all coexistwithin the confines of the forest.Not only

do they coexist, but they have interdependencies, where each provides

some ingredient that allows another to flourish. Bacteria reside in soil,

influence its chemistry and promote its development. Microbes also

reside in the digestive tracts of larger animals and assist their digestion

and metabolism. And all things great and small are influenced by the

weather and climate of the region. Because of the complexity, it is ex-

tremely difficult for even the most capable ecologists to study a forest

ecosystem in its full detail, and so they develop simplified concepts

about the workings of the ecosystem, focusing on a few components

and their interactions that are thought to be particularly significant.

This conceptualization of the ecosystem web of interactions is called

a model. To be sure, different ecologists may perceive the interac-

tions differently, weigh the participation of the different components

differently and, therefore, develop different models. Because of the

complexity, the ecosystem is imperfectly understood and uncertainty

about how it all hangs together is attendant.

The economy of a large industrial nation is likewise an intri-

cate web of interactions between manufacturers, transport systems,

wholesalers, retailers, banks, security and commodity markets, cus-

tomers, farmers, labor, governments, tax codes, and much, much

more. As with the forest ecosystem, it is virtually impossible to ad-

dress the economy in its infinite detail, and so simplifications and

aggregations take place. Imports and exports are lumped together as

‘the balance of trade’; manufacturing capacity, wage levels, taxes, in-

terest rates, commodity abundance, and the like get lumped into an

index of ‘leading economic indicators’; the prices of a diverse basket of

goods and services are aggregated into a ‘consumer price index’; and

the attitudes of millions of individuals making personal economic
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decisions about spending, saving, investing, or retiring is represented

with a ‘consumer confidence index’. The behavior of the economy as

a whole is then presumed to be the outcome of some quantitative re-

lationships divined by economists that link the balance of trade, the

consumer price index, the consumer confidence index, and several

other aggregate indices. The quantities to be aggregated, and the re-

lationships between them, constitute an economic model. Different

economic models arise because different economists make differing

assumptions about how the components of the economy relate to

and interact with each other. In the USA, there are many models

to choose from and to evaluate: the Congressional Budget Office

Model, the Wharton School Model, the Senate Fiscal Agency Model,

the University of Michigan Model. Each model incorporates the judg-

ments and perspectives of its creators, and some will inevitably prove

to be more insightful and prescient than others.

conceptual models
Perhaps the simplest models are conceptual models. A conceptual

model is a mental image of a system, its components, its interactions.

It lays the foundation for more elaborate models, such as physical

or numerical models. A conceptual model provides a framework in

which to think about the workings of a system or about problem solv-

ing in general. An ensuing operational model can be no better than its

underlying conceptualization.

A familiar conceptual model often developed in introductory

economics courses is the Law of Supply and Demand. The concept

of supply and demand relates production and consumption through

the mechanism of pricing. If there is an abundance of production of

a particular product or commodity, in excess of the demand for that

product at the existing price, then the vendor of the product may

choose to lower the price to make the item more attractive, or the

producer may choose to curtail production because the item is not

selling well. Conversely, if an item sells so well at the current going
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price that the merchant cannot keep the item on the shelf, she may

be tempted to raise the price to take advantage of the strong demand.

Alternatively, the manufacturer of the itemmay elect to increase pro-

duction because of the popularity of the product. Or a competitor,

seeing an opportunity to open a new product line, may decide to be-

gin production. In an ideal free market, adjustments in production,

consumption, and price take place continuously to maintain an equi-

librium between these factors. As a simple conceptual model, supply

and demand has in broad and general terms described the operation

of a free-market economy reasonably well.

If, however, a conceptualmodel is too limited in its vision, or if it

incorporates false assumptions, then its ability to predict the behavior

of a system will be limited and/or misleading. Supply and demand

may work well in an ideally free market, with many suppliers and

many consumers. But it can be a rather poor description of market

interactions when there aremonopolies in the supply side, inadequate

channels of distribution, or prices that are controlled by a regulatory

agency or supported by subsidies. The issue of agricultural subsidies

in the European Economic Community has been perpetually vexing

as the countries of Europe struggle to balance free trade with the need

to maintain a strong agricultural sector in their economies.

For decades, the electric utility industry in the USA has been

characterized by all of these departures from an ideal supply and de-

mand economy. Deregulation of the utilities, already underway or

planned in several states, will alter the playing field in ways untested,

but the initial experience in the state of California has provided dra-

matic evidence that deregulation does not always go according to

script.1 Deregulation of the telecommunications industry has been

underway for more than a decade, with extraordinary changes in the

way we transmit and receive sounds, images, information, and data,

many of which were unanticipated at the time of deregulation. To be

1I discuss utility deregulation in California briefly in Chapter 9, in the context of
predictions that go awry.
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sure, there are many surprises yet to unfold in that aspect of informa-

tion technology.

At a very basic level, the deregulation of the airline industry in

the 1980s assumed that increased competitionwould serve customers

better through lower prices and better, more convenient service. But

deregulation created a new framework for airlines to minimize their

operational costs. It very quickly led to the establishment of the

hub and spoke system of airline routes, with each airline selecting

a few hub cities, in which they became the dominant carrier. In some

situations, the market dominance has been tantamount to a virtual

monopoly, with an attendant decline in service and little incentive to

decrease fares. When smaller airlines attempt to capture part of the

market in the hub cities, the larger established airlines temporarily cut

prices to drive the smaller competitors out of the market. Customers

soon have no other carrier to turn to, so there is little need for the

established airline to worry about defections. The conceptual model

of supply and demand did not prove to be a very good description

of the way the airline industry adapted to and took advantage of the

deregulation.

The minimization of operational costs also took its toll on

11 September 2001. The airlines, treating airport security as a ‘cost

center’ to be managed, had contracted with private-sector security

corporations who, in turn, hired screeners at the minimum wage,

without fringe benefits, and set them to work with minimal train-

ing. The World Trade Center tragedy was in part attributable to

lax airport security. The subsequent decision by the U. S. Congress

and the President to federalize airport security was an acknowledg-

ment of the failure of the airline companies to provide adequate

security.

incomplete conceptualizations
In science, models can also be good or bad, depending on howwell the

scientist has conceptualized the system: how much insight he or she

has in understanding the workings of a complex system. Let us look
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at some examples of incomplete or flawed conceptualizations drawn

from the history of science, and how revisions of these inadequate

conceptualizations led to progress.

Authors of geology textbooks always like to cite one well-

known nineteenth century approach to the problem of determining

the age of the Earth as an example of an incomplete and, therefore,

misleading conceptualization. Determining the age of the Earth has

long been a central topic in the geological sciences; today the most

reliable estimate of Earth’s antiquity comes from methods that use

the decay of radioactive elements, for example the decay of uranium

into lead, by various nuclear processes that proceed at a regular and

well-known rate. However, radioactivity was not discovered until the

end of the nineteenth century; prior to that discovery, scientists used

other approaches to estimate the age of the Earth. The incompletely

conceptualized and ultimately erroneous estimate was made by the

Scottish physicist William Thompson, better known by his peerage

title of Lord Kelvin.

Kelvin’s reasoning went along these lines: the Earth was en-

dowed with a certain amount of heat at the time of its origin and has

been cooling off ever since. If one could determine how much heat

it originally had, and had a good understanding of how it lost heat,

this could lead to an estimate of how long the cooling had been going

on, or equivalently how much time had passed since the Earth was

formed. An analogy to Kelvin’s methodology would be a bathtub full

of water; at a given time the plug is pulled and the water begins to

drain. At some time later, the water level has fallen, and if one knows

the rate that water leaves the tub through the drain, one can calculate

from the reduced water level when the plug had been pulled.

Kelvin reasoned that an upper limit to the amount of heat the

Earthwas originally endowedwith could be determined from the tem-

perature at which rocksmelted, a temperature that could bemeasured

at the site of volcanic eruptions. This logic implicitly assumed that

the Earth had originally formed in a molten condition but soon there-

after solidified into the rock we see today . He next argued that the
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Earth would lose heat by a process called thermal conduction, a style

of heat transfer that takes place in solids such as the rocks that make

up the Earth’s crust today. His conceptualization of the process was

not fundamentally different from the way a rock around a campfire

slowly cools after the campfire goes out. In a domestic context, con-

duction is the heat transfer process by which a teacup warms when

hot tea is poured into it.

Kelvin knew that the rate of cooling would not be uniform

through time; Earth would cool more rapidly shortly after formation,

and more slowly as time went on. So, if he could determine the rate

at which Earth was losing heat at the present time, he would be able

to tell how long the cooling had been taking place. He proceeded to

make careful temperature measurements in underground mines to

determine the present-day rate of heat loss, which he then used

to calculate how long the Earth had been cooling. His estimate of

several tens of millions of years, while much longer than the biblical

estimate of a few thousand years, fell far short of the eons of time that

geologists estimated were necessary to account for the geologic land-

scape they observed and biologists thought necessary for evolution of

species. Thus was set in place one of the fiercest intellectual battles

of the nineteenth century, with geologists and Charles Darwin in one

corner arguing for great antiquity and Kelvin, the physicist, arguing

for a considerably younger Earth.

The debate continued without resolution, each camp believing

the other wrong, until the discovery of radioactivity at the very end of

the nineteenth century led to the unraveling of the Kelvin argument.

Radioactive decay of unstable elements, first observed and described

by the French physicist Becquerel in 1896, is a source of heat, one that

we are familiar with in the operation of nuclear power plants, where

the energy of decay is transformed into heat that is used to produce

the steam that drives the turbines that generate electricity. Of what

significance was radioactive decay to the debate about the age of the

Earth? Kelvin’s entire argument hinged on there being only one source

of heat to be lost, the endowment of heat the Earth had inherited from
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its originalmolten condition. Because rocks contain small amounts of

radioactive elements, their decay was providing new heat at the same

time that the original heatwas being lost. Thatwould, of course,mean

that it would take longer to cool than if there were no extra sources of

heat. Returning to the analogy of determining how long a bathtub had

been draining, it would be as if the experiment had been performed

without realizing that the tub’s faucets were open, adding water to the

system at the same time as it was being lost through the drain.

Kelvin had not miscalculated, but he had incompletely concep-

tualized the problem. He had no way of knowing that the Earth’s

heat budget had not just its inheritance but also a source of income,

the heat of radioactive decay. Because of the existence of the yet-

to-be-discovered radioactivity, and the presence of radioactive ele-

ments in the rocks of the Earth, Kelvin’s determination of the age

of the Earth was grossly inaccurate. It is ironic that the very phe-

nomenon, radioactivity, that was the undoing of his approach to the

age of the Earth, would later prove to be central to the currently most

reliable method to determine when Earth was born. As mentioned

earlier, this approach is based on the steady decay of a radioactive ele-

ment (the ‘parent’) into a stable element (the ‘daughter’). Older rocks

have less parent and more daughter than younger rocks. Uranium

parents and their daughters of lead have shown that Earth is slightly

older than 4.5 billion years.

flawed conceptualizations
Flawed conceptualizations abound in the history of science. Some are

particularly instructive in illustrating how misconception impedes

understanding, and consequently contributes to uncertainty. First let

us look at the famous reframing of the structure and dynamics of

our planetary system byNicholas Copernicus (1473–1543), completed

around 1530 but not published until just shortly before his death.

The human fascination with the physical universe that sur-

rounds us is ancient. The Babylonians of more than three millennia

ago were keen observers of the nighttime sky. They noted that most
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of the points of light remained fixed relative to one another, in the

geometric patterns we now call constellations. But a few bright spots

were moving across the patterns, and the astronomers of Babylon

called them ‘wild sheep’. Today we recognize the wild sheep as our

near neighbors in space and call them planets after the Greek word

signifying ‘wanderer’. The Greeks added their own observations to

those of the Persians and Babylonians and developed a picture of the

celestial bodies that placed the Earth at the very center of the uni-

verse. In this ‘geocentric’ picture, the Sun, Moon and planets moved

round the Earth, like handmaidens in service to a monarch, and the

constellations remained in the background, as the inhabitants of the

far reaches of the realm. Later, this view was set forth in the writings

of Claudius Ptolemy, a second century astronomer and geographer in

Alexandria, a center of intellectual life at the time and today a suburb

of Cairo. The Ptolemaic view of the cosmic geography had immense

philosophical and religious attractiveness. The geocentric cosmoswas

seen to be the exquisite work of God, who created humans on Earth

as the centerpiece of the universe and created everything else as a

backdrop.

The Ptolemaic view influenced the thinking of virtually all the

European and Mediterranean world until that conceptualization was

challenged by Copernicus. Schooled in the conventional geocentric

perspective of the cosmos, Copernicus found it less than satisfying.

His intuition led him to believe that it was the Sun, the great source

of heat and light, that occupied the center of the planetary system,

and that the Earth was just another planet that orbited about the Sun.

From such a perspective, the apparent daily motion of the Sun and

Moon and the annual shift of the constellations across the sky could

easily be explained in terms of the Earth rotating on an axis daily, and

orbiting about the Sun yearly. As a side benefit, it also allowed for a

simpler description of the motion of the planets as seen from Earth

than was possible with the geocentric system. Copernicus believed

that a simple explanation was more appealing than a complex one, a

principle of parsimony enunciated two centuries earlier byWilliam of
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Occam, and known popularly today as ‘Occam’s razor’. (Occam, too,

crossed the establishment of his time by expressing iconoclastic views

and found himself in disfavor for departing from the conventional

wisdom.)

But what a challenge Copernicus had made! In effect it

amounted to a serious demotion for Earth, from being the lofty

monarch of the realm down to being one of a rag-tag team of hangers-

on in the royal court. It was a reassignment from the center of the

universe to third rock from the Sun. It was an affront to the religious

and philosophical establishment that had grown accustomed to the

importance, power, and wealth that accompanied being the official

interpreters of God’s great scheme of creation.

Ideas do have a life of their own, however, whether or not they

arewidely believedwhen first set forth. The concept of a Sun-centered

planetary system found other fertileminds inwhich to grow.The ideas

of Copernicus motivated Tycho Brahe (1546–1601) to make further

painstaking observations of the motions of the planets, and Johannes

Kepler (1571–1630) discovered certain regularities in Tycho’s data that

he summarized in his famous three laws of planetary motion. Isaac

Newton (1643–1727) developed an elegant mathematical description

of the forces and interactions that must exist to yield Kepler’s plane-

tary orbits about the Sun. Today, we call that interaction gravity, and

the planetary system is known as the solar system, in recognition of

the central position of the Sun.

The significance of the Copernican revolution, the replacement

of the geocentric or Earth-centered conceptualization with the helio-

centric or Sun-centered framework, is that understanding of a com-

plex phenomenon is dependent upon a proper conceptualization of

the system being studied. No deep understanding of the structure and

dynamics of the solar system was possible until the notion that the

Earth was at the center of the solar system was abandoned. Once

that had been achieved, however, once the shackles of misconcep-

tualization had been broken, enormous strides were taken one after

another. Todaywe benefit from the dailyweather images beamed from
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Earth-orbiting satellites, we share in the excitement of seeing astro-

nauts on the Moon or a robotic rover sending us pictures from Mars,

and we are astounded with the precision of ballistic missile trajecto-

ries. All of these became possible because of advances in understand-

ing enabled by a proper conceptualization of the planetary system.

continents adrift
Another example that illustrates how a flawed conceptualization

impedes progress can be drawn from the history of the geological

sciences. The concept of continents drifting over the surface of Earth

throughout geologic time drew its earliest adherents from geographers

who noted the great similarity between the configuration of the west

coast of Africa and the east coast of South America. To the imagi-

native eye, the two continents could fit neatly together like pieces

of a jigsaw puzzle. The geological inference drawn from that appar-

ent similarity was that South America and Africa were once joined,

only to split apart and separate from each other sometime in the

distant geologic past. Sir Francis Bacon commented upon this remark-

able geography in the early seventeenth century, as did others in the

eighteenth century. By the end of the nineteenth century, geologists

had discovered that at corresponding points along the two continen-

tal margins the rocks and fossils were very similar, in effect showing

that not only did the puzzle pieces fit together but also the picture

was continuous across the fit. Early in the twentieth century, the

geographic and geologic evidence was summarized and interpreted by

theGerman scientist AlfredWegener in a now-famous book titledThe

Origins of Continents and Oceans.2 Wegener presented a compelling

case that the continents had once been joined and had since drifted

apart.

Wegener’s concept, while particularly attractive to those who

had studied southern hemisphere geology, did not sit well with

2Wegener’s book was first published in German in 1915 (Die Enstehung der
Kontinente und Ozeane.). An accessible English translation was published by Dover
Publications, New York, in 1966.
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another group of Earth scientists, the geophysicists who studied

physical properties of rocks. They pointed out that between South

America and Africa, hidden by the waters of the Atlantic Ocean, lay

some three thousand miles of solid rock constituting the crust of the

Earth beneath the ocean. The geophysicists conceptualized continen-

tal drift as a process analogous to ships plowing through the seas. How,

they asked, could the continents plow theirway through this barrier of

rock? They argued that the rocks forming the floor of the ocean were

much too stiff to permit suchmotion. Because of the lack of an obvious

mechanism by which continents could drift, the geographic and geo-

logic evidence that suggested the continents had moved around over

the Earth was ignored for decades. The jig-saw puzzle fit was trivially

dismissed as nothing more significant than another well-known ge-

ographic oddity, that Italy looks like a boot. And as for the similar

rocks and fossils on either side of the Atlantic, well, they could have

resulted from similar processes and parallel evolution.

This state of affairs persisted until the mid-1960s, when a new

concept called plate tectonics emerged, one that permitted a re-

evaluation of the old arguments about continental drift. The new con-

cept accepted that continents could not plow their way through the

oceanic crustal rocks. Instead, it proposed that both the continents

and the oceanic rock surrounding them were moving together, much

like a log frozen into a sheet of moving ice. As sheets of ice with

their log ‘continents’ separate from each other along major fissures,

the exposed water between them freezes, creating new ‘rock’ in the

gap between.

This revisionist view of the Earth was stimulated by important

new observations about the age of the rockmaking up the ocean floor.

The data were actually not so new, having been gathered for military

purposes associated with submarine warfare during World War II and

the coldwar thereafter.When these datawere released to the scientific

community, they revealed that the rocks of the ocean floor were all

younger than most of the rocks of the continents, just as the new ice

forming between separating ice sheets on a lake is younger than the
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ice sheets themselves. Thus the abundant evidence for continental

drift that geologists had assembled no longer had to be set aside be-

cause of the argument that continental drift was a mechanical impos-

sibility. The mobility of continents had been rejected because of the

misconception that continents were actively propelling themselves

through the rigid crust of the Earth. Once it was realized that conti-

nents were passive passengers along for the ride, the geologic evidence

was quickly recognized as valid.

Just as the revolutionary ideas of Copernicus led to extraordi-

nary advances in understanding the solar system, so also did the Earth

sciences benefit extraordinarily from the newly developed plate tec-

tonic concept of Earth dynamics. The new view of the Earth, made

possible by new oceanographic data, stimulated a torrent of creative

thinking about such practical problems as the generation of petroleum

and natural gas and the formation of ore deposits, about the nature of

seismic and volcanic hazards, and about factors affecting long-term

climate change. A former view had been abandoned because new

observations forced a rethinking, a new conceptualization that could

accommodate the recent observations and at the same time reconcile

them with the older evidence. Plate tectonics was off and running,

and Earth science was forever transformed.

in and out of ruts
Seldom is the idea of being in a rut thought of as a positive situation.

Usually we associate that condition with frustration, discontent, and

an impoverishment of new ways of thinking about problems. We are

implored to ‘think outside of the box’, to break the barriers that limit

the ways we conceptualize problems. Reginald V. Jones, a professor of

physics at the University of Aberdeen in Scotland, taught me much

about the importance of avoiding conceptual ruts, and of the value of

recognizing ruts as soon as possible so that one can get out before the

rut is too deep and too much time has been wasted.

As a young man in Britain during World War II, Jones played an

important role in scientific research and intelligence as applied to the
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war effort. In his book Most Secret War 3 he recounts a story about

escaping from ruts. One of his team’s early assignments was to de-

velop an aircraft that could not be detected by radar. Already, radar

was playing an important role in providing early warning of impend-

ing enemy bombing raids on the British Isles, as well as warning the

Germans when Allied planes were making their way to European

targets. If Jones could devise a way to make aircraft invisible to radar,

then the Allies would have a distinct advantage in reaching their

targets unmolested by Luftwaffe interceptors. Today this very same

concept has been implemented in the family of ‘Stealth’ aircraft oper-

ated by the US Air Force.

Jones and his team tried all kinds of technological trick, all to no

avail. An aircraft made of wood, special geometries for the wings and

fuselage, rubber coatings – but nothing could prevent the strong radar

reflection from the big metal engine. They tried and tried without

success. Jones realized they were in a rut, that they were not thinking

outside the box. Finally a solution came to him: “How”, he asked, “do

you hide a grain of sand?” The answer was straightforward: you put it

on the beach, amidst an infinity of other grains of sand. Translating

this to the business of disguising airplanes, the solution was not to

suppress a single radar signal, but rather to create a million radar sig-

nals. Thus was born the strategy of dumping shredded metallic foil,

such as we use in wrapping food for storage in the refrigerator, from a

decoy aircraft. To the enemy radar, each piece of metallic foil looked

like an incoming raider, and the ensemble of shreds appeared as a vir-

tual armada of bombers and fighters on its way to wreak destruction.

The defensive interceptors took off to engage this overwhelming force,

only to reach the drop area and find no planeswhatsoever.Meanwhile,

a much smaller group of real bombers went in a different direction

over enemy territory and delivered its high explosive cargo virtually

unmolested. The deception lasted only a few weeks, but considerable

damage was inflicted in that period.

3Reginald. V. Jones, Most Secret War: British Scientific Intelligence 1939–1945.
Hamish Hamilton, London, 1978. Also reprinted in paperback by Wordsworth
Editions, 1998.
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In order to be effective in thinking ‘outside the box’, however,

wemust first be aware that we are indeed ‘inside the box’, constrained

in the ways we think about problems. What are some of these often-

subtle constraints? Let’s start with wishful thinking. When affairs,

social or financial, seem not to be going well, we often say to our-

selves “things will get better”. When an investor’s favorite stock has

undergone a long and painful slide, at many stages of the descent he

or she will have argued that things cannot get worse, that the stock

price has bottomed out and will soon be on the road to recovery. In

such cases, the wishbone governed while the backbone buckled. This

attitude is frequently the response to many emergent environmen-

tal problems. We recognize that air quality has deteriorated, that the

roads and highways are congested, the water at the beach is unsafe for

swimming . . . but we say to ourselves things will get better. However,

hardly any problem is fortuitously solved by spontaneous remedia-

tion, or by simply wishing it away. Changes usually occur only after

the problem is engaged, analyzed, and acted upon.

Albert Einstein observed “You cannot solve current problems

with current thinking. Current problems are the result of current

thinking.” Current thinking is just another name for conventional

wisdom. As a barrier to problem solving, conventional wisdom ap-

pears in a number of different forms: we have always done it this

way; we tried that before; this remedy will cost too much; that path

surely leads to failure. Conventional wisdom is repetition without ex-

amination; it is an acceptance of current perspectives without asking

whether the foundations that support such perspectives are them-

selves undergoing change. Rejecting or challenging the conventional

wisdom is an act that replaces apparent certainty with disconcerting

uncertainty. Had Copernicus orWegener simply accepted the conven-

tional wisdom of their time, where might we be today in understand-

ing how the solar system and Earth work?

Ideology is a special form of conventional wisdom that is com-

monly backed by some important clout. Governments and religious

institutions sometimes establish conventional wisdom and then pro-

tect it from routine challenges. Behind this ideological defense one
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can often find wishful thinking. The Ptolemaic concept of an Earth-

centered planetary system had acquired a pre-Copernican ideological

status because the religious and secular institutions of the day wanted

it to be true. Centuries later, the science of genetics in the Soviet

Union was set back because of the imposition of an ideological box on

scientific thinking.Akey player in the establishment of themisguided

genetics was Trofim Lysenko, a biologist and agronomist conducting

research at an agricultural experimental station in the Ukraine. He

claimed that wheat seeds could be made to yield rye under proper

environmental conditions, and that the ability could be transferred

to subsequent generations of grain. This was particularly attractive

to the Soviet ideology that humans were socially malleable, and that

good socialist attitudes could not only be taught but also inherited.

The Soviets in power wanted Lysenko’s agricultural ideas to be true,

and for a time barred the teaching of and research in mainstream ge-

netics as it was developing elsewhere in the world. There was an al-

legiance to ideology rather than to science.

In these early years of the twenty-first century, much of the

opposition to recognizing that global climate change is taking place,

and to acknowledging that humans are playing a significant role in

causing the change, is based both on wishful thinking and on conven-

tional wisdom. The fossil fuel and transportation industries simply do

not want to believe that something extraordinary is taking place that

may force them to reconfigure, or even worse to abandon, what has

been a century-long success story. That we have utilized fossil fuels

for more than a century to them signifies “we have always used fossil

fuels, and always will”. This perspective, as long as it is prevalent and

persuasive, will lead us into an ever-deepening rut.

Wishful thinking is seldom a successful long-term strategy, and

sooner or later reality will force an acknowledgment of change. The

stone age of human history came to an end not because humans ran

out of stones, but because humans learned to make better tools from

metal. Similarly the fossil fuel stage of human development will also

end well before we have exhausted the fossil fuels. In the long sweep
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of human history, both past and future, the era of fossil fuel reliance

will be seen as a temporary crutch during the interval when humans

learned how to harness and concentrate the virtually endless radiative

energy delivered directly to Earth by the Sun. Fossil fuels such as coal

and petroleum are, in fact, nature’s somewhat clumsy and inefficient

products in which is stored the solar energy of the past, in the form of

fossilized vegetation and microorganisms, appropriately decomposed

and recomposed through cooking while buried in the Earth’s crust.

physical models
As a child I played with Lincoln LogsTM, Tinker-ToysTM, and Erector

SetsTM, constructing an infinite variety of log cabins, windmills, and

metal-girdered bridges. A little later, I turned to model airplanes,

painstakingly cutting out balsa wood spars to form wings and a fuse-

lage and then covering them with a tissue paper skin. With a pro-

peller and rubber band for power, the miniature aircraft took to the

air. All of these childhood items were simplified versions of real-

world constructs, scaled down physical models of the actual edifices

of the real-world. As physical models they represented many of the

characteristics of the real-world structures, but in other significant

ways they departed from their large-scale counterparts. A simple

model airplane used paper instead of fabric or metal for its skin, elas-

tic energy from a rubber band instead of chemical energy from liquid

fuels for its power, and had no pilot or controls. If one tried to build a

real airplane that mimicked the model, one quickly would recognize

the inadequacies of themodel. In fact, themodel airplane was amodel

only of the simple aerodynamic principles of flight, not of an airplane

that required control through takeoff, flight and landing, that needed

cargo and passenger space, and fuel for long-distance journeys.

Physicalmodels have advancedwell beyondmy childhood expe-

riences. Automobile manufacturers and aeronautical research centers

still utilize wind tunnels to study turbulence generated by various

vehicle and aircraft designs, and naval architects have large tanks and

basins in which they tow or propel different hull designs to learn how
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to improve speed, fuel efficiency, and stability under various wave

and wind conditions. Physical models continue to play an important

role in experimentation, and I will have more to say about them in

the next chapter. But the success or failure of physical model stud-

ies depends on how well an experiment done at one scale, and under

conditions not exactly the same as in the real world, will extrapolate

into an actual plane or ship, in the air or on the open ocean under real

weather conditions.

numerical models
Numerical models comprise a set of mathematical equations that de-

scribe the functioning of a system and that can generate quantitative

predictions about its behavior. When the calculations are so complex

that they require a computer to carry them out, then the numerical

model is sometimes called a computer model. But whether the calcu-

lations are done by hand, with an old fashioned adding machine or a

hand calculator, or with a super-computer, at the heart of all numeri-

cal models are the equations that quantitatively link the components

and processes of the system. Lord Kelvin calculated the age of the

Earth by using a solution to the differential equation of heat conduc-

tion; that solution enabled him to quantify the rate at which a sphere

loses heat from an initially hot condition and thereby calculate how

long Earth has been cooling.

To get a flavor for numericalmodels, let us start with something

simpler andmore intuitive. Take, for example, amodel of your savings

account, in which you make a deposit each month and the funds in

the account earn interest at a given rate that is compounded monthly.

There are simple mathematical rules that enable you to calculate the

value of your savings at any future time. Those rules are, in effect,

a numerical model of your savings account, a model that represents

the deposits and the compounding over time. It could be made more

complex if you wanted to make periodic withdrawals to pay for your

auto insurance or rent.

The schedule of mortgage payments that will amortize your

home loan over a fixed number of years likewise is the output of a
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simple numerical model. The model takes the amount you borrowed,

the interest rate you have negotiated with the lender, and the number

of years over which you wish to spread the payments, and it then

employs straightforward mathematics to tell you what size monthly

payment you must make. Additionally, it tells you howmuch of each

monthly payment goes to pay interest, and how much goes to reduce

the loan principal. At any time in the life of the loan, the model will

tell you how much principal is left to be repaid, should you decide

to pay it off with an inheritance received from Aunt Jenny, or a large

bonus from the office.

social security
Another model that Americans are familiar with is that which under-

lies the US Social Security system. This is an economic model that

has many aspects in common with an individual savings account, but

it also has some characteristics that are different and more complex.

One difference is that the system anticipates not only savings during

an individual’s working years but also payouts in the later retirement

years, with the payout tied to the level of accumulated savings. A

second difference is that there is no time limit to the payout; the

benefits will continue as long as one lives. By contrast, an individual

savings account will permit withdrawals only as long as a balance

remains. A third and important difference is that the Social Security

system has millions of participants who pool their savings, and at the

same time the system is making payouts from the savings pool to se-

niors. The reason I call this a model is that the operators of the Social

Security system, the Social Security administration, must estimate

for any given future year how many people will be working and con-

tributing andhowmany peoplewill be retired and receiving payments.

And they must estimate how long people are going to live. Moreover,

they must make such estimates many decades into the future. It is

not difficult to understand why there is uncertainty associated with

the financial viability of the Social Security system.

When the Social Security systemwas introduced in the 1930s, in

order to determine how much each worker would have to contribute
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to the savings pool, the administrators made informed guesses about

family size, immigration trends, employment levels, retirement ages,

life expectancy, and interest rates long into the future. Were those

estimates on the mark? To anyone who contemplates such issues

professionally – demographers, economists, actuaries – it came as no

surprise that the estimates used initially in the calculation did not

exactly produce the reality that unfolded in the twentieth century.

What had been predicted in the 1930s was decidedly different than

what actually evolved over the subsequent seven decades.

At the end of the twentieth century, it became apparent that

within another few decades, contributions to the Social Security sys-

tem would begin to lag withdrawals, in part because families had be-

come smaller and provided fewer workers, and in part because people

were living longer. In 1935, only 6.5 million Americans, some 5% of

the population, were over the age of 65. In 2000, the numbers had

increased to 35 million, making up 13% of the nation. Half of all the

people who had ever reached age 65 in the USA were alive at the be-

ginning of the twenty-first century. Just as with weather predictions,

the farther into the future one tries to project, the more tentative and

uncertain the prediction becomes.

Weather forecasts are reasonably accurate for four or five days

into the future, on a rolling basis. This success comes because every

day the calculation for the future is adjusted for whatever small dif-

ferences have appeared between prediction and reality. In effect, the

calculation has undergone a slight course correction, and the calcu-

lation is back on track for a good prediction for the next day. The

Social Security calculation likewise has undergone adjustments. As

shortfalls began to loom as a future possibility, the Social Security ad-

ministrators, with Congressional approval, every few years increased

the base amount of salary to be taxed for contributions to the pool.

Recently, in recognition of the increase in life expectancy that has

evolved over the twentieth century, the age at which full benefits can

be withdrawn from the savings pool is slowly being increased from 65

to 67. Even today, there are discussions about whether the investment
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earnings of the savings pool might be enhanced to bring the savings

pool and the benefits into closer alignment.

An important lesson of this discussion of the quantitativemodel

of the Social Security system is that one could not, at the time of ini-

tiating the system, anticipate all of the eventualities that made the

predictive model increasingly inadequate as a description of the real

world. However, uncertainty about the future did not stop the intro-

duction of the system, andmid-course corrections over the years have

modified the system to extend its viability. Decisions must always be

made in the face of uncertainty, and for all of the inadequacies that

may be ascribed to the Social Security system by its detractors, there

has been and continues to be strong public support for the basic con-

cept of social security and appreciation for its establishment seven

decades ago, in a climate of great uncertainty.

Models invitemodification so that they better represent the realworld

they imitate. And the model improvement comes from experiments

wherein the model is confronted with varying conditions and stim-

uli, and its response or reaction is carefully observed. A model air-

craft that crashes under certain conditions of turbulence will surely

be returned to the drawing board for modification. In the model of

the Social Security system, one can run ‘what if’ experiments to see

what additional revenues would be needed to address the effects of ex-

tending life expectancy by five years over the next two decades. The

boundary betweenmodels and experiments is almost transparent, and

so let us arbitrarily call an end to this chapter on models and move on

to discuss experiments.
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No man really becomes a fool until he stops asking questions.

Charles Steinmetz

The very term ‘experiment’ implies uncertainty, because why would

one want to conduct an experiment if the outcome is certain? The

goal of experimentation is to learn something new about a system,

something that is unknown, or only poorly understood. Experiments

are a natural outgrowth of models, because a model, whether concep-

tual, physical or numerical, will always be a simplified representation

of a system, and experiments with this model help us to understand

its strengths and weaknesses. In terms of consequences, the simplifi-

cations embodied in the model may not matter under many circum-

stances, but then along comes the special situation when the model

becomes vulnerable. In this context, models invite experiments that

put them to the test, in a process of validation.

Just as model building begins with a concept, a mental image

of how something is constructed or functions, so also does experi-

mentation begin with what are called ‘thought experiments’. These

experiments are mental forays that explore the consequences of as-

sumptions or possible paths of action. Albert Einstein was a firm

advocate of thought experiments; many of his early concepts about

relativity stemmed from his attempts to visualize how the universe

would appear if he were to hitch a ride on a beam of light.

Experiments essentially pose questions and seek answers. A

good experiment provides an unambiguous answer to a well-posed

question. A curious boy might formulate an experiment to answer

the question “What is the acceleration of a falling body?” In his ex-

perimental design, he envisions dropping a bowling ball from the top

floor of a tall building. Prior to the drop, he will station his friends at

windows on each lower floor with stopwatches to note the time when
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the ball passed each window. An analysis of how the time interval be-

tween floors became shorter as the ball fell would reveal how fast the

ball picked up speed under the influence of gravity. Alternatively, the

experiment could be reframed as a test of a hypothesis or prediction:

Sir IsaacNewton’s second law ofmotion predicts that the acceleration

of a falling body should be equal to twice the distance traveled divided

by the square of the travel time. If the observations deviated signif-

icantly from this prediction, then the experimenter might question

the validity of Newton’s second law, or try the experiment over again

to see if it gave the same result. The latter strategy is a time-honored

way by which scientists test each other’s work.

Other experiments might not be quite so simple or straight-

forward. A fisheries biologist might ask “What effect will agricultural

pesticides in lakewater have on the reproductive vigor of small-mouth

bass?” She would then go about setting up an experiment in tanks at

the fish hatchery, with each tank having a different concentration of

pesticide. Monitoring the number and viability of the fish progeny

from each tank might provide some relevant data. But is an experi-

ment in a tank the same as the ‘natural experiment’ taking place in a

nearby lake surrounded by intensive agriculture? Might factors other

than pesticide runoff, such as acid rain and airborne mercury from

an upwind power generating plant, also affect fish reproduction in the

lake?Might the presence of and competitionwith other fish species in

the lake influence the reproductive success of the bass? Might repro-

ductive success depend on the annual range of temperature the lake

experienced? What influence does the age distribution of the fish in

the lake have on their fecundity?

The biologist may answer the narrow question posed with her

tank experiments at the hatchery but leave unanswered the larger

question of what is really happening in the natural setting. The nat-

ural setting is undergoing a natural experiment in which conditions,

influenced but not controlled by human activity, are changing and

the system is responding. Clearly, it is difficult to simulate nature in

the laboratory. The uncertainties associated with the results of the
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fish hatchery experiment are larger than just the uncertainty of the

measurements in the experimental tank. The greater uncertainty de-

rives from whether the experiment is a good representation of what

is happening in nature.

The way an experimenter goes about designing an experiment

is crucial to the ultimate success or failure of an experiment. Fre-

quently, an experiment is designed to test a preconceived idea about

how a system behaves under various tweakings. Earlier we called this

a conceptual model. In the fish hatchery experiment, the hypothesis

may have been that pesticides in thewater in relatively low concentra-

tions had no effect on fish reproduction, and the single experimental

variable was the concentration of the pesticide.

Preconceived ideas about the behavior of a system,while almost

a necessity in designing an experiment, can also be an impediment to

executing it and interpreting the outcome. The medical and pharma-

ceutical sciences frequently use an experimental procedure known as

a double-blind protocol, which is designed to minimize the entry of

bias in the performance of an experiment. In the testing of a new drug,

a group of patients will be selected, half of which will receive the drug

and the other half a placebo.1 However, in a double-blind experiment

neither the patients nor the researchers administering the test will

know which patient has received the drug and which the placebo. Of

course, through careful prior coding of both patients and treatments

the knowledge of who received what will be retained, so that after a

monitoring period the efficacy of the drug can be separated from the

so-called placebo effect.2 Such a procedure substantially reduces the

biasing of the outcome of an experiment with patients whowere sadly

aware that they had been given a placebo, or by researchers who of-

fered encouragement to patients who had received the experimental

drug.

1A placebo is a substance that has no active ingredient that could affect a patient’s
condition.
2The reality of the placebo effect has recently been called into question. See the
New York Times, 24 May 2001.
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While preconception is almost unavoidable in experimental de-

sign, it can also be a stumbling block in evaluating the results. What

if the experiment revealed a result quite different from the preconcep-

tion? The standard scientific lore is that the experimenter will then

be persuaded by the evidence that conflicts with the prior hypothesis

andwill alter his conception of the system. In the real world, however,

there is sometimes a reluctance to admit defeat, to abandon one’s hy-

pothesis so easily. There is a tenacity with which some experimenters

hold on to their initial ideas, even in the face of experimental evidence

that suggests, or even shouts, for a new conception of the way the sys-

tem works.3 In science, there is an important admonition: “Don’t fall

in love with your own hypothesis”.

inside the earth
Some experiments do not provide a straightforward answer, they sim-

ply narrow the range of possible answers. In such experiments, the

significant outcome is the elimination of some proposed answers to

the question. For example, children often ask, and geologists struggle

to answer, “What is the inside of the Earth made of?” With apologies

to Jules Verne, a journey to the center of the Earth is not a real possi-

bility. The deepest mines and the deepest boreholes reach depths into

the Earth that are in reality only superficial pinpricks, and the samples

of rock we obtain from them represent the material in only the outer

skin of the Earth. Even the samples of the interior that nature provides

us through volcanic eruptions come from only the outermost hundred

miles or so, whereas the center of the planet lies almost 4,000 miles

below the surface. The vast interior remains inaccessible to direct

sampling by both humans and nature.

All is not hopeless however. We learn something about the in-

terior fromwaves (vibrations) generated by earthquakes. These waves

travel through Earth’s interior, and when they once again resurface

3Ways in which preconception influences the interpretation of experiments is
discussed extensively by Harry Collins and Trevor Pinch in The Golem: What You
Should Know About Science, 2nd edition, Cambridge University Press, 1998, 192 pp.
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they tell us something about the physical properties of the materials

they encountered along the way. These properties include the com-

pressibility, the rigidity and the density. The task that the geologist

then faces is to determinewhatmaterials have those properties, under

the pressure and temperature conditions encountered along the path

through the interior. Might the bulk of the Earth be made of granite

or limestone, rocks that we find at the surface?

Experimentation with various candidate rocks, squeezing them

in giant presses and heating themseveral thousand degrees to simulate

conditions in the interior, helps to determine whether their proper-

ties match what earthquake waves encountered on their deep jour-

ney through the Earth. After such experiments, granite and limestone

are easily dismissed as candidates. No matter how one tortures these

rocks with high pressures and temperatures, they do not display the

properties of the deep interior. In particular, they never get squeezed so

tightly that they attain the density of materials even half way through

the Earth. But another type of rock called peridotite, which is not very

common at the surface, fares rather well in matching the properties

of the outer half of the Earth.

However, no rock can satisfy the characteristics observed for

the deepest interior. For that region we must abandon rocks as candi-

datematerials and look for something entirely different. Heavymetals

such as iron fit the bill at those depths where rocks no longer meet

the test criteria. And so the broad-brush picture of Earth that these

experiments suggest is a rocky outer half (not principally granite or

limestone, however) enveloping a metal core occupying the inner

half.

So do we really know what the inside of the Earth is made of?

No, we do not. But the experiments are definitive in defining what

Earth is not made of: except for a very thin veneer at the surface, the

rocky part constituting the outer half of the planet cannot be largely

granite or limestone and the dense inner part cannot be rock at all.

The materials that pass the experimental tests qualify as candidates

for what these regions might be made of, but we cannot rule out that
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there may be other materials which also meet the requirements. Is

the composition of Earth therefore uncertain? Yes. From the seis-

mic and laboratory data (and much additional indirect evidence), we

can make confident, well-informed statements about the broad com-

position of Earth, but in many important details we are much less

certain.

Laboratory studies of the mechanical behavior of rocks have

also been used to try to understand the physical basis of earthquake

occurrence. An earthquake occurs when the rocks of the Earth’s crust

fracture, allowing the formations on either side of the fracture surface

(called a fault by geologists) to slip past each other. In the laboratory

investigations, small rock samples are squeezed, stretched, or twisted

in massive hydraulic devices until they break, and observations are

made about how much torture is necessary to break a given type of

rock.

Can the laboratory results be readily extrapolated to predict real-

world behavior? Not without a lot of caveats. In the real world, the

distortion of the Earth’s crust by natural processes typically occurs

over time scales of thousands and millions of years, whereas in the

laboratory, evenwith a patient experimenter, the squeezing and twist-

ing take place over a few days or months. Materials behave differently

when they receive slow torture as in nature, than they do during the

relatively fast abuse they receive in the laboratory. In the real world,

a fault associated with a major earthquake may rupture over several

miles, whereas in a laboratory experiment the typical sample size

stressed to failure is only a few inches long. In themuch larger natural

setting, there is a much greater chance for heterogeneity in rock types

to play a significant role in determining where and when a fault might

develop, whereas the laboratory sample is likely to be far more homo-

geneous. It is simply a fact of life for geologists that their attempts

to explore geologic processes in the laboratory run head on into the

obvious fact that the Earth does not fit easily into a laboratory, and

that humans do not have the luxury of time to conduct experiments

at the pace of natural processes. Anticipating the behavior of a large
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natural system from small and simplified laboratorymodels is a tough

business, fraught with uncertainty.

numerical experiments
The foundations of numerical experiments are numerical models,

those quantitative descriptions of the system being investigated. Nu-

merical models that yield daily weather forecasts employ the physical

principles of fluid dynamics; numerical models of the national econ-

omy employ economic concepts about the interactions of a myriad of

financial, political, and demographic variables. Needless to say, if the

physical principles or economic concepts are incomplete or incorrect,

the corresponding projections of the futurewill also be tenuous. To the

extent that these complex systems are incompletely understood, the

future remains uncertain.

Numerical models, because they reside in the bowels of com-

puters, are particularly amenable to running quickly through many

experiments that explore the response of the model to a variety of

input factors. We call these ‘what if’ experiments; “What will be the

savings in interest charges if I pay mymortgage off in 20 years instead

of 30?” Numerical models, put through their paces in a long series of

numerical ‘what if’ experiments, can define a range of outcomes that

are the consequences of many different input scenarios.

In many settings, numerical models have superseded physical

models in experimentation because they are cheaper and more ver-

satile, and thereby enable experimentation over a much wider range

of variables. One can try many more ‘what if’ experiments inside a

computer than can be undertaken in laboratory experiments with real

materials, or with model airplanes in wind tunnels. And some experi-

ments can be done only on computers. We cannot answer through di-

rect physical experimentation a question such as “Whatwould Earth’s

climate be like if the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans were not separated

by the Isthmus of Panama?” But we can create a numerical model of

atmospheric and oceanic circulation that will enable experimentation

with alternative geographic configurations of oceans and continents.
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the america’s cup
Every few years, the yachters of the world take to the seas in a great

competition known as the America’s Cup race. This race, begun in

1851 as a spirited competition between American and British gentle-

men sailors, today has evolved into a worldwide international rivalry

involving corporate sponsors and arcane technical rules. Neverthe-

less, it still boils down to keen sailing skill and a never-ending search

for a technical edge in hull and sail design. It is in the latter area, the

pursuit of technological advantage, where modeling plays a central

role.

Earlier in the history of this race, new hull designs were actu-

ally built and tested in the water to see what improvements in speed

they yielded. But that proved exorbitantly expensive as a trial-and-

error strategy (racing yachts have never been inexpensive toys). Later,

reduced-scale models, towed or blown through indoor hydrodynamic

testing tanks, replaced full-scale hull development for purposes of ex-

perimentation. Today, the arena for model experiments is all high

and dry inside fast scientific computers, where the equations of hy-

drodynamics enable virtual water to interact with a virtual hull. Such

investigations are numerical experiments, in contrast to experiments

conducted in a laboratory or in a natural setting. Numerical experi-

ments in computers have replaced real hulls in water as the source of

design insight. Varying wind and sea conditions are simulated numer-

ically, testing hull and sail configurations to determine which might

enable a skilled racer to eke out an advantage in speed. Ultimately,

the results of such experiments must face the real world test of racing

under natural conditions in the ocean.

testing nuclear weapons
An even bolder step in the direction of reliance on computer mod-

eling and experimentation lies in the design of nuclear weapons and

an assessment of their shelf life. Since the development of nuclear

weapons and their use in bringing World War II to an end, a whole

array of new weapons, both bigger and smaller, have been designed
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and tested to ensure they will perform as expected. Arsenals of many

thousands of warheads of varying design have been accumulated by

the nuclear powers, a designation that originally included only the

USA, the Soviet Union, France and Great Britain, but which today

has China, India, Pakistan and perhaps other countries also under the

umbrella. So far, except for the two bombs utilized in World War II

against Japan, no nuclear weapons have been used in hostilities. Be-

cause of this lack of use, some concern has arisen as to whether a

weapon would continue to work after sitting unused for long periods

of post-assembly time. So, from time to time, the USA, and presum-

ably the other nuclear nations, would detonate a nuclear device in

order to determine whether it had degraded in any way since manu-

facture. In the USA, these tests were conducted underground at the

Nevada test site not far from Las Vegas. These tests of off-the-shelf

weapons were real-world physical experiments.

The principal nuclear nations have also realized that the risk of

nuclear proliferation may pose a greater threat to their security than

any incremental security derived from new weapon development. As

a result an international treaty to ban the testing of nuclear weapons,

both new and old, has been drafted and placed on the international

diplomatic table. This treaty, known as the Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty (CTBT), was signed by US President Bill Clinton in 1996, but

it has not been ratified by the US Senate. In the brief Senate ratifica-

tion debates that took place in 2000, a principal issue that arose was

how reliable the weapons would be over the years, without benefit of

actually testing one periodically to see if all the myriad components

continued to work.

Proponents of the treaty have argued that there is no longer a

need for the physical development and testing of nuclear weapons,

because it is possible to construct computer models of the important

physics and engineering aspects of weapons development,models that

will obviate the need for real physical experiments with real physical

weapons. As for the reliability issue, the workings of a thermonuclear

weapon include electrical and mechanical components, and chemical
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(non-nuclear) explosives, the testing ofwhich are not proscribed by the

treaty. So the effects of aging on these components can continue to be

investigated, and replacements or improved versions can be installed

on stockpiled weapons from time to time.

Although the USA has not ratified the CTBT, it has abided by

the provisions of the treaty since 1992, when the USA under the first

Bush administration announced a moratorium on nuclear weapons

development and testing. Both before and after that moratorium, the

reliability of the weapons inventory has been assessed through the

Stockpile Stewardship Program of the US Department of Energy. This

program emphasizes three activities: (1) the ongoing monitoring of

stockpiled weapons to detect defects in the non-nuclear aspects of the

weapon, (2) the repair or replacement of components to remedy any

defects discovered as a result of the monitoring, and (3) fundamental

research into the aging process, to enable the redesign of components

as knowledge of their long-term behavior improves.

The investigations on aging include both laboratory experi-

ments and computer modeling of properties affected by slow nuclear

decay.Many of the issues associatedwith the safe storage and contain-

ment of spent fuel rods from nuclear power stations also arise in the

investigations of aging of nuclear weapons. With a half-life of 24,400

years, the plutonium used in weapons and produced in the reprocess-

ing of power station fuel can affect containmentmaterials over periods

far longer than we can observe in laboratory experiments. This gives

rise to the need for computer models and simulations.

experiments in the social sciences
If physical and biological systems such as the global climate system or

a tropical forest ecosystem seem daunting in their complexity, the dif-

ficulty in conceptualizing and modeling of social systems and human

behavior is equally challenging. How does one go about exploring and

quantifying the realm of human greed, cooperation, and altruism?

Social scientists have devised simple but very interesting nu-

merical experiments that are executed as computer ‘games’. One that
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explores aspects of greed and fairness is called Split the Pot.4 This

game involves two players. A sum of money, say $100, is put on the

table, and one player is asked to decide what fraction of the money he

is willing to share with the other player, keeping the rest for himself.

If the other player rejects the offer, however, neither player receives

anything.

Clearly it is advantageous to make an offer that, even if less

than half, is sufficiently large to entice the other player to accept it.

Would the other player accept $10, allowing the first player to keep

$90? Research has shown that an agreement at this level is very un-

likely, even though onemight think that any offer should be accepted,

because the alternative is to receive nothing. How about a 35/65 split?

Maybe. A 50/50 split should clearly be acceptable to the second player,

but it has not tested the possibility that he might accept less. What

is the best strategy for a player in such a game to maximize his prize?

How does the strategy evolve as the game is played many times with

the same two players? How does the strategy develop when there are

many pairs of players playing simultaneously?

Another computer game that has yielded rich insights into how

and under what conditions humans cooperate is called the Prisoners’

Dilemma. The game is set in the jailhouse, where two suspects of a

robbery are in detention, each being questioned separately. Neither

suspect knows what the other is telling the police. Each of the de-

tainees could provide evidence that would implicate the other in the

robbery. The police are without substantial evidence and need the

help of one or the other of the suspects to break the case open.

Unaware ofwhat the other suspectmight be saying,what should

each of the suspects do? If neither implicates the other, they will both

go free and share the stolen money. If both implicate the other, they

both go to jail. But if one implicates the other, while the other remains

silent, the silent suspect will go to jail and the other will go free and

have all the ill-gotten money for himself. Consequently, there is a

4Split the Pot is also known as Take It or Leave It, or the Ultimatum Game.
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temptation to accuse the other, with a big reward if the other has

held fast. But if the other has similar thoughts, and also accuses his

partner, both are punished and neither benefits at all. There are only

four possible outcomes of this game.

1. Both prisoners keep silent, and share half of the money.

2. Prisoner A implicates Prisoner B, but Prisoner B remains

silent. Prisoner A then is released and gets all the money, and

Prisoner B goes to jail.

3. Prisoner B implicates Prisoner A, but Prisoner A remains

silent. Prisoner B then is released and gets all the money, and

Prisoner A goes to jail.

4. Both prisoners implicate each other, and both go to jail.

If we call keeping silent an act of cooperation (C), and implicating the

other an act of defection (D), then the four choices can be summa-

rized as C/C, D/C, C/D, and D/D. The dilemma is obvious: silence

buys freedom and some money, but only if your partner in crime does

the same (C/C). Accusing the other is a gamble with twice the mone-

tary reward, but only if your partner does not implicate you (D/C,

C/D). If both implicate each other (D/D), then both are punished

without any monetary reward. What would your choice be? Are you

cooperative or greedy? And what’s your assessment of your partner?

Would your behavior differ if you faced the dilemma repeatedly with

the same person, versus the situation where the game is played only

once?

Multiple encounters, where the players repeatedly test each

other in the Prisoners’ Dilemma, have led to very interesting obser-

vations about strategies to maximize gain in interactions with others.

One well-known strategy is called tit-for-tat, a strategy in which the

first player always elects not to implicate the other, unless in the

previous game the second player has implicated the first. In that sit-

uation, the first player gets even by defecting in the very next game,

in effect giving tit-for-tat. If the second player backs off from defect-

ing again, the first player also returns to a cooperative stance. This
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strategy can be characterized as a generally cooperative one, but with

instant retaliation if a non-cooperative behavior is encountered. The

return to cooperation immediately after a single defection and retali-

ation event is equivalent to holding no grudges. This game has been

played by millions of people in long-running experiments hosted on

the Internet,5 and the results have been extensively analyzed for in-

sights about how cooperation and greed develop and evolve in human

interactions. Tit-for-tat, as simple as it is, has proven to be an ex-

tremely effective strategy for maximizing long-term gains.

Variants of Prisoners’ Dilemma have been developed to examine

intra- and extramarital relationships, exploring such issues aswhether

someone might cheat on their spouse if they thought the affair would

not be discovered. Social scientists are now addressingwith numerical

models and computer games such topics as how people respond to

incentives, the benefits of teamwork, why people procrastinate, and

what conditions lead to falling crime rates.6 Some of these models,

such as Split the Pot and Prisoners’ Dilemma, are remarkably simple,

while others involve heavy statistics and mathematics. What they

have in common is their focus on the intricacies and subtleties of

human behavior.

inadvertent experiments
Not all experiments are carefully designed and executed under con-

trolled conditions. Some ‘just happen’ inadvertently. Yet there ismuch

to be learned from inadvertent ‘experiments’. In May of 1990, a con-

tainer ship carrying Asian cargo to North America encountered very

rough seas in the North Pacific, and several steel containers of ath-

letic shoes fell overboard, broke open, and dumped some 80,000 shoes

into the sea.7 The shoes floated nicely and were swept along by the

5Typing “Prisoners Dilemma” in an Internet search engine will present many
opportunities for you to be part of this ongoing experiment.
6The Wall Street Journal, 27 April 2001; the New York Times, 27 November 2001.
7Ebbesmeyer, C. E. and Ingraham, W. J., Jr., Shoe Spill in the North Pacific. EOS
Transactions of the American Geophysical Union, vol. 73, n. 34, pp. 361, 365, 1992.
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ocean currents until they made landfall along the western coast of

North America. Knowing the location where the shoes entered the

sea, and the eventual destinations they reached, enabled oceanogra-

phers to map ocean currents and better understand how the narrow-

ing and broadening of the currents, and the eddies that they create,

led to the transport and dispersal of a tracer, in this case the floating

shoes. Shoes that entered the sea at essentially one point arrived along

more than 500miles of Canadian and American coastline. Such an ex-

periment might have been envisioned and carried out by scientists,

but in fact the entire episode was inadvertent. Actually, this exper-

iment has been inadvertently repeated twice more, in January 1992

when containers with 29,000 bathtub toys washed overboard in the

North Pacific, sending blue turtles, yellow ducks, and green frogs to

the beaches near Sitka, Alaska, and again in December 1994 when

some 34,000 hockey gloves were ‘lost at sea’.

I recently visited a friend in the hospital and was required to

don a sterile robe and latex gloves before entering her room. The rea-

son, I was told, was that there were antibiotic-resistant bacteria loose

in the hospital, and my friend, already weakened by her cancer, was

particularly vulnerable to these superpotent microbes. They had ac-

quired the resistance to antibiotics through another inadvertent ex-

periment: the widespread and careless prescribing of antibiotics for

maladies easily treatable in other ways. By using antibiotics when

they were not essential, doctors had inadvertently given the harmful

bacteria a glimpse into the medicinal arsenal. The bacteria took ad-

vantage of this opportunity by evolving mechanisms to cope with the

antibiotics and so moved ahead in the never-ending war between mi-

crobes and medicine. Analogous effects have been observed in veteri-

nary medicine, where livestock no longer respond to antibiotics that

earlier had proven extremely effective in countering certain diseases.

Similarly, antimalarial prophylactics prescribed for travelers and sol-

diers going to tropical areas have gradually lost efficacy as the malaria

parasites have developed resistance to the new weaponry.
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the ozone hole
Another large-scale inadvertent experiment began in 1929 when the

DuPont Corporation began to market a new non-toxic, inert house-

hold refrigerant to replace the less desirable refrigerants of the day,

ammonia (NH3) and sulfur dioxide (SO2). These latter compounds,

while decent refrigerants,were both flammable and/or toxic and posed

a hazard when used within homes. The new DuPont refrigerant be-

longed to a family of chemicals known as the chlorofluorocarbons

(CFCs for short), compounds of chlorine, fluorine and carbon. These

compounds, in addition to their excellent refrigerant properties, had

many other desirable characteristics: if they leaked out of the refrig-

erator they would not ignite or combust, they posed no health hazard,

and they were not soluble in water.

After World War II, other uses were discovered for the CFCs.

They turned out to be good propellants for products that could be

effectively distributed as aerosols. After all, they did not react with

or dissolve into the materials with which they were mixed, and they

could be compressed under pressure to serve as a propellant when re-

leased. Quickly, they became the propellant of choice for hair sprays,

bug sprays, air fresheners, spray paints and myriad other products de-

livered to a target as an aerosol. Soon the CFCs were also being used

in rigid foam products such as StyrofoamTM and polystyrene used in

packing and insulation. Their refrigerant properties found new uses

outside the household refrigerator, particularly in building and auto-

mobile air-conditioners. The CFCs were truly a great product, serving

a wide array of perceived needs. However, as they becamewidespread,

an inadvertent side effect slowly became apparent: the CFCmolecules

had made their way upward into Earth’s stratosphere, where they be-

came a key player in the destruction of stratospheric ozone.

Ozone is a particular form of oxygen in which three atoms of

oxygen are bound together in a single molecule. Ordinary oxygen

makes up about 20% of Earth’s atmosphere and contains only two

oxygen atoms. Ozone is produced and destroyed by natural processes
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in the stratosphere, yielding an equilibrium concentration that over

the long term is very steady. Although falling far short of even 1%

of the atmosphere, ozone plays a very important environmental role:

it filters out much of the incoming ultraviolet radiation from the

Sun. This radiation has deleterious health effects, and so the ozone

in the stratosphere, even at its low concentration, is a very beneficial

ingredient.

Unfortunately, the very properties of the CFCs that made them

attractive industrial products also contributed to the unanticipated

ozone destruction in the Earth’s stratosphere. Each depression of a

spraycan button delivered the CFCs to the atmosphere, and each

discarded refrigerator, each junked auto with air-conditioning even-

tually leaked CFCs to the atmosphere. Once in the atmosphere, the

inert CFCs would not chemically combine with other atmospheric

constituents, and they were not washed out by rainfall because they

were not soluble in water. They accumulated in the atmosphere, got

stirred up by wind and weather, and some eventually made their way

to the stratosphere where the ozone resides. Once in the stratosphere,

they began to upset the equilibrium that existed between the natural

processes of ozone production and destruction.

In the stratosphere, ultraviolet radiation from the sun provides

sufficient energy to separate chlorine from a CFC molecule. The

freed chlorine, with a voracious appetite for oxygen, finds an ozone

molecule to attack. The chlorine pulls off and captures one of the

three oxygen atoms, thus demoting the O3 ozone molecule to an or-

dinary O2 molecule. However, the chlorine atom’s hold on its newly

captured oxygen is shortlived. Single roaming oxygen atoms, spot-

ting an oxygen in an embrace with a chlorine, will pull the oxygen

away and join with it to form another ordinary oxygen molecule.

The chlorine, newly stripped of its oxygen, seeks and finds another

ozone molecule to take apart. Thus a single chlorine atom becomes

a repeat offender, preying on many molecules of ozone over time.

Left unchecked, this process could quickly lead to catastrophic ozone

depletion. However, chlorine can also be stably incorporated into
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other molecules and thereby removed from action in the ozone wars.

The process of sequestering the chlorine is, unfortunately, extremely

slow; a single chlorine atom returns to attack ozone tens of thousands

of times before it is finally captured or purged from the stratosphere.

The destruction of ozone by chlorine is particularly apparent

in the south polar region over Antarctica. There the temperature

averages a frigid −45 ◦C (−50 ◦F) on an annual basis, and it is even

colder during the polar winter when the sun disappears entirely for

six months. The extreme cold promotes the formation of tiny ice

crystals in the stratosphere. When solar radiation returns after the

long winter darkness, the surfaces of these crystals provide a place

for reactions that, when energized by the returning sun, convert in-

ert chlorine-bearing compounds into other highly reactive ozone-

destroying species. The rapid depletion of stratospheric ozone follows,

a rite of spring, so to speak, over Antarctica.

Since the early 1980s, the destruction of the ozone over Antarc-

tica has increased each year, exposing ever-larger areas of the southern

hemisphere to the ultraviolet radiation. Since 1987, CFC production

has been virtually eliminated through an international treaty known

as the Montreal Protocol, and industrial chemists have taken steps to

find alternatives for the CFCs in their many important roles. How-

ever, the unanticipated effects of introducing theCFCswill linger into

the second half of this century as theCFC load in the atmosphere grad-

ually diminishes.

Recognition that the CFCs were causing the destruction of the

stratospheric ozone over Antarctica was the outcome of a scientific

detective story that ultimately led to Nobel Prizes for the scientists

who discovered the important processes involved. But it was a story

that met many doubters along the way and initially inspired a great

deal of resistance. Part of the resistance arose because of the large

conceptual distance between cause and effect. The idea that ordinary

human activity, such as the use of hair spray, could have a significant

effect on Earth’s atmosphere is an alien concept. We have grown up

with the image of humans as puny inhabitants of a big planet that
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displays natural forces much more powerful than anything we might

contribute. We have evolved to make us alert to things we can see,

hear, touch, and smell, things in our immediate environment that

might be a threat. In the twentieth century, it has been an intellectual

stretch to realize that the slow accumulation of effects from human

activity can, in the aggregate, affect the entire Earth in significant

ways that also constitute a threat to us.

The inadvertent experiment of the CFCs and ozone depletion

had the salutary effect of a wake-up call, in that it made scientists

and many others aware of the collective impact that humans have on

the global environment. The scientific studies that discovered the de-

pletion and identified the causes, and the political response that ulti-

mately led to international steps toward remediation, have somewhat

prepared the world to confront an even larger inadvertent experiment,

global climate change.

changing climate
Perhaps the greatest inadvertent experiment in human history, that

of global climate change, is currently underway. The focus of inter-

est in this experiment is how the global climate system is respond-

ing to ever-increasing levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. In

the list of atmospheric constituents, carbon dioxide ranks a distant

fourth place, well behind nitrogen and oxygen, which together make

up 99% of the atmosphere by volume. It even stands behind argon,

which accounts for about nine-tenths of the remaining 1%. In 1750,

just as the industrial revolution was getting underway, carbon dioxide

accounted for only about 280 of every million units of atmospheric

volume, or about 0.028%. Today, following two and a half centuries of

burning fossil fuels to power the global industrial economy, the level

of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has grown to about 380 parts

per million (ppm). And, under virtually every reasonable scenario of

future global population, energy usage, and technological changes,

carbon dioxide will grow to around 500–600 ppm early in the second

half of the twenty-first century, a concentration about twice the
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pre-industrial level. This is a level greater than any seen in the ge-

ological record for the past half-million years.

Do we need to be concerned about changes in an atmospheric

constituent that is so small, a fraction of the total volume of the atmo-

sphere? The answer is clearly yes. Small or not, carbon dioxide plays

a vitally important role in regulating Earth’s surface temperature and

climate, through its action as a greenhouse gas. The term greenhouse

refers to the ability of certain atmospheric gases to trap energy that

Earth is radiating away from its surface; carbon dioxide, methane,

water vapor,8 the CFCs, and other gaseous constituents present in

the atmosphere in trace amounts exhibit this trapping property. And

we should be very happy that these greenhouse gases are present,

because without them, Earth would have a surface temperature well

below the freezing temperature of water, and our home planet would

be an icehouse. Thatwe have oceans, lakes and rivers on Earth, instead

of a cover of glaciers, icecaps and sea ice, is a consequence of the pres-

ence of a greenhouse atmosphere. Moreover, we know Earth has had

this greenhouse since its earliest days, because there is ample evidence

throughout the geological record for sedimentary rocks deposited in

water. The presence of water, instead of ice, throughout most of Earth

history, requires a greenhouse blanket of long standing.9

In recent centuries, through the combustion of coal, petroleum,

and natural gas, the addition of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere is

changing Earth’s natural greenhouse, making it more effective as a

blanket covering the planet. How this warming of Earth will play out

in the coming decades, in terms of changing sea levels, diminishing

ice, shifting precipitation patterns, extreme weather events, and al-

tered vegetation and agriculture, is not entirely clear. But many

changes are already underway, and further change is unavoidable, even

if remedial steps were to be initiated soon. Whether Earth’s climate

8The concentration of water vapor in the atmosphere is highly variable regionally,
depending on the temperature of the atmosphere.
9Water vapor may have played an important role in setting Earth’s surface
temperature very early in Earth history.
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will change slowly and incrementally, or suddenly and catastrophi-

cally, is a major uncertainty with significant implications.

The reaction of the public to the protracted and heated debate

over this ‘natural’ experiment was initially one of disbelief, for the

same reason they were initially skeptical about the ozone depletion:

many found it hard to imagine that each individual’s day-to-day ac-

tivities – heating and lighting their homes and driving their cars –

could make a difference in large-scale and powerful natural processes.

Add to that the deliberate and self-serving public relations campaigns

by the affected industries, assuring the public that the science was

immature and unpersuasive.

What has been accepted by scientist and skeptics alike is that

carbon dioxide has been increasing year by year to levels not seen on

Earth for a long, long time. And no longer is there much scientific

debate about whether Earth is warming, or that human-produced car-

bon dioxide is playing a substantial role. The discussion now centers

on what the outcome of this experiment will be, what consequences

we should anticipate, and what we should be doing to counteract or

accommodate to an altered climate. I will return to this great experi-

ment in some detail in the final chapter of this book.

Long before humans appeared on Earth, nature had already run

many such experiments, none of which we can repeat, but the re-

sults of which we can observe. Continents have drifted from tropical

latitudes to polar regions, former ocean basins have been elevated

into mountain ranges, and changing ocean circulation has altered the

global climate. Life on Earth has had many turning points, with both

emergence and extinction of species resulting from environmental

changes brought about by geologic processes.We can only try to under-

stand these natural experiments by studying the outcome; we cannot

run the experiments again, nor do we have the capacity to alter con-

ditions of the experiment.

Reconstructing the past, in both a historical and a geologic sense, in-

volves posing questions and seeking answers, an experiment of sorts.
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But it is not an experiment we design or control; it is an experiment

that has been carried out in our absence, andwe only get to see the out-

come. We want to understand the processes and circumstances that

have yieldedwhatwe see in the present day, butwewill encounter un-

certainty as to whether any scenario we reconstruct is actually what

happened. In the next chapter we will delve into some of the special

types of uncertainty that accompany reconstruction of the past, and

see how they can be accommodated.



9 Reconstructing the past

The farther backward you can look, the farther forward you are likely
to see.

Winston Churchill

The historical sciences such as archeology, geology, and astronomy

are burdened with a special form of uncertainty known as non-

uniqueness. When trying to understand why something happened the

way it did, these scientists must try to reconstruct the circumstances

of the event, and make hypotheses about the processes that governed

the event. But as we try to reconstruct an historical event, we deal

with an incomplete record. And with an incomplete record of an only

partially understood process, theremay bemore than oneway that the

evidence can be explained. In other words, wemust live in the shadow

of non-uniqueness. At any given time, the incomplete evidence may

admit many interpretations, and at a later time, additional evidence

may eliminate some of those possibilities.

Dealing with uncertainty about the past is a way of life with

geologists, who in their work of reconstructing natural history are

always working with half a deck or less. Nature is not a mindful con-

servator, and the inevitable consequence of time is that the record of

what happened long ago becomes degraded and fragmentary. In their

efforts to understand and interpret incomplete information, geologists

always work with a handful of provisional scenarios relevant to ex-

plaining their observations. This mode of thinking was enshrined by

Thomas C. Chamberlin, a prominent geologist and President of the

University of Wisconsin in the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, and later President of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science. In 1890, Chamberlin published an essay1 titled

The Method of Multiple Working Hypotheses, inwhich he laid out the

1Science, 7, February 1890.
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philosophy of not placing all of one’s interpretive eggs into a single bas-

ket. Rather, he argued that, when one ran up a blind alley, the sooner

one backed up and chose another avenue of pursuit the better. He ar-

gued that havingmany alternatives in hand promoted critical thinking

and prevented scientists from developing mental ruts. Chamberlin’s

concept is echoed in the wisdom of an anonymous savant: “Nothing

is more dangerous than an idea when it’s the only one we have”.

a plane is down . . .
Several aviation tragedies in recent years have reminded the public

that the hazards of flying, though far smaller than the risk of dying

in an automobile accident, are not infinitesimal. The crash of TWA

Flight 800 in 1996, of the Air France Concorde in 2000, and Ameri-

can Airlines Flight 587 in 2001 – all have been extensively investi-

gated, and all continue to have varying degrees of uncertainty in re-

constructing and understanding the events leading to their respective

crashes.

TWA 800, because it occurred earlier and has been investigated

longer than the others, provides a useful example for a discussion of

the uncertainties of reconstructing past events. Shortly after its depar-

ture from New York’s Kennedy International Airport on 17 July 1996

en route to Paris, the aircraft exploded in mid-air over Long Island and

plunged into the Atlantic Ocean. Everyone aboard perished. Various

scenarios were advanced to explain the event, and evidence, albeit in-

complete, was gathered from the sea and elsewhere to evaluate and

assess the likelihood of each scenario. The entire event was cloaked

in great uncertainty about what had happened.

With the 1988 bombing of Pan Am flight 103 over Lockerbie,

Scotland still burning in the international memory, it was no surprise

that the early scenarios included a wide range of hypotheses about

acts of terrorism: a bomb placed aboard the aircraft in the baggage

hold, a bomb in the passenger compartment that evaded detection in

the security screening, a bomb smuggled aboard with the complicity

of a security operator, a bomb brought aboard in the meal service
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containers, a bomb hidden on board by amember of the cleaning crew,

a terrorist attack with a ground-to-air missile.

A second broad category of hypotheses focused on mechanical

malfunctions of the aircraft: an explosive decompression of the air-

craft, an internal fire in one of the galleys, an engine fire that exploded

the fuel tanks, an explosion in the fuel tanks from static electricity or

a short circuit. Yet a third category of possibilities included some im-

probable but minutely possible causes: a lightning strike, a collision

with a small aircraft, an encounter with a flock of high-flying geese,

or severe clear air turbulence that dismembered the aircraft.

The investigation proceeded onmany tracks. The aircraftwas al-

most fully reconstructed from debris retrieved from the ocean bottom.

The radar tracking of the ill-fated flight was scrutinized. Eyewitnesses

on the ground and pilots of other nearby aircraft gave testimony. The

security gate operators, baggage handlers, catering service providers,

and cleaners were interrogated. Experiments were conducted with

similar fuel tanks, to determine under what conditions an explo-

sion might ensue. Four years later, following the longest and most

expensive crash investigation in its thirty-three year history, the US

National Transportation Safety Board issued a draft report2 on the

possible causes of the demise of TWA 800. After exhaustive analyses

and evaluations of the many scenarios, the NTSB rejected the ter-

rorist hypotheses in their many variations. Similarly, one by one, it

dismissed the improbable events.

Potential mechanical malfunctions became the central focus of

the investigation. Eventually strong evidence pointed to an explosion

in the center wing fuel tank, which, ironically, was nearly empty, save

for a volatile mix of fuel vapors and atmospheric oxygen. The mix

was particularly unstable and vulnerable to ignition because, prior

to takeoff, the aircraft had sat on the tarmac for some three hours

under a hot summer sun, raising the temperature inside the fuel tank.

However, as to what actually ignited the explosion in the empty fuel

2Dated 22 August 2000; www.ntsb.gov
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tank, there is still no definitive, uniformly accepted answer. Frayed

insulation in a fuel guage circuit is the prime suspect.

Uncertainty remains in our understanding of the TWA 800

tragedy, and always will. Some 10% of the airplane remains on the

ocean floor, lost forever. We cannot interview the flight crew to learn

what they experienced in the fateful seconds following the explosion.

We cannot re-enact the flight under controlled experimental condi-

tions to test some of the ideas about the cause of the explosion. Yet,

even with this admittedly incomplete array of evidence, the range of

possible explanations has been narrowed considerably, and a few ex-

planations now have a much higher probability of being true than the

many others that the NTSB rejected in its exhaustive investigation.

Nevertheless, conspiracy theories still float widely on the Internet,

including allegations of a government cover-up of international ter-

rorism. The proponents of these theories are in many ways examples

of ‘true believers’, people who have their minds made up no matter

what the evidence is. No facts or logical reasoning will budge them

from their beliefs. Because of their inability or unwillingness to accept

evidence that renders their pet beliefs untenable, we must be able to

set aside the uncertainty that they introduce into the discussion.

Uncertainty is notwithout its benefits. Becausewe do not know

exactly the cause of the fuel tank explosion, we are forced to entertain

several possibilities, and take remedial steps to address this multiplic-

ity. Were the fuel tanks too warm? Perhaps the aircraft manufacturers

could install better insulation to shield the tanks from the heat of

the tarmac. Was the mix of fuel vapor and atmosphere too volatile?

Perhaps inert nitrogen could be pumped into the tanks as fuel is con-

sumed, to reduce the volatility. Was the insulation on the fuel gauge

circuit too thin? A thicker jacket might help. The investigation of

the Concorde crash showed that its fuel tanks were too vulnerable to

puncture by debris flying off blown-out tires, and the failure of the

tailfin on American Airlines 587 has led to attention being focused

on the durability of carbon fiber composites. The investigations into
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the reasons behind each of these tragedies were shrouded in uncer-

tainty at the outset. But in each case the investigations revealed a

previously unsuspected design flaw and have led to improvements in

design and materials. In short, the initial uncertainty spurred creative

thinking; ultimately, commercial aircraft will become even safer than

they already are.

In what ways is the saga of TWA 800 instructive in helping us to

understand scientific uncertainty, particularly in reconstructing the

past? Historians, geologists, and archeologists routinely must address

events that have taken place long ago, and they alwaysmust deal with

an incomplete body of evidence. Which is not to say that no progress

has been made in understanding human history, or the origin and the

subsequent evolution of Earth. To the contrary, we have learned a

great deal and will continue to learn more as additional evidence ac-

cumulates and concepts undergo revision. But even as some scenarios

are set aside, some uncertainty about what actually happened will

remain.

in the courtroom
Another venue where incomplete, inaccurate, and conflicting evi-

dence is the norm is in the courtroom. In the halls of justice, re-

constructing the past is an everyday occurrence. Whodunnit? That

question and its myriad variants are addressed through interrogation,

recollection, speculation, forensic or physical evidence, psychology,

and more. Every example of litigation involves competing versions of

what has happened (in science, as mentioned earlier in this chapter,

these are called multiple working hypotheses).

Incomplete evidence? As we learned in the well-known case of

TimothyMcVeigh, the perpetrator of the 1995 bombing of the Federal

Center in Oklahoma City, the FBI inadvertently did not present thou-

sands of pages of evidentiary documents to the defense prior to the

trial. In more ordinary settings, the codicils to a will may have disap-

peared, the premarital contract presented to the court included a list
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of only her assets, or the murder weapon and getaway car were never

found.

Inaccurate evidence? A ballistics test on a bullet from a sus-

pected murder weapon is inadvertently labeled to be from a different

handgun. A witness testified that the license plate number of the get-

away car was COR-134, when in fact it was C0P-1B9. And as time

elapses between the crime and the trial, memories become foggy, wit-

nesses may die, and evidence degrades.

Conflicting evidence? Prosecution witnesses testify that at the

time of a crime the defendant was at the crime scene, while defense

witnesses testify that the defendant was with them, 2000 miles away.

A fingerprint at the scene of the crime is that of the defendant, but a

bloodstain on the murder weapon belongs to neither the victim nor

the defendant. The president of a company involved in a product li-

ability suit, according to some internal documents was aware – and

according to other documents unaware – of a safety hazard in one of

the company’s products.

Judges and juries must often sift through competing scenarios,

incomplete and erroneous evidence, and outright conflicting and of-

ten mendacious testimony. They listen carefully, weigh and evaluate

the evidence, and reach decisions. Jurors are not permitted the option

of seeking more evidence, or engaging in lengthy research that might

perhaps clarify an important but murky point. They cannot postpone

making a decision to await a possible reduction of the uncertainty sur-

rounding their case. They are asked to reach verdicts that are ‘beyond

a reasonable doubt’, not 100% certain.

Do juries ever make mistakes? We know that they do. But we

also know that convictions are sometimes reversed on the basis of

new physical evidence, recanting of testimony, or subsequent confes-

sions from others.We accept imperfections in the legal system, for the

greater benefits we attach to our constitutional right to speedy judg-

ment by a jury of our peers. We recognize that the courtroom is an un-

tidy arena where decisions, usually right but occasionally wrong, are

made in the face of incomplete, inaccurate, and conflicting evidence.
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submerged
An odd but interesting validation of the benefits of being able to

cope with incomplete, inaccurate, and sometimes conflicting infor-

mation emerged from a post World War II study of the qualities that

characterized successful submarine captains. In this study, the defi-

nition of a successful captain was simple: those that survived the war

were successful, whereas those that died were not. The study looked

into, among many factors, what educational background the captain

brought to the assignment. The results of this study concluded that

people with training in fields such as geology and economics were

more frequently survivors, whereas mathematicians and theoretical

physicists were more prone to being killed in battle.

The interpretation offered for this outcome was that, sub-

merged and under attack, submariners worked in a hostile environ-

mentmarked by incomplete, inaccurate, and conflicting information.

Acoustic listening devices provided some information about their

enemies’ positions and activities, and exploding depth charges, when

not too close by, gave some insight into the attack plan of their adver-

saries. Geologists and economists, themselves scientists accustomed

to working with fragmentary empirical data, were readily able to for-

mulate reasonably accurate scenarios of what was happening and take

evasive action. Mathematicians and physicists, by comparison, ac-

customed to highly structured scientific thinking according to well-

defined axioms and rules, were less able to deal with observations that

did not fit easily within such a rigid template. Or worse yet, with ob-

servations that seemed to conflict with each other. Submarinewarfare

was a very untidy situation, one that often fell outside the structured

logic that mathematicians and physicists were accustomed to. While

they fretted about the imperfections of the situation, the blemishes

or holes in the fabric of the logic, they were felled by a depth charge.

The fatal flaw for the mathematicians and physicists was their

intuitive dislike of problems that did not fit well into the theoreti-

cal frameworks they were familiar with, and of fragmentary informa-

tion that left open too many options for them to evaluate. They were
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accustomed to solving problems that had a right answer, not many

possible answers. Less-mature sciences, such as geology and eco-

nomics, hadmany fewer such constraints, and therefore captains with

such backgrounds proceeded more intuitively and less analytically.

And, so the story goes, they were more likely to have survived.

2+2=4, but what does ‘?=4’ mean?
Numerical models can help us to understand the past by narrowing

the range of possible pathways to an historical outcome. In using

computers to study how and why things turned out the way they

did, scientists sometimes employ a type of mathematics known as

inversion. Inverse models let us undertake reconstruction on a quan-

titative basis. Without delving deeply into the mathematical under-

pinnings of inversion, one can easily get a feeling for the logic of this

approach. Consider the familiar problem, 2+2= ?. In this problemwe

are given two quantities (2 and 2), and a rule for combining them (+);

with the usual meaning attached to all of the symbols, most people

reach the well-accepted answer of 4.When both the quantities and the

rules by which we manipulate them are straightforward and unam-

biguous, then the outcome is unique. We call this type of calculation

a ‘forward’ model, one in which we provide ingredients and a recipe

and obtain a unique outcome.

Now let us consider a variant of this problem, stated simply as

?=4. This is an inverse problem, a reconstruction problem, where

we are given a result, 4, and are asked to determine what led to the

result. Immediately one might protest “That’s unfair, there are lots

of ways to produce 4! There is no ‘correct answer’.” Indeed, there are

many ways to produce four: 5−1, 3+1, 8÷2, 2×2, the square root

of 16, and of course our old favorite 2+2. And we need not restrict

our options just to adding integers. How about 3.47+2.85−2.32? You

get the idea. Mathematicians will tell us that in fact there exists an

infinity of ways to produce this given result, that there are many,

infinitely many, scenarios that adequately account for the existence

of this given outcome. So what do we do? Just throw up our hands in
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futility? Moan that the problem is insoluble and just give up? No, we

try to bring other information to bear that will help us to narrow the

range of possibilities.

In terms of a real-world example, imagine a box sitting on the

table that we are told contains $4. We are asked to determine what

combination of bills and coins the box contains. This is an example

of the ?=4 problem. How can we narrow the number of possibilities?

A quick shake of the box reveals no coins rattling around; therefore,

we are dealing only with paper notes. A little careful thinking about

the problem enables us to conclude that we are dealing only with

the process of addition, that is, we are being asked what combination

of bills add up to $4? Next we recall that the only banknotes with

face value less than $4 are the one and two dollar bills. Now we can

make some progress. There are only three possibilities: two $2 bills,

four $1 bills, or one $2 bill and two $1 bills. The infinitely many

answers to the general problemof ?=4have been reduced to only three

by incorporating additional knowledge about the specific problem at

hand. One could speculate even further by using information obtained

from the US Treasury about the relative abundance of $1 bills versus

$2 bills in circulation, and thus place probability estimates on each of

the three possible solutions. Uncertainty will remain, but it has been

considerably reduced.

Another approach to finding a family of acceptable solutions to

a problem is a brute force method involving trying out many provi-

sional answers and checking each one to see if it qualifies as a possible

answer. Let us examine, for example, the problem ?=25. This, like

our earlier example, has an infinite number of solutions. But if we put

some additional constraints on the procedure we can narrow the range

of possible solutions. Let us restrict ourselves to sums of two positive

integers (whole numbers, not fractions), and then program a computer

to test many different combinations and to keep a list of those pairs

of numbers that add up to 25. In so doing, we have actually asked the

computer to construct a large number of forwardmodels and test each

one for its suitability as a solution to our problem.
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Computers seldom complain about this kind of grunt work, but

we can help the computer out a little in the following ways: obviously

the numbersmust each be less than 25, or their sumcould not possibly

be 25. So we tell the computer to restrict the numbers from which it

draws to those between 1 and 24. And, we know that 25 is an odd

number, and therefore two even numbers, or two odd numbers can

never add up to 25. So when the computer randomly generates two

numbers to add together, we can tell it not to bother adding them

together unless one is even and one is odd. Thenwe turn the computer

loose, with instructions to repeat this operation 5000 times.

Each time the computer finds a pair of numbers that work, it

adds them to the list of possible solutions. But because each trial

is conducted with no knowledge of any previous trial, it is entirely

possible that in 5000 trials it might find the same pair of numbers

more than once. So before adding this pair to the list again, we ask

the computer to check and see if that pair is already on the list. If so,

keep a count of the number of times that the repetition occurred, and

then move on to try out another pair of numbers. At the end of 5000

trials, the computer prints out a list something like this:

1 + 24 (4 times) 7 + 18 (5 times)

2 + 23 (7 times) 8 + 17 (4 times)

3 + 22 (3 times) 9 + 16 (3 times)

4 + 21 (6 times) 10 + 15 (6 times)

5 + 20 (5 times) 11 + 14 (4 times)

6 + 19 (4 times) 12 + 13 (2 times)

In 5000 trials, the computer discovered 12 combinations of integers

that summed to 25.Moreover, it found each one of them several times,

giving some confidence that it is unlikely that it missed any combina-

tions, although when selecting numbers randomly it would certainly

be possible to miss one or more of these solutions to our problem.

Had we drawn numbers only 100 times, it is likely that we would

have missed some satisfactory combinations altogether. The greater
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the number of trials, the higher the probability that you will find

more, or even all, of the possible solutions. But in a real problem, you

will never know for sure that you have not overlooked some of the so-

lutions. The additional information that we employed narrowed the

search considerably and helped to zoom in on the range and type of

numbers where we had reason to think solutions might be present.

In the broader context of real-world problems, the choice of

where to explore for solutions is a very important part of finding them.

Just like exploring for gold, if you know something about the geolog-

ical setting of previous discoveries of gold, your chances of finding a

new deposit are greatly enhanced, at least compared with searching

on a totally random basis.

This brute force approach to finding a collection of outcomes

that satisfy all of the conditions of a problem is called Monte Carlo

inversion, because it relies on the laws of probability to ensure that if

you try enough candidate solutions in awell-designed search you have

a decent likelihood of finding many that meet all the requirements.

Actually, the Monte Carlo approach is just a repetitive application of

the forward model. In the aggregate, the method identifies both pos-

sible and impossible solutions to a problem, and for the possibles it

develops some probabilistic estimates of the likelihood of each one.

Real scientific problems, dramatically more complex than the simple

example we just examined, sometimes test tens of millions of candi-

date solutions to find those relatively few that meet every condition

we impose.

One example of a Monte Carlo analysis relates to interpreting

a recently observed temperature profile down a deep borehole drilled

into the Greenland ice sheet.3 Geologists measure the temperature

within the Earth for a number of reasons. One is to determine how

much heat is flowing to the Earth’s surface from the deeper interior.

This is a quantity that varies from place to place and is related to the

3Dahl-Jensen, D., Mosegaard, K., Gundestrup, N., et al., Past temperatures directly
from the Greenland ice sheet. Science 282, vol. pp. 268–271, 1998.
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tectonic stability of the terrain. A second reason is to reconstruct the

temperature history at the surface and thus gain a glimpse of Earth’s

fluctuating climate backward in time. This latter endeavor is possible

because as the climate changes at the surface, thematerial beneath the

surface will feel the change. Consequently, a prolonged cooling over

several centuries will affect rock temperatures (or ice temperatures

as in the case of the Greenland borehole) to a depth of about a thou-

sand feet. An ice age will chill the rocks to depths of more than three

thousand feet.

The temperature profile in any borehole is a composite of both

the deeper heat flowing upward and the climatic fluctuations travel-

ing downward. AMonte Carlo analysis of the temperatures measured

in the ice borehole inGreenland4 tried out over threemillion combina-

tions of the deep heat flow and surface climate histories and retained

just 2000 of these trials as adequate explanations of the temperatures

actually measured. Most of these 2000 solutions display very com-

mon characteristics, and while they do not tell you exactly what has

happened with 100% certainty, they do define a rather small range in

which the actual climate history experienced at this site in Greenland

very likely sits.

bayes and boreholes
Frequently in the world of scientific observation, scientists are faced

with observations and explanatory hypotheses that just do not mesh.

It is like trying to put a square peg into a round hole. The two just

do not fit together. But is it the peg or the hole that is at fault? What

adjustments to eachmight make the two compatible? A larger hole or

smaller peg might be one solution. A not-quite-round hole, and not-

quite-square peg, might also enable a fit. One type of inversion, called

aBayesian analysis after Thomas Bayes, an eighteenth century British

clergyman with a bent for mathematical analysis, gives a quantitative

4In this context ice behaves just like rock, or any other solid for that matter, in its
ability to conduct heat.
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estimate of the probability of various scenarios, given the level of

confidence one has about all the factors in the case.5 If we have reason

to believe that the shape of the peg is less well known than the shape

of the hole, a Bayesian analysis will estimate themost probable shapes

of both, consistent with our prior knowledge about both peg and hole,

and our hunches about why they do not fit. This Bayesian approach

is conceptually quite different from the more traditional methods of

estimating probabilities, because it allows the scientist to exercise

judgments that express knowledge and confidence about all the factors

in the problem.

The more traditional approach to estimating probability is

called the frequentist approach, which draws inferences from the fre-

quency with which an event occurs. In the classic coin-flip problem,

where we ask what is the probability that on any given flip wewill ob-

serve heads or tails, the frequentist would flip the coin many times,

tabulate the number of heads and tails that come up, and calculate

a probability from the frequency that heads and tails appeared. A

Bayesian analyst, however, might approach the problem quite differ-

ently. It is clear that there are only two possible outcomes, and by

invoking prior knowledge of the physics of tumbling airborne metal-

lic discs, an experimenter could determine that there is no physical

reason that the coin should preferentially fall face down or up. This

prior knowledge would suggest an equal probability for heads or tails,

without need of multiple coin flips to establish that experimentally.

We have already discussed an example of a frequentist analysis

when we examined polling results prior to an election. The state-

ment that there is a 95% probability that candidate Smith’s vote total

will fall in the 38–46% range means that if the poll were repeated

one hundred times, candidate Smith’s total would be in that range

ninety-five times. A frequentist views probability as a frequency of

occurrence and evaluates a hypothesis in terms of the likelihood of

5A short and accessible description of Bayesian methods is given by David Malakoff
in Science, vol. 286, pp. 1460–1464, 1999.
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getting the same result if one repeats an experiment many times. A

Bayesian analyst does not think about repeating an experiment but

rather asks the question “How many hypotheses is this single set of

observations consistent with?” As in the case of the peg and the hole,

it will determine what adjustments to both the peg and the hole could

make the experiment and its interpretation self-consistent.

Inmy ownwork in geophysics, I use a Bayesian analysis tomake

inferences about recent climate change experienced at the Earth’s sur-

face. As Imentioned briefly in the notes about the author,my research

centers on taking the Earth’s temperature. This measurement is ac-

complished in boreholes that penetrate the rocks of the Earth to depths

of several hundred meters below the surface. We lower a sensitive

thermometer down the hole, pausing to read the temperature every

ten meters or so. The result is a series of measurements that in the

aggregate yield a profile of the temperature down the borehole. In the

discussion above aboutMonte Carlomethods of analysis, I mentioned

one of these temperature profiles taken in a borehole in Greenland.

My international colleagues and I have collected similar profiles from

more than seven hundred boreholes on all of the continents, and we

have analyzed these profiles to reconstruct the surface temperature

history experienced at each of these sites.

In this context, a Bayesian analysis proceeds as follows: we have

a collection of temperature measurements taken at various depths,

and oftenwe also have samples of the rock from the length of the bore-

hole, obtained during drilling.We are able tomeasure the heat transfer

properties of the rocks, to determine how well and how fast they con-

duct heat. This physical property plays a significant role in estimating

how long it takes a warming at the surface to travel downward and

affect the rock temperature at various depths. Recall, of course, that

the measurements of temperature and rock properties have a range of

uncertainty related to the thermometers and other instruments used

to measure the rocks’ heat transfer capability.

Next we make an educated guess (i.e. propose an initial model)

as to what surface temperature history might be responsible for the
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subsurface temperatures we observed, given what we know about the

heat transfer properties of the rock. This initial model is a hypothesis

to be tested for its compatibility with the observations. The compat-

ibility test requires a computation of what the consequences of the

initial guess would be for the subsurface temperatures, and a compari-

son of those calculated temperatures with the observed temperatures.

Never will the observed and computed temperatures be exactly the

same, and so the computer must now address why the mismatch,

small or large, occurs. Is it because of the uncertainties in the tem-

perature or depth measurements down the borehole or in the deter-

mination of the properties of the rock? Is it because the rock has been

sampled inadequately, and we have missed some important changes

in the heat transfer properties of the rocks? Is it because our initial

guess for the temperature history was way off the mark? Is it because

the heat transfer theory we used to calculate the propagation of sur-

face temperature changes downward into the subsurface is inadequate

or incomplete?

A Bayesian inversion will take all of these factors into account

and make its best estimate of how much of the misfit is the result of

measurement errors, how much is from insufficient sampling, how

much from an incomplete picture of the heat transfer mechanisms,

and how much from a poor guess of the history. It will then suggest

how each of these quantities must change in order to be consistent

with each other. It is up to the human interpreter to tell the computer

how much leeway it can have in making the adjustments. And it is

in this latter endeavor, estimating howmuch give and take there may

be in the measurements, in the theory, and in the initial estimate of

the surface temperature history, where scientific judgment and expe-

rience play a crucial role.

There are two extreme cases that usually can be dismissed as

overly rigid. The first is one in which the scientist insists that his

or her initial guess about the history is absolutely correct, and if the

subsurface temperatures do not agree with it, then there is something

wrong with the temperature measurements. This is an example of
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the rigidity I mentioned earlier. “My mind is made up – if the ob-

servations don’t agree with my model, then look for errors in the

measurements to explain the disagreement.” A second rigidity is in

the opposite direction. “The observations are absolutely correct, and

if the model calculations do not agree with these observations, then

the model or the theory fromwhich the model calculations emanated

needs to be revised.”

In practice, of course, we know there are uncertainties in the

measurements, and that the heat transfer theory we employ is only

an approximate description of how heatmoves through rocks. Andwe

certainly do not believe that we know the surface temperature history

perfectly in advance! So we assign a range of flexibility in which the

computer can make adjustments for each component of this problem,

and ask it to tell us how best to fit every piece of this puzzle together.

In our interpretations of the rock temperatures, we make a very

conservative initial guess of the climate history, one that asserts

that there has been no climate change at all. This is called a ‘null

hypothesis’. Alongwith presenting the null hypothesis as a first guess,

we also tell the computer that we are willing to deviate from that

conservative hypothesis if the temperature observations push in that

direction, but we impose limits on how big an adjustment may take

place. Next the computer interrogates the subsurface temperatures

to see if they are consistent with this hypothesis within the assigned

range of uncertainty of the temperature measurements. If consistency

cannot be achieved within that range, then the computer turns to

adjusting the null hypothesis of the climate history to one that is

more compatible with the subsurface temperature.

At the end of the procedure, we see the Bayesian estimates of

how the model could be revised to be consistent with the tempera-

tures, simultaneously with how the temperatures might be revised to

be consistent with the revised model. It is a highly fluid procedure,

where every part of the problem, the observations, the theory, and the

interpretation, is fair game for some adjustment. The range of permis-

sible adjustments are governed by our best judgment of how well we
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know each component, and our best estimates of which element can

bend the most or least. If the computer reaches an impasse, where it

cannot make a coherent story out of the pot pourri within the con-

straints we have placed on each, it beeps in protest and says it cannot

help us any more.

Uncertainty is mingled with every ingredient of this complex

recipe, and it permeates the cooking instructions as well. But the

Bayesian inversion procedure parcels the uncertainty out unevenly,

and in the end we understand the robustness of our observations, our

theory, and our ‘answer’, the reconstructed history, much better. If

we carry the cooking analogy one step further, it is entirely possible,

that, when we leave the kitchen, if the cake has fallen or is burnt,

we will have not only an imperfect product but also estimates of the

probability that the ingredients were bad, the recipe was faulty, the

stove malfunctioned, or the cook did not follow directions.

What have we learned about climate change from this experi-

ence with more than 700 borehole temperature profiles from around

the world? They tell a remarkable story, one that is independent of the

surface temperature measurements made in meteorological observa-

tories or by floating buoys and ships at sea measuring sea surface tem-

peratures. The underground temperatures show that the rocks have

been warming by 1 ◦C (almost 2 ◦F) over the past five centuries. But

fully half of the warming has taken place in the twentieth century

alone, and an additional 30% in the nineteenth century. This warm-

ing as seen in the rocks is fully consistent with the record of warming

reconstructed from the surface temperature observations, thus con-

firming with data from the subsurface what the historical surface

observations have revealed about global warming.

correlation and causation
In reconstructing the past we want to know not only what happened

but, if possible, to also learn why it happened. For example, we know

that dinosaurs became extinct at the end of the Mesozoic Era, but we

would also like to know what factors led to the demise. To help to
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answer questions of causation, scientists will often try to see if some

factor is behaving in a pattern which suggests that it might be related

to the event they are trying to understand. In the field of climate

change, it is nowwell established, and evenwell accepted, that Earth’s

average temperature has a clear warming trend over the past century.

But what is causing the climate to change? Is it increased radiative

output from the sun? Is it because of the addition of greenhouse gases

in the atmosphere from the burning of fossil fuels? Is it because of

volcanic activity? Or possibly is it caused by some combination of

these effects?

One approach that climate scientists use to address these ques-

tions is called correlation analysis. By reconstructing the history of

greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere over the same time

interval as the temperature reconstruction, we can see that the up-

ward trend of temperature in the twentieth century has been accom-

panied by an upward trend in greenhouse gas concentrations in the

atmosphere. The behavior of each appears to have a similar pattern

over time, and we describe this similarity by saying that the two phe-

nomena, Earth’s mean surface temperature and the greenhouse gas

concentrations in the atmosphere, are positively correlated. The cor-

relation can be placed on a quantitative basis through the calculation

of something called a correlation coefficient.

Without examining the intricacies of this calculation, let me

just note some of the properties of the correlation coefficient: if every

small change in Earth’s surface temperature was paralleled by a pro-

portional change in the greenhouse gas concentrations, ups with ups

and downs with downs, we would calculate a correlation coefficient

of +1.0 and call the two perfectly correlated. If the ups of one were

accompanied by downs in the other, and vice versa, we would calcu-

late a correlation of −1.0 and call the two perfectly anticorrelated. If

the ups and downs of one appeared to be totally unrelated to the ups

and downs of the other, we would calculate a correlation coefficient

near zero, and we would say the two were uncorrelated and probably

not related.
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Correlation, however, is not the same as causation. Things can

be well correlated, suggesting they may be related by some process,

but the process itself is not identified. A classic example, a favorite

of every statistics teacher, is the story of a person fascinated with

fires, who raced to every location of a reported fire and duly noted

that fire trucks from the municipal fire department were present. His

logbook of conflagration, day by day, year by year, confirmed a strong

correlation of the occurrence of fire and the presence of fire trucks.

Can one dismiss the inference from this set of observations that fire

trucks cause fires? The logbook alone documents only the correlation;

more careful observations about which came first, the fires or the fire

trucks, would be necessary to ascertain which was cause and which

was effect.

Another well-known correlation is the high occurrence of mala-

ria in countries with low per-capita gross domestic product.6 Reduced

to simplicity,malaria and povertymarch hand in hand inmany places.

But unlike the fictitious example of the correlation in the geography

of fires and fire trucks, where determining which came first might

lead to some understanding of cause and effect, malaria and poverty

feed on each other. Each is a cause, each is an effect. Malaria surely

impedes economic development through its effects on fertility, indi-

vidual productivity, absenteeism, health care costs, and individual and

national accumulation of capital. But a weak economy just as surely

promotesmalaria by not providing a civil and public health infrastruc-

ture that would eliminate mosquito breeding areas, provide medical

prophylaxis and treatment, and education. What we can learn from

this correlation of malaria with poverty is that a curtailment in one

will likely also lead to a reduction in the other. Or sadly, an increase

in one will likely lead to an increase in the other.

The question about the role of greenhouse gases in climate

change has been similarly studied. The longest records of temperature

6Sachs, J. and Malaney, P., The economic and social burden of malaria, Nature.
vol. 415, p. 680, 2002.
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and greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere come from anal-

yses of a long ice core inAntarctica.At thehigh elevation and polar set-

ting ofAntarctica, snow accumulates annually,with each year’s snow-

fall buried by the deposit that comes in the following year. The fluffy

snow is over the next few years gradually compressed into glacial ice,

and some of the air trapped in the snow is sequestered into small

bubbles trapped in the ice. The air in the bubble is a sample of the at-

mosphere in the interval between snowfall and recrystallization into

ice. It can be analyzed to reveal how abundant the greenhouse gases

were in the atmosphere prior to being sealed off and preserved.

Drilling on the Antarctic polar plateau has penetrated almost

four kilometers (more than 12,000 feet) of snow and ice that has

accumulated over the past 420,000 years. The temperature at which

the snow precipitated can be determined by the ratio of hydrogen iso-

topes (heavy hydrogen versus light hydrogen) in the water molecules

of each ice layer. Chemical analyses of the air trapped in bubbles have

shown that changes of temperature and changes of greenhouse gas con-

centrations in the atmosphere are very well correlated: when green-

house concentrationswere high, sowas the temperature, and similarly

when one was low so was the other. But that correlation alone does

not tell us that greenhouse gas changes cause temperature changes,

or whether temperature changes cause greenhouse gas changes. Just

as with the fires and fire trucks, a detailed chronology of the changes

might prove helpful. Did one occur before the other, or vice versa?

In the case of the almost half-million year history contained in the

Antarctic ice cores, the temporal resolving power diminishes as one

attempts to look further back in time, and the question cannot yet be

resolved unequivocally. Perhaps the temperature increased first and

was closely followed by the greenhouse gases, or perhaps it was the

other way around. Either interpretation requires that there be a mech-

anism that couples the two together.

What might that coupling mechanism be? Almost certainly it

is a third player in the global climate system, life on Earth. Life enters

the equation because it is part of the carbon cycle on Earth. Carbon
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is a constituent of all life forms, plant or animal, large or small, on

land or in the oceans. Carbonmoves into the atmosphere from former

living systems, as plants die and decay or through the combustion of

carbon-based fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and natural gas. Combustion

and decay both involve carbon combining chemically with oxygen to

yield the gas carbon dioxide. Some CO2 is absorbed by the oceans as

atmospheric concentrations grow.

Climate, carbon, and life are intricately intertwined and always

have been. A change in one will lead to a chain reaction of changes

in the others. What is really significant about the strong correlation

of temperature and atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations is not

which came first, the chicken or the egg, but rather that they are

strongly linked. As with malaria and poverty, the relevance of this

half-million year climaticmarch together, as recorded in theAntarctic

ice, is the lesson that when one changes, so does the other. In the

present day context, when the greenhouse gases in the atmosphere

have increased bymore than 30%over pre-industrial levels, the lesson

we should learn from the past is that we can expect this enhanced

greenhouse to be accompanied by increases in the temperature.

ideological distortion
Reconstruction of human history is burdened with the same difficul-

ties as natural history: incomplete inaccurate, and conflicting infor-

mation. But sometimes there is another factor that adds an additional

distortion. On occasion, human history is degraded by purposeful sup-

pression or deletion of available information. Such distortions arise

when history is forced to pass through an ideological filter, to emerge

in a sanitized form that conforms to a desired national image. In

Japan, some school history textbooks still neglect to report the atroc-

ities committed by the Imperial military during the occupations of

Korea, China, the Philippines, and elsewhere in southeast Asia during

World War II. The forcing of women to provide sexual services to the

Japanese military forces, the use of germ warfare, and the brutal treat-

ment of civilian populations in areas of occupation are facts of history
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that those who commission Japan’s history textbooks would prefer

to ignore.

Similarly, the sordid history of the Soviet Union under the dic-

tatorship of Josef Stalin was for many years sanitized by government

authorities anxious to overlook the shortcomings of the Bolshevik

regime. Only after the dissolution of a monolithic one-party govern-

ment in 1989 did Russians begin to learn in school about the brutality

that characterized their government in the three decades following the

1917 revolution. And for most of the twentieth century, history text-

books in America largely overlooked the unsavory aspects of western

expansion, the annexation of native lands, and the forced relocation

of American Indian populations. Indeed, history can suffer distortion

not only from an incomplete record but also when historians apply a

selective filter. Science too can suffer when forced through an ideo-

logical filter. If biology teachers must conform to creationist ideology,

as in the famous case of John Scopes in Tennessee, an understanding

of biological evolution will surely suffer.

The past always merges with the future. Today is the tomorrow

you worried about yesterday.7 For processes that continue across the

boundary of the present, an understanding of the past is a key to pro-

jecting into the future. But the past is a reliable key to the future only

when processes or circumstances are unchanging with time. Geology

and history, however, tell us that a static world is illusory. The future

is related to the past, it is built on the past, but it seldom is an exact

re-run of the past. In the next chapter, we explore the uncertainties

and perils of predicting the future.

7This clever phrasing is attributed to Jerry Longan.
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It is a mistake to try to look too far ahead. The chain of destiny can only
be grasped one link at a time.

Winston Churchill

Predicting the future . . . how enticing a prospect. Predicting the future

has become a business for many. We can find, with only a little ef-

fort, fortune-tellers, clairvoyants, palm readers, astrologers, mystics,

seers, psychics, and many others who will gladly reveal the future,

for a price. But we all should be more than a little skeptical that any

of these occult practitioners have special access to the future. Even

economists and professionals who use less mystical tools – climatol-

ogists, actuaries and pension fund managers – find the distant future

obscure and the pathway to it full of potholes. A principal theme of

this chapter is that the future is amoving target, that divining its char-

acteristics is always tough, and that it gets tougher the further ahead

one tries to see. My philosophy for dealing with such uncertainty is

to develop a long-term vision and make plans to move ahead – but to

be prepared for many course corrections along the way, as the future

unfolds quite differently than you have anticipated.

We all have heard that the only things certain about the future

are death and taxes. This favorite adage surely captures the truism

that most of the future is filled with uncertainty. The uncertainty is

not uniform, however, and some aspects of the future are clearer than

others. In addition to death and taxes, we can be reasonably certain

that we will not win the lottery and that the sun will rise tomorrow.1

Most other aspects of the future lie in the grayer precincts of the

uncertainty spectrum.

1This regularity in the Earth’s rotation about its axis was apparent even to
Shakespeare when he wrote “ . . . and it must follow, as the night the day . . . ”
(Hamlet, Act I, Scene III).
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The truth of the matter is that it is really very difficult to pre-

dict the future, particularly very far into the future. Many predictions

made not long ago are today recognized to be so far off target as to be

ludicrous. Consider the following remarks from respected profession-

als of their time:2

Airplanes are interesting toys, but of no military value.

Ferdinand Foch, Commandant and Professor of Strategy,

French War College, 1907–1911

Stocks have reached what looks like a permanently high plateau.

Irving Fisher, Professor of Economics, Yale University, 1929

I think there is a world market for maybe five computers.

Thomas Watson, Chairman of IBM, 1943

We don’t like their sound, and guitar music is on the way out.

Decca Recording Company, rejecting the Beatles, 1962

We may smile at these examples, but they are more representative of

most long-term projections of the future than we may care to think.

The field of the future is strewn with casualties such as these that

failed to see the future with greater clarity. Some, however, made

mid-course corrections that let them ride the wave of the future. The

history of the twentieth century reveals that IBM discovered there

was a larger market for mainframe computers than Thomas Watson

had anticipated, and that there was a grand future for small individual

computers that anyone could learn to use effectively in their home.

IBM’s introduction of the personal computer in the 1980swas a course

correction of enormous proportion.

seeing the future
One can find advice on just about any aspect of the future: which

horse will win at the Kentucky Derby or Royal Ascot, which Nasdaq

2These four quotations come from a longer list displayed in the Smithsonian
Institution’s five-year (2001–2005) traveling exhibit “Yesterday’s Tomorrows: Past
Visions of the American Future”.
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or FTSE stock is about to leap ahead of the pack. The advice comes

from those who study the reasons that horses or stocks have moved

ahead to become winners in the past. Some horses perform better in

shorter races, some on wetter tracks, some in less crowded compe-

tition, some on cool days, some with certain jockeys. Stock analysts

likewise have developed ways of evaluating enterprises: the quality

of and demand for a company’s product or service, the strength of

the management, the debt burden it carries, the loyalty of employees,

the strength of the competition. When we buy tips on either horses

or stocks, at some level we understand that there is risk and uncer-

tainty in such decisions, and usually when the predictions do not

pan out, we accept the consequences of taking risks and perhaps look

for other counsel on such matters. The fact that different people will

select different horses to win a race is at the heart of the old say-

ing “That’s what makes horse-racing”. Every individual bet placed at

the racetrack, or every individual purchase or sale of a given stock,

reflects an evaluation of the likelihood of some future event. That

we have a vibrant horse racing industry and vibrant stock markets

attests to the willingness of individuals to face an uncertain future,

exercise their best judgment, and take actions in the face of that

uncertainty.

Another familiar look at the near-term future is the weather

forecast. In this activity, the professionals at work have studied atmo-

spheric physics and fluid dynamics, and they employ large fast com-

puters to assimilate hourly information streams from meteorological

observatories and orbiting satellites. Projections such as the overnight

weather forecast, even the five-day forecast, have matured to a stage

of reliability whereby they play an important role in travel planning,

agricultural management, forest-fire containment, and warfare. But a

five-day forecast of global financial markets with a similar high prob-

ability of being on the mark is not even a remote possibility on the

horizon. This difference between meteorological and economic fore-

casts is simply a reflection of the fact that we understandmeteorology

far better than we do economics.
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Each of these examples, horse racing, weather forecasting, and

investing, involves a different time scale over which the uncertainty

extends. The winner of the horse race is known within a few minutes

after the race begins, and an evaluation of one’s prior information

and advice can take place. And meteorologists update their computa-

tional models with new data hour by hour andmake revisions to their

forecast daily. The success of an investment may not be apparent for

days, months, or even years. But as the future unfolds, investors must

be prepared to make adjustments to their portfolios to get back on a

promising track, if the earlier pathway has led into a minefield.

Longer-term projections of what the local meteorological con-

ditions will likely be a year or two hence are effectively out of reach,

becausemany regional factors that affect conditions from year to year,

such as the El Niño Southern Oscillation in the equatorial Pacific

or the North Atlantic Oscillation in the northern high latitudes of

the Atlantic, are themselves variable in duration and difficult to pre-

dict. Moreover, each of these regional features are coupled to the

global system through teleconnections; a strong or weak El Niño

in the Pacific Ocean is felt a year later in the precipitation over

Zimbabwe. An estimate of global average conditions a decade hence,

however, is less arduous, because one is asking far less of the pro-

jection into the future; in a global average projection the regional

and short-term temporal details ‘average out’. In a sense, one is seek-

ing only the broad outline of the future, not the region-by-region and

day-to-day detail. One is asking questions about the climate, not the

weather.

Longer-term projections of course are made in economics as

well. We hear confident predictions that a recession will last only

ten months before economic growth is restored, or that interest rates

will trend lower over the coming year because of changing situations

in countries with developing economies. As the months and years

unfold, the success or failure of such predictions often seem indistin-

guishable from a random walk. By contrast, a long-term climate fore-

cast, an estimate of the average conditions to be expected a decade
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hence, is probably on much firmer ground than an economic forecast

over similar time scales.

The shortcomings of both short- and long-term economic pro-

jections fundamentally derive from incomplete knowledge and un-

derstanding of the complex processes and factors affecting national

and global economies. Weather forecasting, by contrast, is easy.

Atmospheric scientists actually understand rather well the physi-

cal processes governing the short-term behavior of the atmosphere,

so that with an array of meteorological stations and satellites feed-

ing observations of solar radiation and atmospheric temperatures and

pressures into large and fast computers, we get a reasonably accurate

weather forecast. But what can we say about the processes govern-

ing the behavior of the stock market? What economic or behavioral

laws govern the daily fluctuations and longer-term trends in this com-

plex financial arena? These are much more obscure than the laws of

physics, and accordingly there is a wide range of opinion and a great

deal of uncertainty as to what will happen tomorrow, next week, or

next year in the realm of national and global economies.

Each market analyst identifies what he or she believes to be

the governing criteria and makes individual calculations about the

future based on these criteria. Each has, in effect, constructed a per-

sonal model of market behavior to predict the future. Each predic-

tion is what we call ‘model-dependent’, i.e. the outcome is dependent

uponwhat the personmaking the prediction understands and believes

about the processes and factors affecting market evolution. To the ex-

tent that the analyst has correctly identified relevant and significant

criteria, the projection of the future will be more or less accurate.

This uncertain ‘wisdom’ is for sale, and investors must exercise their

own judgment or intuition as to which opinions have merit. Some

might even calculate from many opinions a consensus, or ‘average’

projection for the future, as if each opinion were an inaccurate mea-

surement or estimate of the economy’s future status.

The great uncertainty about future market levels stems funda-

mentally from an uncertainty about the processes and factors that
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control the market. This is the uncertainty that I earlier referred to as

the uncertainty arising from the conceptualization of the problem at

hand. In the case ofmarket behavior, the uncertainty of conceptualiza-

tion far exceeds any uncertainties in the measurement of economic

factors such as employment levels, inventories, factory output, and

the like.

getting it wrong
With benefit of hindsight, we know that projecting the future is fre-

quently off the mark, and unanticipated minefields are not uncom-

mon. One of the principal newspapers in the area that I live not

long ago ran the headline “Growth flooded freeways sooner than pro-

jected”.3 The accompanying story noted that traffic volume projec-

tions on a recently completed link of the interstate highway system

north of Detroit were so far off target that the current traffic vol-

ume was already 50% greater than what had been projected for even a

decade in the future. The unanticipated volume was attributed to un-

expected economic and residential growth. In discussing how traffic

volumes are estimated, the director of transportation programs for the

regional council of governments said, “The assumptions going in don’t

necessarily translate into reality. The target never stops moving. One

boardroom decision to move [the location of] a company can change

things.”

Clearly, estimating traffic patterns and volumes decades into

the future is enveloped in uncertainty.Will the planners trying to cope

with the new congestion learn from the previous experience, or will

they simply repeat the mistakes of the past? The particular solutions

discussed in the article included adding more on–off ramps, and more

lanes of concrete. But at some future level of congestion, the public

will realize that the basic conceptualization of the problem is probably

wrong. The problem should perhaps be viewed as how to move people

fromwhere they are towhere theywant to go, rather thanhow tomove

automobiles. Once the planners and decision-makers have been freed

3The Detroit News, 2 July 2000.
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from thinking in terms of automobiles as the only mode of transport,

other possibilities can be considered. In Washington DC, congestion

reached a stage thirty years ago where a subway transport system be-

came an attractive alternative. Today, the Metro in Washington is the

preferred mode of transport into, within, and out of the city for hun-

dreds of thousands of people each day. Most large cities of the world –

London, Paris, Moscow – long ago recognized the need of a metro

system for people to reach the city center for their jobs or shopping.

Another story about walking headlong into a minefield has as

a central character the mathematical model of the securities and fi-

nancial markets developed by the Wall Street firm called Long-Term

Capital Management (LTCM). This model served as the philosophical

and technical underpinning of LTCM’s investment strategy from 1994

to 1998. LTCM had developed an image of infallibility in part because

its founders included two recent Nobel Prize winners in economics,

and it had produced remarkable returns on investment in its first few

years. It attracted very large sums of money from wealthy investors.

Its fundamental investment strategy was to identify through intricate

proprietary calculations a very small price differential between invest-

ment products that in an equilibriummarket should have been priced

the same. LTCMwould execute massive transactions that would take

advantage of these temporary small departures from an equilibrium

market.

The strategy, while sounding attractive, faltered when a funda-

mental model assumption failed to materialize in reality. What was

the flaw? LTCM’s computer models assumed that there would always

be a market: when you wanted to sell, somebody else would be there

to buy. But in October of 1998, in the panic following the mid-August

default on internationally held bonds by Russia, there suddenly were

few buyers that would enable LTCM to complete the paired trans-

actions. LTCM had bought but discovered that the opportunities to

sell had vanished. Moreover, much of what LTCM had to sell was

purchased with borrowed money, and the lending banks demanded

payment. To repay the loans, LTCM was forced to liquidate other
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investments at discounted prices. Billions of dollars were lost by in-

vestors, and the looming inability of LTCM to repay its loans brought

a rescue effort by the lending banks, other financial institutions and

the Federal Government. The rescue team worried that a failure by

LTCMmight quickly lead to bank failures, and the subsequent finan-

cial ripples might turn into an economic tsunami with consequences

beyond imagination. The lessons learned were many, and certainly

the private investors who lost so much have their own long lists. But

one important lesson for the wider public was that the banks should

have been much more attentive to the fragility of their loans. That a

private investment firm could undermine the stability of major banks

should have been a wake-up call to loan officers and those who write

the rules governing highly leveraged investments.

Anotherminefieldwas being laid out, unintentionally of course,

at the very time the LTCM debacle was underway. In January 1998,

following extensive deliberations, the state of California restructured

and deregulated its electric power industry. The new structure sepa-

rated power generation from power delivery, in effect breaking up the

historic structure of the state-regulated vertically integrated electri-

cal utility industry. Just before the restructuring took effect, a framer

of the new legislation optimistically predicted “There will be an en-

tirely new regime in which power is traded in an openmarket. . . . Five

years from now, the retail price of power is going to be about half of

what it is now.” Three years later, he was on track for being both

right and wrong. Yes, there was an entirely new regime in which

power was traded in an open market, but it was a chaotic market.

In those areas where deregulation had occurred,4 the retail price, far

from being reduced by half, had increased. But the wholesale price had

skyrocketed to astronomical levels, and profiteering by energy gener-

ators was allegedly rampant. The California governor and legislature

shaped emergency stopgap legislation to prevent the bankruptcy of the

4Not all of California underwent deregulation. Some municipalities, most notably
Los Angeles, retained municipally owned and regulated electrical power generation.
These areas were shielded from the gyrations experienced in deregulated areas of the
state.
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transmission and delivery segment of the restructured industry,which

was being badly squeezed by the energy generators on the one side

and unhappy customers on the other. But before the year of shortages

ended, a major energy trading company and California’s largest utility

were both bankrupt. The dust has not yet settled on this episode, as

new legislation is crafted to correct the flaws in the initial plan. A

mid-course correction was definitely required.

As other states contemplate or start to shape utility restructur-

ing plans, the California episode should yield lessons to be learned.

Utility deregulation is a process in its infancy, and it should not

surprise us that mistakes will be made. But infants learn from their

mistakes, and so might we hope that consumers, providers, and legis-

lators will likewise benefit from the California debacle. We may not

be able to predict the future with any helpful degree of certainty, but

we should be able to recognize when the future is unfolding in a dele-

terious fashion, and make the necessary course corrections to steer

the electrical power industry into less turbulent waters.

deficit or surplus?
Not all futures lead through minefields. For as many years as I care to

remember, the tax revenues used to fund federal expenditures in the

USA seemed inadequate for the projects and programs that Congress

and the President deemed necessary. As a result, budget deficits be-

came a perennial feature to be financed by governmental borrowing,

and the national debt changed in only one direction: upward. As re-

cently as the early 1990s, all of the nation’s best economists were

predicting ever-growing budget deficits, and all of the nation’s best

politicians were struggling to create balanced budgets that would, if

achieved and maintained, stabilize but not reduce the national debt

at some titanic level.

Early in the first year of the twenty-first century, all these

gloomy projections had been set aside. The remarkable success of the

US economy in the last few years of the twentieth century brought

tax revenues to unprecedented levels, and the national treasury filled

to overflowing. The talk turned to what to do with a huge surplus,
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and how fast the nation might repay its national debt. In late June of

2000, the revenue surplus (both social security and non-social secu-

rity components included) was estimated to be almost $4.2 trillion

in the first decade of the twenty-first century,5 an amount greater

than the entire national debt of $3.5 trillion. But what is particularly

telling, at least in the sense of how much uncertainty there is in the

economic forecasting business, is that this estimate of the decadal sur-

plus represented an increase of more than 30% over an estimate made

only five months earlier. And by early 2001, only six months later,

the estimate of the surplus had grown again, to $5.6 trillion,6 an in-

crease of more than 70% over the projection made eleven months

earlier. Halfway through the year 2001, however, the euphoria of

revenue surpluses had already been blunted by a downturn in the

global economy and the effects of a substantial politically motivated

retroactive tax cut. And then came 11 September 2001, the terrorist

attacks on the World Trade Center in New York. The response to that

tragic event includedmassive federal funding for the reconstruction of

New York, the subsidization of the air transport industry, the

mounting of additional security measures at airports, and a war in

Afghanistan. By year’s end, the federal budget projected a deficit for

the next three years.

Quite apart from the surprise of the terrorist attacks, it is abun-

dantly clear that it very difficult to model the national economy, and

therefore there is great uncertainty in the projections of federal rev-

enues. But this uncertainty does not allow the luxury of simply wait-

ing for the situation to clarify. Budgets must be formulated, spending

decisions must be made, revisions to the tax code considered, all in

the face of the uncertainty. Nomatter whether we embark on a path of

debt reduction, tax reduction, or a re-prioritization of programmatic

spending, or experience new surprise attacks, we must recognize that

in a few years hence the nation may need a course correction as con-

ditions change. This concept was introduced into the Congressional

5New York Times, 27 June 2000. 6New York Times, 31 January 2001.
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debate about cutting taxes, where it was termed a trigger clause or

safety valve that would interrupt tax cuts if the revenue did not ma-

terialize as anticipated. It was not adopted.

running out of oil?
Stephen Jay Gould observed7 that “Almost all our agonized questions

about the future focus upon the wriggles of the short term, rather

than on the broader patterns of much longer scales.” But how should

we react to, how can we address the uncertainties that extend per-

haps beyond our lifetimes? One such question that arises from time

to time is, “When will the world run out of oil?” The wide array of

answers to this question is bewilderingly diverse. On the one hand, we

hear optimists say, “Never”; on the other, we hear that this century

will certainly be the last in which oil powers the global economy.

One thing about oil is certain, however. The rate of creation of oil

in the Earth proceeds on the slow geological time scale, whereas its

consumption is taking place on the fast human time scale. In other

words, nature will not rescue us by making oil as fast as we are ex-

tracting it. Whatever nature has created over the long history of the

Earth is the resource that we have to work with.

Many factors, of course, will affect how long petroleum prod-

ucts will continue to fuel motor vehicles and electric power stations,

heat homes and office buildings, and provide feed stocks to the petro-

chemical industries. The demand for energy derived from oil may be

tempered by energy conservation measures such as better insulation

of structures, higher fuel efficiency in household appliances and vehi-

cle engines, smaller lighter cars, better public transportation options,

and of course the development of alternative fuels. Coal and natural

gas are widely available globally, and nuclear energy already is used to

generate some 10 to 15%of theworld’s electricity. In some areas, solar

heating, solar electric power, wind, hydroelectric, and geothermal en-

ergy are also making substantial contributions. To be sure there are

7This View of Life, in Natural History, September 1998.
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environmental issues associated with many of the alternatives to oil

(and of course with oil itself), but in the simple calculus of adding up

kilowatt-hours, there are ample sources of energy that can and will

reduce the demand for oil.

Cost will also affect the demand for oil. Oil has been the fuel of

choice throughout the twentieth century because it has been cheap.

In real (uninflated) prices, the cost of petroleum-derived fuels actually

declined throughout the twentieth century.When I first began driving

in the 1950s, Dwight Eisenhower had just been elected president of

the USA and the price of gasoline was twenty cents a gallon. A dollar

in the tank was good for a busy Saturday night on the town. Today

the price sits somewhere between one and two dollars per gallon,

about a seven- or eight-fold increase in the price over the intervening

half-century. What else can you remember that has not increased far

more? Housing, whether purchased or rental, is up by more than a

factor of ten. As a university student, I could budget one dollar per day

for food (admittedly a rather spartan diet), whereas today ten dollars

per day can do little better. Oil, however, has remained relatively

inexpensive. For many decades, oil traded for three dollars a barrel,

and except for short intervals of time driven by international conflict,

it has remainedwell below thirty dollars per barrel to the present day.8

The price of oil has risen more slowly than the general cost of

living because it has been abundant. The supply of oil has been able to

grow as the demand has grown, thus tempering the price of gasoline

at the pump. The big international oil companies remind us that they

have not let us down in the past and are fully capable of sustaining us

into the future. But will the supply of oil continue to be adequate to

meet the ever-rising energy needs of the modern industrial economy?

The answer to this query is at the heart of the question of when the

world will run out of oil.

Part of the diversity in the answers to this question stems from

the definition of oil. The most common image of oil is that of a liquid

8Only the minimum wage, that entry-level salary for workers with no special skills,
has increased less: from 75 cents in 1950 to $3.75 in 2001, a five-fold increase.
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residing in the rocks below the Earth’s surface that can be induced to

flow to a well from which it can be pumped to the surface. However,

in addition to the liquid oil there is also oil in solid form that will not

flow and cannot be pumped. The solid oil, in the form of oil shale or in

gooey bitumen locked in the pores in sandstone, greatly exceeds the

liquid fraction but is not easily recovered. The assertion that we are

likely never to run out of oil usually derives froma consideration of the

total oil resource, both liquid and solid. What is usually left unsaid is

that the cost of extracting the solid fraction will be much greater than

the relatively easily pumped liquid fraction. In fact, the technologies

for extracting the solid oil are in their infancies and are themselves

much more energy intensive than the relatively simple drilling into

and pumping out the liquid oil. So while there is a large amount of oil

still resident in the Earth, most of it is not easily within our grasp nor

will it be soon.

What can we anticipate in terms of the liquid supply? Contrary

to popular belief, and contrary to what many oil producers tell us,

we have already seen the finiteness of this resource. The fundamental

reason behind this assertion is that we are extractingmore oil than we

are discovering. That is an equation that leads inevitably to exhaus-

tion of a resource. When more fish are taken from the sea than can be

replaced through natural reproduction, the fisheries decline as a re-

source. When more water is pumped from subsurface aquifers for irri-

gation than is replenished by infiltration from the surface, the aquifers

decline as a resource. Oil is no different. The world is currently con-

suming some 26 billion barrels of oil each year, and discovering only

about 6 billion barrels of new oil each year.9 When we consume more

than we can find, we are on a pathway to the end of the resource. And

the statistics behind this shortfall are very clear and unambiguous.

In response to increasing demand, production of oil in the USA

increased decade by decade through the twentieth century until it

peaked around 1970. It has declined since then, and today stands at

about 80% of the 1970 peak. That fraction will continue to fall, no

9Walter Youngquist, Geotimes, pp. 24–27, July 1998.
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matter the intensity of exploration and technical innovations in ex-

ploitation. The simple fact is that oil is becoming harder to find and

harder to get out of the ground. The easy days of discovery and pro-

duction appear to be behind us.10

That is not, however, the story that you will hear from the oil

producers and their friends in Congress. They tell us that if they are

freed fromenvironmental constraints as towhere they can explore and

drill, there is ample oil to be found and produced.11 But the decline

in production in the USA over the past three decades has not come

from arbitrary restrictions, nor has it come from a paucity of techni-

cal innovation. To the contrary, the decline has taken place even as

the geography of exploration has expanded to the continental shelves

and deep ocean, and the art of exploration has advanced dramatically

through the use of supercomputers, three-dimensional imaging and

visualization of what lies beneath the surface. Production of discov-

ered oil has declined even as new drilling and extraction technologies

have improved substantially. Without discovering oil in new geolog-

ical environments and without advances in production technology,

the decline from the 1970 peak would have been even swifter.

Demand, of course, has not tapered off at all. At the peak of do-

mestic production in 1970, Americans were consuming about fifteen

million barrels of oil each day, and the domestic production provided

more than three-fourths of that consumption. But today, the consump-

tion has grown to more than twenty million barrels of oil per day,

while the domestic production has continued to fall. That has led to

an increasing reliance on imported oil to meet the shortfall, to the

point where in 2001 the USA imported 56% of its daily consump-

tion, compared with only 23% in 1970. This dependence on foreign

oil will only grow as time passes. In this context, the energy policy of

10The history of oil production and its implications for the future is the topic of the
book by Kenneth Deffeyes, Hubbert’s Peak: The Impending World Oil Shortage,
Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ, 2001, 285 pp.
11In response to a question from a reporter about the supply of oil and gas in the USA,
a leading figure in the US House of Representatives replied “We have an unlimited
supply. We just haven’t found it”.
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the second Bush administration had as a target the reduction of im-

ported oil to only 50% of national consumption, principally through

increased domestic production. To meet that goal would require an

increase of domestic production to a level not seen since the early

1980s, in effect a reversal of the long downward trend in production

that would defy the historical experience. It is a prime example of

wishful thinking.

What has already happened in the USA will soon overtake the

global production of oil: we will see worldwide production peak early

in the second decade of this century. When that occurs, sometime

between 2010 and 2020, the world will be embarking on a new eco-

nomic pathway. At that point, wewill see declining production failing

to keep pacewith increasing global demand. Approximately half of the

liquid oil resource will still be in the ground, but harder and harder to

extract. The outcome will be clear enough. Prices will increase sub-

stantially, and demand for oil (but not for energy) may be curtailed

as the reality sinks in that the days of cheap abundant oil are behind

us. The solid oil will beckon, but the technologies to extract this re-

source will not likely be in place to ensure a smooth transition away

from conventional liquid oil. Initially reliance will probably shift to

natural gas, a fuel with a production and depletion history similar to

oil, but delayed in time. Alternative energy scenarios could also, in

principle, ensure a smooth transition away from oil, but the pace of

development of the alternatives must accelerate if they are to take up

the slack when conventional oil production begins to decline globally

in a decade or so.

climate of the future
Another uncertain future, for which outlines are only now beginning

to emerge from the haze, relates to thewarming of Earth’s surface from

an array of natural and anthropogenic (i.e. human-induced) causes.

The uncertainty has focused on many different aspects of this topic

at different times in the evolving debate (in the last chapter I will

take the opportunity to review climate change in detail). Initially, the
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data offered to support the assertion that Earth has been warming

was challenged as being insufficient and inaccurate. Later the debate

turned to whether the warming, by then acknowledged as real, was

significantly outside the range of the natural ups and downs of the cli-

mate as deciphered from the historical, archeological, and geological

records. When additional research indicated that the rise in tempera-

ture over the twentieth century was indeed unusually large and fast,

the argument shifted to the causes of the warming.

The overwhelming scientific consensus presented by the IPCC

(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, an organization first

mentioned in Chapter 5, working under the umbrella of the United

Nations and the World Meteorological Organization) acknowledged

significant roles for natural factors such as variable radiation from

the sun and occasional perturbations from volcanic eruptions, and for

human factors such as the increase of greenhouse gases, and particu-

late matter and aerosols in the atmosphere from the burning of fossil

fuels. The scientific studies indicate that over the past millennium

the natural factors dominated climatic fluctuations up to about 1750

or 1800. From that time until about 1950, the human factors grew to

a sufficient potency to rival the natural factors, leading to a climate

variability derived from a very complex blend of forcings. In the latter

half of the twentieth century, however, the human forcings outpaced

the natural factors by a largemargin, and the human fingerprint on the

warming of the planet has become evermore apparent. But the cloud of

uncertainty, some truly scientific and some deriving from the smoke-

screens floated by industrial self-interest, has confused the public and

made people cautious in accepting the scientific underpinnings of

global climate change, both in the past and as projected for the future.

Forecasting Earth’s climate over the next century is not an easy

undertaking. The natural and social scientists who study this broad is-

sue acknowledge that many complex and interdependent factors will

influence evolution of the climate. For starters, howmany people will

be added to Earth’s population, and where will they be living? What

will their standard of living aspirations be? What new energy sources
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will power the global economy, and when will they be phased in?

Those who pretend to know the answers to all of these questions are

either deceiving themselves or trying to deceive you. In truth, each

of these questions is a highly complex issue, with many possible an-

swers. In fact there is far more uncertainty about these factors than

there is in the understanding of the way the climate system of Earth

works. The meteorology and climatology, as expressed in the many

equations of physics and fluid dynamics to be solved on large com-

puters, is on far firmer ground than the social and economic trends

that give climate models the data they need to calculate the climate

a century or more into the future.

The scientists of the IPCC have provided a range of scenarios

about the future that might be the outcome of certain demographic

and economic pathways through the twenty-first century. One family

of scenarios describes the century as a period of very fast economic

growth, the rapid introduction of new andmore efficient technologies,

and a population that peaks in mid-century and declines thereafter.

This family of scenarios is characterized by an economic convergence

between regions and increased cultural interactions, a true ‘global-

ization’ of the economy and a blurring of cultural and regional dis-

tinctions. Within this general framework are multiple pathways that

depend on the energy choices thatwill drive the global economy: fossil

fuel intensive, non-fossil intensive, or a diversified blend of all energy

sources available.

A contrasting family of scenarios envisions a much slower

trend toward globalization, and the maintenance of a more hetero-

geneous world. Fertility patterns remain distinct and disparate, with

some regions showing large population growth while others stabilize.

Economic development is regionally focused, technological changes

diffuse more slowly, and energy usage remains largely dependent on

fossil sources.

From each pattern of economic development, population tra-

jectory, and energy choices comes a projection, via complex model

calculations, of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere and
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the accompanying increase of the global mean temperature. These

should not be thought of as individual forecasts of climate evolution

over the twenty-first century but rather as an ensemble of scenarios

that define the likely range of climatic conditions we will encounter

as the century unfolds. It is probably far more useful to know the

likely range of possible outcomes under widely different assumptions

than to quibble about the details of any single scenario. The procedure

can be envisioned as a systematic and methodical exploration of out-

comes, a series of numerical experiments with different values of the

experimental variables. The IPCC climate forecast for the twenty-first

century should be seen both as a process and a product.

The strategy of comparing and evaluating multiple scenarios is

not unique to forecasting the climate of the future. It is a very com-

mon approach in assessing the condition of the economy of the future.

One can read reports like, “The economic models of sixteen invest-

ment banks indicate a range of growth between 2.3 and 4.1% over the

next year”, or, “twenty-four analysts specializing in the bond market

predict that interest rates will diminish by 1 to 3% over the coming

year”. As with climate scenarios, it is often more useful to have a

feeling for a range of economic outcomes defined by many indepen-

dent assessments than to give undue emphasis to the intricacies of a

particular model.

Such an examination of the future by the systematic evalua-

tion of multiple scenarios is a variant of T.C. Chamberlin’s Method

of Multiple Working Hypotheses discussed in Chapter 9. Decisions

about the future are difficult only because of the uncertainty that en-

velops them, and because the uncertainty will not likely be resolved

in a helpful time frame. Thus decision-making necessitates an evalu-

ation of many options, an assessment of the consequences of different

options for the future. The status quo is usually an option, one that

is governed by inertia. That option is usually favored by those with

a vested interest in preserving the status quo, and who will be ad-

versely affected by decisions that deviate from it. In evaluating many
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options, including both the status quo and those involving dramatic

change, we must understand the philosophical or economic ground

from which the various options stem. Who will be the winners and

losers in each scenario?What weight shall we give to arguments stem-

ming from obvious self-interest? Will a reasonable delay in making

a decision allow new information to emerge that will reduce uncer-

tainty? Canwe buy ‘insurance’ thatwill buffer adverse outcomes in an

uncertain future? All of these questions can be usefully addressed and

can illuminate pathways through the thickets in the garden of uncer-

tainty. If the garden occasionally captures us in amaze,wemayneed to

back out of some blind alleys and dead-end corridors. As I mentioned

at the beginning of this chapter, it is difficult to see the path to the fu-

ture clearly. It is easy to bewrong about the future, but that should not

deter us from starting tomake ourway through themaze, recognizing,

of course, that some mid-course corrections will likely be necessary.

As a strategy, ‘multiple working hypotheses’ forces one to think

about a range of futures, a range of possible pathways. It forces one

to keep an open mind, to evaluate options and to consider course cor-

rections. Remaining open to ideas and fresh ways of thinking about a

problem is the very antithesis of succumbing to an ideological perspec-

tive. Ideology has appeared frequently in the garden of uncertainty: in

Chapter 2 it emerged in the context of the sowers of uncertainty; in

Chapter 7 it was seen in the context of conceptualization and ‘think-

ing outside the box’; and again in Chapter 9 it appeared in the context

of how ideological filters distort history. Falling under the spell of ide-

ology is equivalent to narrowing the family of possible scenarios to a

single pathway. A closed mind will see only one pathway, and it will

likely turn into a deep rut eventually.

In this chapter I have tried to make the case that the future un-

der many circumstances cannot be seen very clearly, and it becomes

even murkier the further one tries to see. Course corrections will be
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necessary to escape from ruts before they are too confining. But some-

times our vision of the future is impeded not just by dim illumination.

On occasion, the window to the future is totally opaque. These are

the times when we are blind-sided, when an event occurs that takes

us totally by surprise. Such an event occurred on 11 September 2001.

Such events are the topic of the next chapter.



11 Out of the blue

Expect the best, plan for the worst, and prepare to be surprised.

Denis Wheatley

An event that cannot be anticipated, an occurrence we might call a

randomhappening, is inevitably a source of uncertainty, if for no other

reason than we do not know when it will occur. At a personal level,

we may be familiar with many such events: an automobile accident,

a fire or burglary at home, the sudden death of the family breadwin-

ner, and sadly, even a surprise terrorist attack. But there are other

misfortunes that can occur on a regional or even global basis, equally

sudden, equally catastrophic. We are familiar with such events also,

although perhaps not through direct personal experience: a flash flood,

awidespread power failure, a devastating earthquake, amajor volcanic

eruption.Whether personal ormore widespread, all are events that we

fervently hope never to experience. Yetwe know that on any given day

there is a small, but not infinitesimal, probability that our lives may

be touched by one or another of such events. Accordingly, we have

developed some common strategies to deal with their consequences.

The mechanisms we employ to cushion us from the consequences

of these unwanted and unanticipated events include emergency pre-

paredness and insurance, both examples of our tendency to look to

the future with caution.

emergency and disaster preparedness
In the immediate and personal environment of our home, we often

take steps to forestall catastrophe. We install smoke detectors to pro-

vide early warning of fire, and perhaps to trigger a sprinkler system

to quench incipient flames. We may have an in-house security alarm

system that will automatically call the fire department or police if

the system is tripped by signals of fire or unauthorized intrusion. We
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may keep a supply of batteries, bottled water, and comestibles to tide

us over in the event of a prolonged power outage. We may even have a

small stand-alone electrical generator that can be fired up to provide

emergency power. Or we may choose to do none of these, and just

take our chances with whatever the future may bring.

Similarly, there are actions that can be taken collectively

through the decisions of governmental bodies. Zoning laws can re-

strict residential construction in flood plains, and building codes may

require higher standards of construction materials and design in

areas prone to earthquakes. Municipalities may designate and supply

emergency shelters in the event of earthquake, flood, or hurricane

dislocation. The nation may establish a national petroleum reserve as

a fuel supplement in times of emergency when external sources may

be interrupted.

Unanticipated events that might impair very complex and

highly distributed systems such as the electrical power distribution

grid require special considerations. Redundancy in function and de-

sign is one common approach. Redundancy in design is now central to

our thinking about how to prevent total failure in complex systems.

In some ways, redundancy is the opposite of the ‘domino effect’, in

which one domino in a long row falls, toppling the next, and the next.

The chain reaction ends only when all the dominoes have fallen. In a

system with sufficient redundancy, a fault in the system at one place

can be isolated and bypassed, with other parts of the system taking on

the role of the defective element, thereby preventing a system shut-

down.

We all have at one time or another in our travels come upon a

road or bridge closure and have been forced to follow a detour lead-

ing us around the problem, eventually taking us to our destination.

A well-designed transportation network usually has sufficient redun-

dancy to avoid the creation of bottlenecks, let alone a total shutdown.

A well-designed electrical power distribution system has sufficient

redundancy to accommodate the occasional failure of a transformer,

the inadvertent cutting of an underground cable, or the emergency
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shutdown of a generating plant. But occasionally all the dominoes

fall, and inadequacies in the system are highlighted in the cascade of

failures that result in a widespread blackout.

Today cities usually require utility systems – gas, water, elec-

tricity – to have many degrees of redundancy in their design, so that

detours around damaged regional segments can be quickly activated.

In fact, much of the temporary rerouting in electrical power distribu-

tion systems is relatively free of human intervention, with load sen-

sors and self-actuating switching devices kicking into action when

a fault disrupts the distribution network. Such anticipatory design

seems rather obvious and wise, but it was not always so. Following

the 1906 earthquake in San Francisco, in addition to the direct struc-

tural damage caused by the shaking, fire was a significant cause of

subsidiary damage. The destruction was made worse because the city

water supply system had been compromised by the quake. This led to

insufficient water with which to fight the fires, because there was no

way to cut off the supply to regions where ruptured water mains lost

water that could have helped to extinguish conflagrations elsewhere.

One can easily imagine how such a problem today might be further

compounded by an inability to cut off natural gas to areas where gas

pipes have been ruptured and are providing a ready supply of fuel for

fire.

The value of redundancy in natural systems, particularly bio-

diversity, is also coming to bemore fully appreciated. The intertwined

character of an ecosystem sometimes becomes apparent only when

we begin to disrupt it. In a natural and diverse system, there may

be many pathways for carbon and water to move through the sys-

tem in their respective cycles. However, as land-use changes are im-

posed on a region, the hydrological patterns are interrupted, and habi-

tat is altered or destroyed, fewer choices for ‘detours’ remain. One

of the first alterations that historically has accompanied land devel-

opment is the draining of wetlands, pejoratively known as swamps.

But the importance of wetlands as resting places in the annual mi-

gration of birds, and the value of natural wetlands as a purification
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and filtration system for natural waters, has only belatedly been rec-

ognized. As we inadvertently destroy links in the connectivity of a

complex ecosystem, the systemwill experience a degradation of func-

tion, and it may ultimately collapse when no further detours can be

achieved.

But how can scientists and engineers identify every weak link

in a complex system, every potential bottleneck and domino that can

wreak havoc in the real world inwhichwe live?One approach is to un-

dertake ‘what if’ numerical experiments to attempt to understand the

consequences of such an event. ‘What if’ experiments fall in the cate-

gory of large computer models (see Chapters 7 and 8) of very complex

phenomena, in which there are many linkages and feedbacks between

elements of the system. Random perturbations to one or another el-

ements of the system are introduced, and the consequences observed

as they propagate through the system. For example, electric utility

companies play ‘disaster games’, simulating unplanned impairment

of their generating capacity, or failure in branches of their transmis-

sion networks. By systematically introducing problems into a system

at various locations or in various component processes, the experi-

menter or analyst can sometimes discover vulnerabilities. Computer

simulations can examine very large numbers of possibilities and es-

tablish probabilities for various types of failure, each with different

consequences.

One of the big success stories in trying to anticipate problems

and make adjustments to obviate them was the saga of ‘Y2K’, the

feared computer glitch that might have caused chaos in the world as

the calendar rolled over from 1999 to the year 2000. In the early days

of computers when data storage space was at a very great premium,

many computer programs used a shorthand for entering the year, by

truncating the first two digits. The year 1967 became 67; 1994was rep-

resented as 94. But in the 1990s it became apparent that the turn of the

century, the moment when 1999 turned to 2000, would introduce an

ambiguity: would 02 mean 1902 or 2002? Systems and programs that
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depended on the calendar – systems involving scheduling, salaries,

commodity futures, retirement pensions, the list could be virtually

endless – needed to be fixed to avoid end-of-century turbulence. Be-

cause the exact moment at which the problem would manifest itself

was always known, one measure of uncertainty was removed from

the equation. Many person-years of effort and large sums of money

were expended around the world to repair this shortcut taken in the

early years of cyber history. That the calendar rollover occurred almost

flawlessly was certainly the result of this massive effort at advanced

remediation. Nevertheless, one also heard the opinion that the reason

nothing significant happened at the rollover was that the problem and

its likely consequences were portrayed to be far more consequential

than they really were.

The response of political and social structures to major unan-

ticipated events can also be explored through computer modeling, al-

though quantitatively representing the relationships and interactions

between various model elements remains a challenge. Nevertheless,

strategic and military planners construct and play ‘war games’, test-

ing the responses of various conceptualizations of social, political,

and military structures to a variety of disruptions, which may in-

clude random events. In planning the Gulf War of 1991, many sim-

ulations were carried out on computers, testing responses to a vari-

ety of situations that might have developed. What if Iran entered the

war on the side of Iraq? What if Libya launched a missile attack on

Israel? How might a prolonged sandstorm affect the mobility of the

US tanks and armored personnel carriers? What would be the conse-

quences of a week of thick cloud cover on close air support of ground

troops?What would be the effects on public support within the US for

thewar effort if casualties weremounting in a groundwar of attrition?

Of course, one must first imagine possible scenarios before one

can explore them in war games. The September 11 scenario of the

deliberate crashing of fully loaded and fueled passenger aircraft into

skyscrapers apparently had not been seriously considered or even
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imagined, although the experience with the Japanese kamikaze pilots

in World War II certainly foreshadowed such a possibility.

Many computer games that young people spend countless hours

playing hold their interest because they face different circumstances

each time they play. Although the basic ground rules remain the same,

the computer has altered the terrain each time. Similarly, card players

can play endless hands of bridge, each time facing a new deal, new

combinations of cards generated randomly by the computer. Simi-

larly, computers now demonstrate formidable skill at playing chess,

adjusting strategy following each move by a human (or computer) op-

ponent. The better players are those who assimilate the lessons of

these multiple experiences and who develop patterns of play that re-

spond successfully to broad categories of circumstances.

‘What if’ experiments can also be conducted for natural systems.

We might, for example, want to learn how Earth’s climate system

would respond to a major volcanic eruption. There is ample evidence

in the historic and geologic record that a major eruption can have

significant effects on climate. Following the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo

in the Philippines in 1991, Earth’s global average temperature fell by

0.3 ◦C (about 0.6 ◦F) over the next two years as the ash and aerosols

partially blocked the sunlight from reaching Earth’s surface.

In 1815, Mt. Tambora violently erupted in Indonesia, in a

massive explosion that was heard in Jakarta, some 1200 kilometers

(750 miles) away. Tambora explosively injected more than 140 cubic

kilometers (thirty-five cubic miles) of ash and pumice into the at-

mosphere, more than ten times as much as did Pinatubo 176 years

later. The year following the eruption of Tambora, 1816, was known

around the world as ‘the year without a summer’. Temperatures were

lower throughout the northern hemisphere, snow fell, lakes froze over

at places in the New England states, crops failed widely in North

America and Europe. The English poet Lord Byron, enduring a mis-

erable summer holiday in Switzerland, wrote his poem Darkness in

which he described the local effects of the Tambora eruption with

these words:
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The bright sun was extinguish’d, and the stars

Did wander darkling in the eternal space,

Rayless, and pathless, and the icy earth

Swung blind and blackening in the moonless air;

Morn came and went – and came, and brought no day . . .

In the sixth century, a major eruption also occurred,1 which was

widely noted in the historical records of Europe and Asia. The effects

of this eruption, occurring in 536 ad, was described by a contemporary

writer2 in the following words:

The Sun became dark and its darkness lasted for eighteen months.

Each day it shone for about four hours, and still this light was only

a feeble shadow. Everyone declared that the Sun would never

recover its full light. The fruits did not ripen and the wine tasted

like sour grapes.

In a ‘what if’ experiment exploring the climatic effects of a volcanic

eruption, the experimental variables would include the volume of

volcanic ash and dust that is ejected into the atmosphere, the sulfur

content of the gases and aerosols, and the explosiveness of the erup-

tion, which would affect the altitude in the atmosphere to which the

dust would reach. Other important factors are the location of the

eruption and the season at the time and place of the eruption. An

eruption in the temperate zonewill have a significantly different effect

than a polar or equatorial eruption because of the different patterns

of wind circulation, and a wintertime eruption that spreads dark ash

over an otherwise snow-covered white terrain will alter the balance

of absorbed and reflected sunshine. A systematic exploration might

experiment with eruptions in all of the well-known volcanic zones

of the Earth, with ongoing steady eruptions versus single explosive

1Probably occurring on the island of New Britain, east of Papua New Guinea (Heming,
R. F., Bulletin of the Geological Society of America, vol. 85, pp. 1253–1264, 1974).
2Probably John of Ephesus, but also attributed to Michael the Syrian (Rampino,
M. R., Self, S., and Stothers, R. B., Annual Reviews of Earth and Planetary Sciences,
vol. 16, pp. 73–99, 1988).
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events, with the chemical nature of the gases emanating from the

volcano, and with numerous other factors. The greater the number

of scenarios examined, the more we will learn about the possible cli-

matic consequences, and the more confident we will be about what

to expect in different places and at different times.

insurance
Insurance is a common concept, familiar to almost everyone who

wants to protect something against possible disaster: automobile in-

surance, homeowner’s insurance, health insurance, life insurance. We

make an annual payment to an insurance company, which in turn

promises to pay us an amount of money to cover our losses, or at least

to enable a smooth transition to a different future, if disaster actually

strikes.

Certain types of insurance are not even considered voluntary.

Automobile liability insurance is one type of involuntary coverage.

In some states, you may choose to have no protection for damage to

your own car, but you must have some coverage to reimburse others

who suffered damage or injury in the accident should you be at fault.

In other states with so-called ‘no fault’ insurance, each vehicle owner

is obliged to have insurance that comes into play no matter what

the apportionment of fault may be. I call such insurance involuntary,

because it is often a legal requirement, evidence of which must be

provided, in order to obtain a license plate for one’s vehicle. Another

involuntary coverage is homeowner’s insurance, at least in the case

where a lending institution holds a mortgage for which the home is

pledged as security. A usual condition of obtaining the mortgage is

that the lender be protected from loss through insurance.

How is a premium set for a given type of insurance?Howdoes an

insurance company know howmuch to charge a customer who seeks

coverage? The principal foundation of insurance pricing is an esti-

mate of the likelihood of an insured event occurring. This likelihood

is, in turn, primarily although not entirely based on past experience.

Life insurance is paid upon the death of the insured, and, therefore,
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mortality statistics provide a baseline for the average life expectancy,

as well as establishing the patterns of howmany people suffer an early

demise, and how many live beyond the average life expectancy. With

sufficient numbers in the historical population, these statistics give

a good estimate of the probability of dying at any given age, either

earlier or later than the average.

Insurance companies and their actuaries (mathematicians with

special skills in probability, statistics, and risk analysis as applied to

the insurance business) are clever enough to recognize that there are

variations inmortality in a general population that can be attributed to

occupation. For example, coal miners and sky-diving instructors may

pay more for life insurance than do school teachers or accountants.

Smokers often pay more than non-smokers of the same age. Likewise,

variations in life expectancy occur geographically, owing to regional

environmental health factors, and ethnically, where variations in the

predisposition to high blood pressure, for example, may lead to dif-

ferent mortality statistics among different ethnic groups. Moreover,

the task is made more difficult because the actuaries must anticipate

conditions many decades into the future. Will the past experience in

mortality be a good estimate of the future? Surely improvements (or

deterioration) in the economy, in diet, and in public health will influ-

ence future longevity.

Similar principles apply to the pricing of homeowners’ insur-

ance. Basic historical statistics inform today’s price structure. How

many homes are there in the community or county? Howmany home

fire calls are received by the local fire department in a year? These sim-

ple quantities provide a baseline annual probability of home fire occur-

rence. Secondary considerations in pricing are also based on whether

your property is more or less vulnerable than the average structure.

What type of structure is most or least prone to catching fire? How

far is your house from the nearest fire station or fire hydrant? And of

course the premiumwill depend on the size and quality of your home

and its furnishings, which are important factors in estimating its re-

placement value. Special considerations also apply to other hazards
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that homeowners may choose to insure against. Premiums may be

higher in flood plains or in areas prone to earthquakes.

Just as life expectancy changes over time, so also do many fac-

tors that affect property insurance premiums. Insurance companies

must be aware of and make estimates of trends over time. How will

the rate of inflation change? What effect will a changing economy

have on community property values? What effect will urban sprawl

have on the pattern and frequency of flooding, when conversion of

open agricultural land to paved streets and parking lots alters the nat-

ural pattern of water infiltration and runoff? Such assessments are

often made by complex numerical models similar to those discussed

in Chapters 7 and 8.

But just as weather forecasts are best for short intervals into

the future, so also the demographic and economic factors needed to

project insurance costs are best when estimated only a year or two be-

yond the present. Certainly, the insurance companies will be taking

longer looks into the future, but the safest strategy for dealing with

time-varying quantities is typically through an annual adjustment

of both coverage and premium levels, a short-term periodic ‘course

correction’.

Beyond the common types of hazard insurance – life, health,

property – that individuals and corporations buy as protection from

an uncertain future, there are more specialized insurance products:

agricultural crop failure insurance, ski resort snowfall insurance, busi-

ness interruption insurance, earthquake and flood insurance, to name

a few. Many can be associated with weather and climate phenomena.

Imagine a flood such as that which inundated much of the city

of Grand Forks, North Dakota in the spring of 1997. Downtown mer-

chants of course suffered property losses caused by flood damage, some

of which was not insured. But their economic distress was amplified

and prolonged by the fact that they were unable to conduct business

or provide services for a substantial period following the recession of

the floodwaters.

Or consider farmerswhomust plant crops in the spring and then

watch and wait as the crops mature over the growing season. Without
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adequate and timely rainfall, the crop yield can be severely diminished

or lost altogether. Similarly, proprietors of winter recreational areas

depend on the availability and timeliness of snow. Snow-making ma-

chines can make a difference on the margin, but there is no substitute

for abundant natural snowfall. Consequently, farmers and ski resort

operators can protect themselves from the uncertainties and vagaries

of the weather with specialized insurance.3

surprises
The natural world surprises us with many unpredictable events –

volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, flash floods. Every year, some 4,000

earthquakes large enough to do damage occur somewhere on Earth.

And although we have learned a fair amount about the geography of

earthquake occurrence, we still have not made any real progress in

estimating when an earthquake might occur in a given region.

Earthquakes do not occur randomly over the face of the Earth,

nor are they uniformly distributed over the globe. A century of ob-

serving where earthquakes take place indicates that they occur in

very well-defined geographic zones. Americans living in California

are all too familiar with the infamous San Andreas fault, and the citi-

zens of Turkey have learned through misfortune about the Anatolian

fault running across the north of that country. However, to pinpoint

exactly when and where the next catastrophic event will occur along

these fault lines is still beyond the reach of seismologists. Careful

analysis of the timing of seismic events shows no regularity between

occurrences; in fact, these analyses cannot reject the hypothesis that

the time intervals between earthquakes, either locally or globally, is

fully random. The next one will come when it comes.

To be sure, seismologists have learned something about recur-

rence intervals of major earthquakes. In southern California, along

the San Andreas fault east of Los Angeles, geologists have deter-

mined that major earthquakes have disrupted the land surface in 1857

3For an interesting discussion of weather insurance, see the article by James
Surowiecki in the New Yorker, 23 July 2001, p. 29.
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(an event well-documented in historical records), 1745, 1470, 1245,

1190, 965, 860, 665, and 545. What we learn from this is that the time

interval between these nine major earthquakes along this segment of

the San Andreas fault averages about 170 years, but it has been as

short as 55 and as long as 275 years. Not exactly a reliable guide to

the future, although it gives some very tentative backing to the worry

that, at least in southern California, a ‘big one’ may occur in the next

several decades. But this very uncertainty about when and where the

big one, or for that matter any damaging quake, will occur also allows

people to build and live in homes in seismically active areas.

What protection is available for earthquake damage? With so

much uncertainty about when an earthquake might occur, insurance

premiums are set accordingly. In California, earthquake insurance is

provided only by the California Earthquake Authority (CEA), a pri-

vately financed but publicly managed entity (with a motto that pro-

claims “We can’t predict the future – we can only protect it”). CEA

annual premiums vary with location but generally are in the range

of 0.1 to 0.6% of the cost of the edifice (not the land), with a whop-

ping big deductible of 15%. On a home valued at $300,000 the owner

would pay the first $45,000 of repairs and reconstruction before the

insurance would kick in. Clearly insurance here is protection only

against total catastrophe, but it still leaves very substantial risk and

responsibility to the homeowner.

Flood insurance is also available in California. At first glance,

it is priced similarly to earthquake insurance, with annual premiums

set at a small fraction of the home’s value. For the same $300,000

house described above, both the earthquake insurance and the flood

insurance will cost about $600 each year. But there is a big difference

in the deductible. The flood insurance will require the homeowner to

pick up only the first $500 of flood damage, whereas the earthquake

insurance will leave a $45,000 deductible gap. For about the same pre-

mium, the homeowner is buying a whole lot more protection against

floods than against earthquakes. The setting of such a high deductible

for earthquake insurance is a recognition that geologists and insurers
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know much less about earthquakes than they do about floods; scien-

tific uncertainty is reflected in the requirement that the homeowner

share a much higher proportion of the earthquake risk.

Could the CEA offer a policy that had a smaller deductible? In

principle yes, but of course at a higher price. Were the deductible to be

reduced and the premium increased each by a factor of ten, one would

be paying $6,000 annually for insurancewith only a $4,500 deductible.

Over 50 years, onewould have paid the insurance company an amount

equal to the value of the home, and at that premium level the policy

might better be called a long-term self-financed reconstruction plan

rather than insurance protection.

The insurance industry is in the forefront of risk assessment,

trying to anticipate trends of the future. This industry cushions and

buffers itself from the adverse effects of events both natural and an-

thropogenic, and at the same time it helps customers to face an un-

certain future with contractual compensation for loss and damage.

The insurance companies need to be among the first industries to

recognize changing demographics, changing life-styles, changing con-

struction standards, and changing economics. On the basis of these,

they need to make periodic adjustments to the structure of their poli-

cies and the levels of their payouts and premiums. Because they are

among the very first to pay the consequences of change, the insurance

companies have less room to maneuver than some other industries,

which can perhaps afford a more leisurely ‘wait and see’ approach to

understanding the implications of change. Ideological denial of change

is a perilous attitude for any enterprise, but particularly so for those

who underwrite insurance coverage.

climate surprises
In the climate change arena also, we are learning that the climate of a

region sometimes changes abruptly and unpredictably. By its defini-

tion, climate is a long-term outcome of the day-to-day variability in

temperature, precipitation, cloud cover, wind speed, and other factors.

Therefore, by abrupt climate change we refer to major changes taking
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place over a decade or two, or even a century. Much of the attention

given to recognizing and understanding the causes of abrupt climate

change has been focused on the oceans, and the way that ocean cur-

rents move heat around the globe. Most geography courses, whether

in elementary school or in a university, will point out that western

Europe and Scandinavia are much milder than one might expect con-

sidering their rather northerly location, at about the same latitude as

Hudson Bay inCanada. This occurs because an ocean current, theGulf

Stream, carries water warmed in tropical latitudes to the far northern

reaches of the Atlantic Ocean, thereby warming Iceland and the adja-

cent European countries.

Geological evidence has identified times in the past when this

current appears to have been interrupted, when the global conveyor

belt of heat has slowed or stopped abruptly. A preliminary and rather

tentative explanation of this phenomenon can be visualized some-

what like an escalator in a department store. The moving stairs of the

escalator carry shoppers up to the floor above, but then the stairs dis-

appear and return to the lower floor. The stairs comprise a large loop,

with part of the loop visible, and the other part traveling the opposite

direction out of sight beneath us. So it is with the ocean currents in the

Atlantic. The Gulf Stream is moving northward along the surface, but

there is a counter current moving southward along the ocean floor.

The northbound surface current is a warm current from the south car-

rying heat to high latitudes; the southbound current is a cold current

that carries cold and dense Arctic waters all the way to Antarctica

along the ocean bottom. In both the department store escalator and

the ocean, if one part of the loop encounters an obstacle, the entire

loop shuts down.

So what is it that might bring the ocean current to a halt? First

we must have an idea of what factors are important to maintaining

the oceanic current loop. An essential component of the engine that

drives the ocean current is the formation of the cold and dense bottom

water that runs southward from the far north. Two factors influence

the formation of such water: its temperature, and its salinity. Warm
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water is less dense than cold water and, therefore, more buoyant;

generally, it will form near the surface of the ocean, where the sun’s

heat is absorbed, and travel in surface currents. Cold water is denser,

however, and will generally travel along the ocean bottom.

The salinity also plays an interesting role in the density ofwater.

The saltier ocean water is, the denser it is. Conversely, the less saline

the water, the more buoyant it is. Therefore, fresh water coming

into the oceans from rivers tends to stay near the surface, until it gets

wellmixedwith normally salty oceanwater. However, the annual for-

mation of winter sea ice in the Arctic Ocean excludes the salt, which

sinks downward as dense plumes of brine. In the far north Atlantic,

the formation of dense bottom water is promoted by the very cold

and salty water exiting into the Atlantic from the Arctic Ocean basin.

This pathway is the only significant outlet of the Arctic Ocean. The

dense bottomwater then pushes southward, thus completing the loop

of the oceanic conveyor belt. The combined effects of both temper-

ature and salinity on ocean currents have given rise to the technical

term thermohaline circulation.

The crucial link in creating and maintaining the current loop is

the process of ‘bottom water’ formation in the north Atlantic. How

might the current suddenly stop? If the surface water becomes less

dense, it will ‘float’ rather than sink to the bottom. This could happen

through a gradual warming of the Arctic Ocean and surrounding areas.

The ocean water, with less ice cover, would be warmed directly by the

sun. At the same time, it would become less salty, as the permafrost

of the high Arctic melted, sending increased volumes of fresh water

into the Arctic Ocean through the great north-flowing rivers, the Ob,

Lena, and Yenisei that drain vast regions of Asia, and the Mackenzie

flowing to the Arctic through Canada. With the area of annual sea ice

diminishing, fewer brine plumes would form. At some point in this

process, the water would become too buoyant to sink, and the bottom

water would lose its replenishment. With the conveyor stalled at this

important turning point, the transport of heat northward by the Gulf

Stream would cease.
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It is ironic that such a warming of the Arctic might lead to

a shutting down of the oceanic conveyor belt of heat and unleash a

severe chill acrossWestern Europe. Ominous signs are already appear-

ing: the summer of 2000 witnessed large expanses of open water at the

North Pole and an unimpeded transit of the Northwest Passage by a

Canadian icebreaker, without encountering ice. The summer of 2001

saw another passage through this far northern waterway, a record-

breaking run from Greenland to Alaska in just seventeen days by a

trawler without an ice-hardened hull.4 Submarine measurements of

the Arctic Ocean ice pack show a thinning of some 40% over the last

half of the twentieth century, and satellite photos reveal that the area

of the Arctic Ocean covered by sea ice has been diminishing over that

same time. Whether or when these warming trends in the Arctic will

interrupt the present pattern of ocean circulation simply cannot be

predicted with any degree of certainty. Already ocean bottom mea-

surements of the deep current at one location between Iceland and

Europe have shown that in 2001 it was slower by half than it was four

decades earlier.

Once before, some 11,000 years ago, the thermohaline circula-

tion of the North Atlantic was substantially altered. That occurrence

was likely caused by the delivery of a very large volume of cold fresh

water into the North Atlantic, when the North American ice sheet

had retreated northward to a positionwhere the glacial meltwater was

able to use the St. Lawrence River valley to reach the sea, instead of

flowing southward into the Gulf of Mexico via the Mississippi River.

The cooling and freshening of the Gulf Streamwas fairly rapid, taking

place over only a few decades, and lasted for about a thousand years.

The temperature in Western Europe dropped some 5 ◦C (9 ◦F).

This is somewhat analogous to walking in the mountains in the

dark but not realizing that you are approaching the edge of a cliff.

Everything seems normal until you step off the cliff. Similarly, when

you are popping corn, heat slowlywarms the kernels until they reach a

4Chicago Tribune Magazine, 30 September 2001.
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temperature threshold, at which time there is suddenly a lot of action

as the kernels burst.Ormilk chills in a bottle unnoticed until it freezes

and expands, either popping the top off or breaking the bottle. In each

of the latter two examples, with sufficient observation of the system,

we could probably recognize that we were approaching the threshold

of major change. But we do not yet have sufficient knowledge about

the behavior of ocean currents to know how close we are to the cliff

edge of the thermohaline circulation of the ocean. Being aware that

there is a cliff in the vicinity is, however, useful knowledge.

The consequences of this unpredictability in nature usually

come as a big surprise. Natural systems may seem to be perking along

in their ordinary mode of behavior, perhaps changing slowly within

well-defined bounds, when suddenly the system lurches into a new

and apparently stable behavior, goes intowild gyrations, or shuts down

altogether. This type of behavior, the abrupt transition of a dynamic

system from one state to another, has been studied extensively in a

theoretical context through a branch of mathematics known as com-

plex systems theory.

Does the concept of ‘insurance’ have relevance in situations like

this? Clearly insurance here must be thought of in national and global

terms. Moreover, estimating howmuch to pay for ‘insurance’, that is,

setting the premium, is no simple undertaking. Can we even envision

the full range of consequences that a change in oceanic circulation

might bring? Can we identify regions and countries that would be

most impacted? Should a ‘premium’ be uniformly assessed across all

nations, or should there be adjustments in establishing premiums that

reflect which countries will be most severely impacted? Or should

a variability in premiums reflect which countries have contributed

disproportionately to the problem? Such questions seem almost im-

possible to answer objectively, and many people have thrown up their

hands in frustration in trying to come to grips with such issues.

We do have, however, an analogy that may give us somemodest

comfort as we confront the large topic of global climate change and its

possible consequences. Nations of the world all determine howmuch
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of their national wealth they want to devote to national defense. In

simple terms, armed forces comprise an insurance policy for nations.

In principle, they provide protection against external aggression (and

sometimes internal insurrection). When we pay our homeowner’s in-

surance premiums we actually hope that the money has been wasted,

because we never want a claimable event to take place. With armed

forces, we too would prefer never to call them into action, but we

often concede that they are a necessity, at least at some level.

It is impossible for most people to estimate what a proper in-

surance premium for protection against external threats should be,

that is, to determine rationally how much to spend on national de-

fense. Nevertheless, most countries of the world do have a military

component in their annual budgets. With very few exceptions, coun-

tries of the world, large and small, wealthy and impoverished, invest

in such insurance. The amount that any nation chooses to spend de-

pends on many factors, some only quasi-rational, related to quanti-

tative assessments of the strength of possible adversaries, to long-

established patterns of corruption and corporate welfare, and to some

clearly emotional issues such as national image and pride. However

ultimately I would assert that the fundamental reason for countries

of the world investing in national defense is that their citizens simply

believe it is necessary for national security. Individuals probably can-

not easily articulate any detailed rationale for the size of the armed

forces, nor exactly what weaponry the forces should have. Those de-

tails are left to professional politicians, civil servants, generals, and

admirals. But the fundamental judgment has been made: we need

armed forces for protection. With their armed forces called into ac-

tion in Afghanistan following the terrorist attack in New York, most

Americans probably were not complaining about the costs of military

preparedness.

Similarly, it is impossible for most ordinary people to assess ra-

tionally the premium that we as nations should pay in order to avoid,

or to prepare for, global climatic surprises. But I have every confidence

that once citizens understand that climate change is real and that it
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poses threats, there will be a commitment to spending some of the

national treasure for remediation and adaptation measures that will

cushion an uncertain future. Citizens will not dwell on detail any-

more than they do with national defense. They will simply tell the

government and industry to get on with developing a climate-change

insurance policy, comprising remediation and adaptation in some pro-

portion, and in full recognition that it is going to cost something.

an ounce of prevention . . .
In 1240,Henry de Bracton advised us “Anounce of prevention isworth

a pound of cure”. The time-honored wisdom of this simple statement

is clear enough: it is usually a lot cheaper to prevent a problem than

to deal later with its consequences. It has been far less expensive to

spend money developing vaccines than to deal with the medical and

social costs of polio, smallpox, yellow fever, mumps, typhoid, and

diphtheria. It is far cheaper to construct buildings to withstand earth-

quakes than it is to address catastrophic urban collapse such as that

which accompanied the large earthquake in January 2001 that leveled

the Indian city of Bhuj and severely damaged Ahmedabad. That earth-

quake caused a loss of life estimated between 25,000 and 100,000

persons, and it created a half-million refugees. It would have been far

better, and ultimately far cheaper, to have more safety measures built

into the nuclear reactor design at Chernobyl than to deal with the

consequences of the radiation release there in 1986.

However clear the logic, it does not always guide the way we

spend public or private money. Medical research focuses more on

curing cancer than on preventing it; medical training emphasizes

restoring health more than maintaining it. Even the health insurers,

althoughwrapped in the banner that proclaims they areHMOs (health

maintenance organizations), have historically been reluctant to pay

for preventive or diagnostic services such as annual general physical

examinations, birth control, adequate prenatal care, prostate tests, and

mammograms. Even though HMOs now are more progressive in rec-

ognizing the cost efficiencies of these measures, they still pay little
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attention to environmental health issues such as air quality, even

though they are footing the bill for increasing pulmonary conditions

and asthma, which are reaching epidemic proportions across the USA

as a result of smog.

One important reason the big health insurers say so little about

environmental health, even though they see (and to some extent pay

for) the health consequences of environmental degradation, is that

someof their biggest customers are from industries contributing to the

environmental degradation. An HMO in my home state of Michigan

thinks twice before pointing a finger at General Motors or Detroit

Edison, for fear of losing a large employer’s health care business.

From the point of view of an HMO, perhaps the decision not

to weigh in on the side of environmental and health protection has

its own supportive logic. Perhaps the HMO feels that the air quality

problems (and their insurance payouts) will persist even if they put

pressure on their local customers to clean up their act. After all, much

of the air pollution in Michigan comes from coal-fired power plants

and factories in Illinois and Wisconsin, and other upwind states even

further to the west. Similarly, much of the air pollution that is gener-

ated in Michigan and Ohio gets passed on to our neighbors to the east

in Pennsylvania, New York and New Jersey.

And now, with Asian industrial pollution beginning to be de-

tected in the air over the western states of the USA, traveling all the

way across the Pacific, we are seeing that the problem is truly global.

A local HMO may simply believe that the problem is much bigger

and well beyond their capability to lead the charge for environmental

protection, while at the same time losing customers on the field of

battle. Global air quality, they would probably argue, is a problem for

national governments and international relations.

Politicians who must address such issues often fall back on sci-

entific uncertainty as a reason for maintaining the status quo. Not

surprisingly, they seldom have conducted any scientific research5 on

5In the 107th Congress of the USA (2001–2003), only two members had advanced
degrees in physics.
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their own. As noted in Chapter 2, many acquire their scientific per-

spectives from the very industries alleged to be damaging the environ-

ment, and the message these industries provide is that the scientific

evidence is much too uncertain, much too inconclusive, to make any

decisions affecting the future. In this context, of course, scientific un-

certainty is no different than the uncertainties that obscured the fu-

ture of the Social Security systemwhen it was being designed. Had our

representatives and senators adopted the same attitude in the 1930s,

we probably would not have a Social Security program in place today.

The debate surely must have had much of the same flavor: “How can

one structure a retirement plan for seven decades into the future when

we don’t even know how many people will be living then? Or what

their lifespan will be?” Had these questions, legitimate as they are,

stymied the development and implementation of the Social Security

system then, or at any time that such a system might be proposed,

we would never have such a program. Only because the nation was

ready to make decisions in the face of uncertainty do we now have a

functioning system.Of course, the system today does not have exactly

the same configuration as it did when it emerged from Congress in

the 1930s. Several course corrections have modified it to reflect the

ever-changing times.

the precautionary principle: better safe
than sorry
Richard E. Benedick, in his book discussing the ozone problem,

wrote:6

When we build a bridge, we build it to withstand much stronger

pressure than it is ever likely to confront. And yet, when it comes

to protecting the global atmosphere, where the stakes are so much

higher, the attitude [of some people] seems to be equivalent to

demanding certainty that the bridge will collapse as a justification

6Ozone Diplomacy: New Directions in Safeguarding the Planet, Harvard University
Press, Boston, MA, 1991, p. 6.
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for strengthening it. If we are to err in designing measures to

protect the ozone layer, then let us, conscious of our responsibility

to future generations, err on the side of caution.

You will of course recognize that taking the path of caution is exactly

what this chapter describes in the discussions of emergency prepared-

ness and insurance. Richard Benedick’s remark about erring on the

side of caution is an example ofwhat has becomeknown as the precau-

tionary principle. In the context of climate change, it was enunciated

at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development

(the ‘Earth Summit’) held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. One product

of that international conference was the Framework Convention on

Climate Change, in which Article 3 states that the 160 signatory na-

tions should “take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent or

minimize the causes of climate change andmitigate its adverse effects.

Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full

scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing such

measures . . . ”

Christine ToddWhitman asGovernor ofNew Jersey (prior to be-

ing appointed to head theEnvironmental ProtectionAgency byGeorge

W. Bush) developed the precautionary concept further. In an address

to the US National Academy of Sciences,7 she said: “I believe policy-

makers need to take a precautionary approach to environmental pro-

tection. By this I mean we must 1) acknowledge that uncertainty is

inherent in managing natural resources, 2) recognize that it is usually

easier to prevent environmental damage than to repair it later, and

3) shift the burden of proof away from those advocating protection to-

ward those proposing an action that may be harmful.” Her third point

argued that for too long the burden fell to environmentalists to show

that the consequences of some action would be harmful; now she felt

that the burden must shift to industrialists to make a persuasive case

prior to the action that no harm would result.

7Christine Todd Whitman, “Effective policy making: the role of good science”, an
address delivered on 13 October 2000 in Washington, DC.
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Moreover, she recognized that science operates on a fundamen-

tally different time scale than does policy-making. Following an out-

break of a toxicmicrobe in 1997, fishing in somewaterswas prohibited

to prevent possibly contaminated seafood from entering the human

food chain. Scientists could not provide instant answers as to how the

toxicity developed and whether contamination of seafood was likely,

and the protection of public health could not wait indefinitely. The

decision to ban fishing in certain areas was made on the best informa-

tion at hand. “The absence of certainty is not an excuse to do noth-

ing”, Governor Whitman said, adding later, “If we want good science

we cannot rush it.”

Scientific studies later showed that the toxic microbe did not

infect the marine life, but the Governor defended the fishing ban,

stating, “I believe it was prudent to err on the side of public health”,

a clear declaration of the precautionary principle. She acknowledged

there had been an economic downside to the decision but pointed

out that, had there been contamination and illness, the deleterious

economic impact on the seafood and tourist industries would likely

have been even more severe.

Science can never produce complete certainty, and definitely

not on a schedule. As science writer David Appell notes:8 “ . . . for the

enormously complex and serious problems that now face the world –

global warming, loss of biodiversity, toxins in the environment –

science doesn’t have all the answers, and traditional risk assessment

and management may not be up to the job. Indeed, given the scope of

such problems, they may never be.” This perspective was enunciated

in 1999 by the American Geophysical Union (AGU), the premier pro-

fessional society of climate scientists, in a position paper9 on climate

change and greenhouse gases: “In view of the complexity of the Earth

climate system, uncertainty in its description and in the prediction

of changes will never be completely eliminated.” The position paper

8Scientific American, January, 2001, p. 18.
9EOS Transactions of the American Geophysical Union, vol. 80, n. 5, 1999.
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ended with the statement “AGU believes that the present level of

scientific uncertainty does not justify inaction in the mitigation of

human-induced climate change and/or the adaptation to it.”

We should be careful not to let incomplete knowledge be used

to stall the taking of precautionary steps. That we do not know every-

thing about a complex system does not mean that we know nothing.

The mantra “Take no actions until we have more answers” is usually

a thinly disguised plea for the status quo by those with vested inter-

ests in maintaining it. More research does not even necessarily mean

less uncertainty – as we learn more about a system, it may prove to

be even more complex than we imagined, and have even greater un-

certainty than first thought. Like it or not, we must make decisions

in a timely fashion on the basis of information available. While it is

true that sometimes haste does make waste, it is also true that doing

nothing is often worse. Asking for certainty about the future before

taking any steps to address today’s problems is a bad formula. If steps

we take today later prove to have flaws, course corrections can then

be applied.



12 In a climate of uncertainty

If we begin with certainties, we shall end in doubts, but if we begin with
doubts, and are patient in them, we shall end in certainties.

Francis Bacon

We have walked a long way through the garden of uncertainty and

have seen a multitude of flowers and a few weeds, much elegance

and a little untidiness. The garden is not a formal garden, laid out

geometrically, tended immaculately. It is a garden with many hidden

recesses, in places a maze full of surprises, with each plot revealing

something not seen before. As we near the end of our tour, we have

come to recognize that uncertainty, just like a flower, can be found in

many places and presents itself in different colors and intensities.

Throughout this walk through the garden of uncertainty, we en-

countered many aspects of global climate change: taking Earth’s tem-

perature, local trends and global averages, flood probabilities, ozone

depletion, science education, industrial propaganda and obfuscation,

media confusion, reconstructions of past climate, computer models of

the week’s weather and the century’s climate, and insurance for an un-

certain future. In each domain of the garden, the tie to climate change

was bundled into a discussion of other natural phenomena and human

activity, with uncertainties that paralleled or shared characteristics

with the uncertainties of climate change. In this final chapter, I will

pull together these components of climate change and address the at-

tendant uncertainties cohesively, as a representation of both the strug-

gles and achievements of climate science, and of the hills yet to climb.

In the last decade of the twentieth century, probably no other

scientific topic saw more widespread discussion than global climate

change, with a special focus on the temperature at the Earth’s sur-

face. The discussion of this important and fascinating subject can be

framed around a series of questions, each of which can be posed and

addressed independently but when taken together embrace the entire
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subject of global climate change rather comprehensively. In particular

these questions and their answers illustrate the spectrum and range

of uncertainty in our understanding of the global climate system, and

the challenges and opportunities that the uncertainty presents. Each

question carries uncertainties of different character and magnitude,

of different color and intensity. Let me now pose the questions and

proceed to discuss each one.

1. Has Earth been warming over the past century?

2. If so, what is causing the warming?

3. What will be the consequences of this change?

4. What can be done to remediate or accommodate the change?

has earth been warming over the past century?
The fundamental body of evidence that has been consulted to an-

swer this question has been what we call the ‘instrumental record’.

The instrumental record essentially comprises a very great number

of temperature measurements acquired from thermometers. These

measurements are taken at meteorological observatories distributed

unevenly across the continents, on islands in the oceans, on anchored

and floating marine buoys, and by many ships at sea. In Chapter 5,

we considered many of the problems that need to be addressed in

making these individual measurements and aggregating them into

a global average temperature for a given year. It is this record, the

direct measurement of temperature at many places, which reveals that

the average temperature of the atmosphere just above the Earth’s sur-

face has increased by about 0.6 ◦C (1.1 ◦F) over the twentieth century.

The uncertainty in this number is expressed by a range of temperature

in which the increase very likely resides. With 95% probability that

range is 0.4–0.8 ◦C.

We gain added confidence about this result because virtually

the same result has been determined independently by three different

research groups, at the National Climatic Data Center and at NASA in

the USA, and at the Climate Research Group of the University of East
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Anglia in England. Each group has established its own quality control

measures about how to adjust for changes in instrumentation, how

to average individual temperature measurements in order to achieve

a global average, and how to filter out the effects of urbanization.

Towns and cities tend to create ‘heat islands’, because of the ability of

buildings and paved streets to absorb and retain heat, and thereby push

the temperature upward from what might be observed at that location

were it not developed. Early in the analysis of weather station records,

it was recognized that urbanization might impart an upward bias to

the instrumental record. Might not the apparent ‘global’ warming be

indicative of nothing more than the fact that many weather stations

are located in or near cities?

Fortunately, it is easy to address and dismiss this doubt. First

one must remember that Earth’s surface comprises both continents

and oceans, representing approximately 30% and 70% of the surface,

respectively. Clearly urbanization is not an oceanic phenomenon, yet

the sea surface temperatures alone show an increase over the twenti-

eth century of roughly the same amount as has been estimated for the

globe as a whole. Second, there is a great amount of redundancy in the

data from the weather stations on the continents. On any given day,

there may be more than 5,000 stations reporting temperature read-

ings, some in or near cities, some in rural areas. Analyses have been

done in which all data from urban stations were excluded; only data

from rural stations were used. Even though there were only around

2,000 stations that qualified as being unambiguously rural, the analy-

ses show no essential differences between rural-only estimates of the

century-long trend and estimates derived from all of the available data.

This provides a clear confirmation that the corrections that have been

made to the urban records have effectively removed the ‘heat island’

effect. One can confidently conclude that the warming of the globe is

not some geographic artifact associated with where the temperature

measurements were taken.

However, long after the legitimate questions about the urban-

ization effect had been satisfactorily addressed, there continues to be
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a recurrent chorus of doubt voiced about whether the instrumental

record of global warming has been properly purged of the urbaniza-

tion effect. Many of the voices in this chorus are those of the fossil

fuel industries, who go to great effort to avoid implicating the com-

bustion of coal and oil as a likely principal cause of the warming.

Their strategy includes denying that global warming is taking place,

by maintaining that the instrumental record is contaminated by the

urbanization effect.

Another effort to raise uncertainty about the surface instrumen-

tal record centered on measurements of the average temperature of the

lower five miles (eight kilometers) of the atmosphere determined both

from weather balloons and by satellites orbiting more than a hundred

miles above the surface. Over the past two decades, these measure-

ments have shown that in this region of the atmosphere, well above

the surface, there has been significantly less warming than observed

at the surface. Much has been made of this difference to suggest that

the surface measurements were in error. Responsible scientists placed

these differences in perspective, noting that yet higher in the atmo-

sphere the temperatures were even cooling as a consequence of ozone

depletion. They also pointed out that the observations of what the

middle and upper atmosphere were experiencing did not negate the

observations of what was happening at the surface. These independent

observations, all likely correct, simply point out the need for a bet-

ter understanding of what processes control the vertical temperature

profile of the atmosphere.

The conclusion that Earth’s surface is warming, of course, does

not stand or fall solely on the instrumental record. In addition to the di-

rect instrumental evidence of warming, scientists have also observed

a broad array of changes that arise as a consequence of warming. Most

impressively, ice is melting over most of the globe. In the high Arctic,

the ocean surface is frozen into sea ice. The extent of the ice varies

seasonally, but over the past half-century the annual average area has

shrunk by more than 10%. Moreover, in that same time interval, the

thickness of the sea ice has diminished even more dramatically, by
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some 40%.1 There is a very real possibility that, if warming continues

at its present rate, the Arctic Ocean could experience ice-free summers

sometime in the present century.

The Antarctic is also showing major changes. Enormous blocks

of the floating ice shelves on the periphery of the continent have been

breaking off with unprecedented frequency. Since 1995, the Larsen

Ice Shelf along the east side of the Antarctic Peninsula, the Filchner–

Ronne Shelf in the Weddell Sea, and the Ross Ice Shelf on the west

side of the continent have all lost dramatic pieces of ice. The sizes

are staggering: in 2002 the Larsen shelf lost an area the size of Rhode

Island, and the Ross shelf disgorged a piece the size of Delaware. Even

larger tracts of ice split from the Ronne shelf in 1998 and the Ross Sea

in 2000. The massive fragment set loose in the Ross Sea was about one-

third the size of Switzerland! Not all of Antarctica, however, appears

to be affected in the same way. Some small shelves on the east side

of the continent are stable, or even growing slightly, and the dramatic

warming seen along the Antarctic peninsula is not characteristic of

the temperature record in some other regions of the continent.

In more temperate regions, mountain glaciers are melting back

to higher levels in the valleys they occupy. This melt-back is evident

virtually every place with mountain glaciers: in the Alps of Europe,

in the Andes of South America, in New Zealand, in East Africa, in the

Himalayas, in Greenland, in the Rocky Mountains of North America.

There are abundant historical observations and photographs of the for-

mer extent of many glaciers that show how much melting has taken

place in the past century. Just as with the Arctic summer sea-ice, many

mountain glaciers will probably disappear within the present century

if present warming rates continue. The fabled ‘snows of Kilimanjaro’,

already greatly diminished, may not last another two decades,2 and

Glacier National Park in the USA may have no glaciers in the second

half of this century. As the warming creeps up the mountainsides,

1Rothrock, D. A., Yu, Y., and Maykut, G. A., Geophysical Research Letters vol. 26,
pp. 3469–3472, 1999.
2New York Times, 19 February 2001.
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life forms acclimated to cool temperatures are forced to move higher.

Following in their footsteps are other plants and animals taking ad-

vantage of the expanding domain of warmer temperatures; already

malaria-bearing mosquitoes are invading the foothills of mountain-

ous regions previously malaria-free.3

Studies of the times of freezing and melting of lakes and rivers

in the northern hemisphere each year have revealed a long-term trend

toward later freezing and earlier melting, cutting the ‘ice-season’

by about twelve days over the past century.4 In complementary

fashion, the growing season in Alaska has expanded by ten days

over the past thirty years.5 The southern margin of snowfall in east-

ern North America has gradually moved northward by some twelve

miles (twenty kilometers) since 1970 and the number of days each

year with temperatures below freezing is diminishing. In the UK,

flowers are blooming and birds are laying their eggs earlier in the

spring. All of these phenomena point to decades or more of sustained

warming.

Sea level has also risen about four inches (ten centimeters) in the

past century. Some of this rise results from water from the melting of

ice on the continents eventually making its way to the sea, but more

than two-thirds of the change in sea level comes from simple thermal

expansion of seawater. Many substances expand when heated, and

water is no exception. A painstaking assembly of seawater tempera-

ture data, taken at various depths up to 3000 meters in all of the world’s

oceans, indicates that the heat content of the oceans has increased sig-

nificantly over the past fifty years.6 It is not just the surface that has

been warming, but indeed the entire water mass of the global ocean.

The additional heat content of the oceans is fully consistent with the

observed sea-level changes thought to be caused by thermal expansion

of seawater.

3Epstein, P. R., Scientific American, pp. 50–57, August 2000.
4Magnuson, J. J. et al., Science, vol. 289, pp. 1743–1746, 2000.
5Running, S. W. et al., EOS Transactions American Geophysical Union, vol. 80,
n. 19, 1999.
6Levitus, S. et al., Science, vol. 292, pp. 267–270, 2001.
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Similar evidence comes from the rocks beneath the surface on

the continents. My own geophysical research has for many years in-

volved taking the temperature of the Earth in boreholes drilled into

the crust. These measurements, in more than 700 boreholes on all

the continents, show that the upper few hundred meters of rock over

much of the globe have been warming over the past several centuries.

The warming in the twentieth century found in the rock tempera-

tures is fully consistent with the warming of the surface revealed by

the instrumental record.

Year by year, little by little, the warming of the planet – its

surface, its waters, its rocky crust – has become apparent in myriad

ways. It is precisely because we do not rely on a single type of obser-

vation, nor on the data of a single research team, nor on observations

from a limited geographic region, that we are so confident that global

warming is real. One can no doubt find questions to raise about this

instrument, or that data assemblage, or someone’s statistical analy-

sis. But when so many lines of evidence independently tell the same

story, objective people find the story compelling and the conclusions

inescapable. And so, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, the

debate about whether Earth is warming is over. Mainstream atmo-

spheric scientists now assess the probability that the warming is real,

as opposed to some inexplicable misreading of the observations, at bet-

ter than 99%. In other words, it is a ‘virtual certainty’ that the warm-

ing is real. Indeed, most skeptics have now conceded that Earth has

warmed in the twentieth century. The occasional insistence that this

remains an open question comes only from the climatological equiv-

alents of the Flat Earth Society, or those whose economic or political

agendas motivate them to distort or deny the plethora of evidence.

So, with the answer to this first question clearly in the affirma-

tive, let us move on to the next question.

what are the causes of the change?
Virtually all climate scientists will acknowledge that Earth’s climate

at any given time is the product of several factors. These include the
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amount of energy received from the Sun, how that energy is reflected

or absorbed by the Earth, and how the planet loses energy back to

space. The way the climate system works in general is that our planet

receives a certain amount of radiative energy from the Sun, governed

both by the radiance of the Sun and our distance away from it. Planets

closer to the Sun receive more energy, and those further out in the

solar system receive less. With the radiant energy diminishing with

distance from the Sun, it generally gets colder the farther out in the

solar system a planet is situated.

About 30% of the radiant energy that arrives at Earth is reflected

from Earth’s surface back to space, particularly by the white polar ice.

The remaining 70% of the incoming solar energy is absorbed by the

darker rocks and vegetation of the continents and the waters of the

ocean, thus warming the Earth. But that cannot be the whole story,

because if it were, we would get a little warmer everyday as the Sun

continues to deliver radiant energy and the planet absorbs it. How

does Earth avoid this?

It is well known, at least among physicists, that all objects ra-

diate energy at a rate related to their temperature. An electric space

heater radiates heat that can be felt at a distance, and a wall of a

building bathed in sunshine all afternoon radiates heat well into the

evening. Similarly the entire Earth, taking a perpetual sunbath, does

not permanently retain that energy; it too radiates away the solar

energy it receives. Over the eons of Earth history, the surface temper-

ature of the planet has adjusted so that it is just adequate to radiate

away the radiant energy it receives from the Sun. That temperature

represents an equilibrium between incoming sunshine and outgoing

‘Earthshine’.

But the climate system has many more complexities than por-

trayed by this simple equilibrium scenario. Most importantly, Earth’s

atmosphere places a significant overprint on the fundamental Earth–

Sun interaction, via the greenhouse effect. The atmospheric green-

house operates something like a live animal trap – it is easy to get in

but hard to get out. It is easy for most of the inbound solar energy to
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pass through the atmosphere, but it is much more difficult for the

energy leaving Earth to escape. This asymmetry arises because the

incoming and outgoing energy occupy different parts of the electro-

magnetic spectrum. The incoming radiant energy from the Sun is prin-

cipally in the ‘visible’ band of the spectrum (so-called because we can

see it), whereas the outgoing radiation from Earth is mainly in the

longer wavelength (and invisible) infrared part of the spectrum. The

atmosphere is rather transparent to most of the incoming energy, but

it traps some of the outbound radiation. This trapped energy warms

Earth’s surface to a higher temperature than it would have if the Earth

had no atmosphere. The trapping mechanism is the absorption of in-

frared radiation by certain gases in the atmosphere, particularly by

water vapor and carbon dioxide. Both of these gases are present in

the atmosphere only in trace amounts, together making up less than

0.1% of the atmosphere. But never underestimate the significance of

very small quantities, whether they be greenhouse gas concentrations

in the atmosphere or pesticides dissolved in groundwater – both can

have profound effects.

The greenhouse effect is not some theoretical concept whose

existence is open to debate. It is a real physical effect that can be ob-

served. In terms of the language of probability mentioned in Chapter 6,

the existence of the natural greenhouse is a ‘virtual certainty’. Earth

has had a greenhouse atmosphere almost from its birthday, and we

should be thankful for the fact. Without a natural greenhouse, Earth’s

surface would be significantly colder, so much so that the oceans

would be frozen solid and Earth would be a far less hospitable place.

At the most fundamental level, the Sun and the atmospheric green-

house collaborate to produce Earth’s long-term average surface tem-

perature.

But how might these players be contributing to the short-term

changes that we have observed in the twentieth century? The an-

swer to that question centers on whether the radiant energy from

the Sun has changed, or whether the effectiveness of the greenhouse

has changed in the time frame that we have observed the recent
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warming. The central question is not whether the Sun and the green-

house affect climate – we know that both are very important. The key

question is whether and by how much either of them may be chang-

ing from their long-term behavior. In recent years, important research

programs have been mounted to determine the historical variability

of both the Sun and the greenhouse, and to compare their variability

with reconstructions of how Earth’s surface temperature has varied

in the same time interval. All of this research proceeds in the shadow

of the uncertainty that characterizes reconstructions of the past, as

discussed in Chapter 9.

Solar variability

It has been known for centuries that the Sun undergoes a cyclical

change in its appearance; small dark spots appear, grow in number,

and later disappear from the face of the Sun. The coming and going

of these dark spots is a manifestation of a cyclical fluctuation in the

energy output of the Sun. The entire rise and fall takes about eleven

years and then is repeated. The number of dark spots have been rou-

tinely counted on a daily basis for the last twenty-two cycles, and on a

less regular basis back some 400 years. During the last two sunspot cy-

cles, roughly in the interval 1979–2001, Earth-orbiting satellites have

been busy measuring how much the solar output varies throughout

each cycle. This ‘calibration’ is then used to estimate the solar radi-

ance in times past on the basis of the historical record of the sunspot

numbers.

To estimate fluctuations in solar radiance prior to the system-

atic counting of sunspots, we resort to other means. The production

of certain chemical isotopes, such as carbon-14 and beryllium-10, is

powered by radiation from the Sun, and the variable concentrations

of these elements in fossils and rocks has been used as a proxy, or

substitute, for the sunspot count or the direct measurement of radi-

ant energy by satellites. These isotope methods enable scientists to

estimate solar variability back several thousand years.
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Changes in the greenhouse

Just as with the investigations of solar variability, the atmospheric

concentrations of several greenhouse gases have over the past forty

years been measured directly with instruments at many places in

the world. This type of measurement is a rather straightforward and

routine operation, not particularly difficult nor controversial. These

observations, begun in the late 1950s as part of the International

Geophysical Year program, have shown a very steady increase in

greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere throughout the

entire period of observation. In just the forty years of observation, the

concentration of carbon dioxide has increased by 20% over its mid-

twentieth century level. Once again, using probabilistic language, the

reality of this change in the greenhouse is a ‘virtual certainty’.

The record of greenhouse gas concentrations, however, goes

back much further in time than just the most recent half-century of

direct measurements. Scientists have been able to determine these

concentrations for many thousands of years into the past, thanks

to the existence of an icy archive of trapped bubbles (mentioned in

Chapter 9) that are atmospheric ‘fossils’, samples of the atmosphere

at the time they were trapped. The bubbles show that in 1750, around

the beginning of the industrial revolution, the carbon dioxide level

in the atmosphere was about 280 ppm, well below the 380 ppm ob-

served at the end of the twentieth century. Today in the early years

of the twenty-first century, the carbon dioxide continues to climb an

additional half-percent each year over the pre-industrial level. If that

rate of growth continues, and there is little to suggest that it will not,

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere will reach double its pre-industrial

level, that is a full 100% increase, around the year 2070.

The thick ice of Antarctica preserves a record of atmospheric

carbon dioxide over the past 420,000 years that lets us place the more

recent changes in a really long-term perspective. The Antarctic ice

cores show that the present-day level of carbon dioxide exceeds the

concentration seen at any time in the long Antarctic record, a period of
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almost a half-million years. Moreover, as mentioned in Chapter 9, the

temperatures over this long period of time (as determined from the iso-

topic chemistry of the ice) correlate extremely well with the variations

in carbon dioxide: high temperatures with high carbon dioxide, low

temperatures with low carbon dioxide. If that strong correlation con-

tinues, the present level and rate of growth of carbon dioxide makes

higher temperatures later in this century an inescapable outcome.

Carbon dioxide is not the only greenhouse gas for which concen-

tration is increasing; methane has already doubled its pre-industrial

level, and the CFCs, the chemicals that have been responsible for

ozone depletion, have also played a significant greenhouse role in

the twentieth century. Fortunately, for both the ozone and the green-

house, the phase-out of CFC production resulting from the Montreal

Protocol of 1987 will lead to the slow decline of these gases in the

atmosphere.

Atmospheric particles

In addition to solar variability and changes in the greenhouse, other

factors also play a role in the changing climate. One important factor

that has accompanied the increase of greenhouse gases in the atmo-

sphere is the increase of microscopic particles and droplets known as

aerosols. Both the greenhouse gases and the aerosols arise from the

combustion of fossil fuels and both have increased during the growth

of industrialization. The aerosols, however, appear to offset part of the

greenhouse warming, because they reflect incoming sunshine back

to space before it can reach Earth’s surface. Similarly, the occasional

volcanic eruptions that we talked about in the previous chapter can

deliver ash and dust to the atmosphere that block some sunshine for

a year or two.

What drivers of change are significant?

Which of these drivers of climate change – a variable Sun, a strength-

ening greenhouse, atmospheric aerosols, volcanic eruptions – can we

point to as the cause of the recent warming? The history of each has
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been reasonably well studied so we can examine their relationship to

Earth’s temperature in both pre-industrial and industrial times. In the

pre-industrial period of human history, the greenhouse was steady at

its natural level and the industrial aerosol load nil. We must look to

the natural drivers, the Sun and the occasional volcanic eruption, to

explain pre-industrial climatic fluctuations. The coincidence of the

deepest chill of the Little Ice Age with a long interval of very few

sunspots (1645–1715) strongly suggests a solar influence at that time.

And the ‘year without a summer’ that followed the eruption of the

volcano Tambora in 1815 demonstrated the significant albeit brief

effect of volcanic aerosols and ash in the atmosphere.

However, the upward temperature trends of the twentieth cen-

tury, particularly in the last half of the century, cannot be accom-

plished with just the natural drivers alone. In fact, computer sim-

ulations that employ only the natural drivers, solar variability and

volcanic aerosols, actually show a slight cooling in the latter half of the

twentieth century, owing principally to an upturn in volcanic activity.

Simulations of the twentieth century that do not include the rapidly

strengthening greenhouse and the accompanying industrial aerosols

as drivers, fall increasingly below the actual temperatures that were

observed. Only by adding in the industrial aerosols and the strength-

ening greenhouse effect resulting from the burning of fossil fuels do

the simulations recreate reality and track the observed warming. It is

on the basis of these climate simulations that the climate scientists

on the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) concluded

in 2001 that most of the warming observed over the last fifty years is

attributable to human activity.

How much uncertainty accompanies this conclusion? The IPCC

assesses the probability that the conclusion is correct lies in the ‘very

probable’ range, 90–99% certain. While the observations of the in-

creases of temperature and of greenhouse gases were both rated as

‘virtual certainties’, quantifying the links between the two in a com-

plex computer simulation made the conclusion modestly less certain

than were the individual observations standing alone. Only five years
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ago, the IPCC was more cautious, saying that the balance of evidence

only suggested a discernible human influence on climate, with a prob-

ability of being true at 66–90%, in the ‘likely’ range. Studies in the

intervening years have led to greater confidence and less uncertainty

about the causes of the planetary warming.

what will be the consequences of the change?
Looking ahead to the consequences of climate change, we leave be-

hind the uncertainties inherent in reconstructing the past and move

into the uncertain undertaking of predicting the future. As we have

seen, the uncertainties of prediction arise sometimes from not fully

understanding how a system works and at other times, even with an

adequate model of a system, from being unable to predict how the fac-

tors important to the system will evolve over time. The example of the

US Social Security system developed in Chapter 7 illustrates this lat-

ter type; the equations governing the system are relatively straightfor-

ward, but the demographic projections have needed revision over time.

Uncertainties aside, however, assessment of the consequences

of global warming is sometimes pre-empted by another question:

“Who cares?” If the consequences of warming are all good, then there

is little reason for concern and little need for remedial action. It will

come as no surprise that the question emanates from the ever smaller

but still highly vocal band of global warming ‘contras’. With the past

century of warming now documented with virtual certainty, and with

the past half-century of that warming very probably attributable to

human activities, the skeptics have retreated to a third line of defense.

They are now telling us not to worry, that global warming will be good

for us. The argument goes something like this: warmer weather will

extend the growing season everywhere, and increased carbon diox-

ide in the atmosphere will make everything grow better and faster.

Add milder winters to those benefits, and everyone will be better

off. It all sounds very appealing. Just beneath these superficialities,

however, the complexities of the real world temper such perspectives

considerably.
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Enhanced plant growth is itself a mixed blessing, because it

will not be selective; weeds will keep pace with (or exceed?) bene-

ficial growth and will require more human endeavor and herbicides

for control. And not all plant species will benefit uniformly, so there

will be displacement as dominant species take control of the terri-

tory. Moreover, enhanced growth requires more than just carbon diox-

ide fertilizer. Other nutrients, particularly some nitrogen compounds

and of course water, must be available to enable the production of

greater biomass. To take advantage of the increased availability of at-

mospheric carbon dioxide will require increased application of other

fertilizers, with attendant water-quality problems appearing in the

lakes and rivers of the watershed. And given that one of the conse-

quences of atmospheric warming will be a progressive desiccation of

the soil in many places, the effects of carbon dioxide fertilization may

be largely offset by the loss of soil moisture. In experiments with

plant growth at elevated levels of carbon dioxide, with other factors

controlled to be unchanging, biomass did increase, but the nutrient

value did not; rather it seemed to be have been spread more thinly

through the greater biomass.

In a northern Alaska forest, scientists have looked for evidence

that tree growth had accelerated as a result of carbon dioxide fertil-

ization. What they found was a forest on the decline because of the

warming the region has experienced. The carbon dioxide fertilizer was

there for the taking, but the higher temperatures in the neighborhood

had dulled the forest’s appetite. Moreover, if there is a decline in the

principal tree species making up the forest, other opportunistic species

will move in to occupy the terrain. A musical chairs scenario will be

set in motion, with each species seeking to settle in a new place; how-

ever, as in musical chairs, some will discover that there may be no

new place to settle. It is totally naive from an ecological perspective to

think that, under conditions of increased carbon dioxide fertilization,

everything will stay put and just grow faster.

Underlying all assessments of consequences is the estimated

range of how much warming will occur. Computer models of warming
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over the twenty-first century yield a range of temperature increases

of about 1.5–5.5 ◦C (2.7–9.9 ◦F), quite a large range that reflects uncer-

tainty. But uncertainty about what? At a very basic level, this range

of uncertainty derives not so much from uncertainties in our scien-

tific understanding of the global climate system, but rather from the

uncertainties of how the global population will grow, and what types

and amounts of energy Earth’s inhabitants will use. These are the un-

certainties about the social and economic future, the same types of

uncertainty that characterize the future needs of the Social Security

system that were discussed in Chapter 7.

There are many intricate computer models of global climate

developed independently by universities and climate research labora-

tories around the world. Given the same set of demographic and eco-

nomic assumptions, the climatological projections of the future from

this wide array of climate models are generally very similar. That so

many research groups have made independent judgments about how

to represent the fundamental physics and chemistry of climate in their

models, and yet reach very similar conclusions about how the climate

system will evolve, should allow us to have some confidence in the

conclusions. The greater uncertainties about our climatic future stem

not from climate science but from social science and the vagaries of

human behavior.

Unfortunately, it is already apparent that the consequences of

global warming, some of which were mentioned earlier as indirect

evidence that substantiates warming, are not all beneficial. The most

widespread consequence, one that absolutely no one has argued would

be beneficial, is the rise of sea level. Over the past century, the sea

has risen by about four inches (ten centimetres), largely as a result

of the warming and attendant thermal expansion of the ocean water.

The range of warming projected with various population and develop-

mental scenarios is easily translated into a range of possible sea level

change over the twenty-first century: an additional eight to twenty-

eight inches (twenty to seventy centimeters) above present-day sea

level. But the real impact of a rise in sea level is expressed in the
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amount of territory that will become flooded. On a very gently slop-

ing coastal plain such as the eastern seaboard and Gulf coast of the

USA, or where the Amazon, the Ganges, and the Irawaddy Rivers meet

the sea, a small rise of sea level results in a big shift of the coastline

inland, inundating large areas. Much of south Florida faces inundation

in most of the twenty-first century scenarios, and many populated is-

lands in the Pacific face a similar fate. A rise in sea level will mean

profound changes for all of the cities of the world adjacent to the sea:

New York, Miami, New Orleans, Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Tokyo,

Buenos Aires – the list is endless. Sea walls and dikes will be both

exorbitantly expensive and ultimately ineffective. It is one thing to

wall off a portion of a small country like the Netherlands, and quite

another to build and maintain a dike around a continent!

Another consequence of the warming of the lower atmosphere

is its increased capacity for water vapor. There is considerable de-

bate about what this will mean for the climate system. If it translates

into thicker and more widespread clouds, which reflect more incom-

ing sunshine back into space, it might slow down or stabilize the

warming. But water vapor is also a greenhouse gas, and increasing

its presence in the atmosphere might augment the warming already

underway from carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. How this

ambivalent behavior of water vapor in the atmosphere will play out

is one of the larger uncertainties in climate science, but because it

could tilt either way the uncertainty falls squarely in the middle of

the probability scale.

However, another aspect of the atmosphere’s increased capac-

ity for water vapor is the increased likelihood of severe precipitation

events, defined somewhat arbitrarily as an event when more than

two inches (five centimeters) of rain falls in a twenty-four hour pe-

riod. A detailed examination of international weather archives for

the past century7 has shown an upward trend in the land area that

7Karl, T. R., Knight, R. W., and Plummer, N., Trends in high frequency climate
variability in the twentieth century, Nature vol. 377, pp. 217–220, 1995.
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has experienced a severe rainfall event. The year 2000 witnessed a

foot of rain (thirty centimeters) falling on northeastern North Dakota

in 12 hours, and fourteen inches (thirty-five centimeters) inundating

north-central New Jersey in 24 hours, amounts greatly in excess of

the previous record-holding precipitation events in these areas.

It is one thing to estimate with high probability that the global

average temperature will increase, and that the water vapor capacity

of the global atmosphere will increase, but it is quite another thing to

project how the departures from average will be distributed around the

globe. Any average increase is made up of regions above the average

and other regions below the average. Consequently, there is a much

greater uncertainty in forecasting changes on a regional scale, even

though there is high confidence in estimates of the average change

over the entire globe. Different computer models, while concurring

on global-scale trends, may disagree on how those trends will play

out regionally. In the Great Lakes region of North America, several

computer models forecast a drop in the Great Lakes water levels, but

a few forecast a rise.

In the previous chapter, I also discussed surprises in the cli-

mate system. These are changes that might take place abruptly, as

when some important threshold is reached that alters the thermoha-

line circulation of the Atlantic Ocean, ending the transport of heat

to northern Europe. Or when a sizeable fraction of the Greenland ice

cap slides into the ocean, raising sea levels virtually instantaneously

like dropping an ice cube into a glass of water. Climate scientists do

not yet know how to identify the thresholds for such events, and the

uncertainties remain formidable.

what can be done to remediate or accommodate
the change?
Here we move into new terrain, a topography that is not exclusively

scientific. Addressing the many aspects of how to deal with a changing

climate quickly leads to a confluence of science, economics, govern-

ment, religion, and more. Much can and will be written about how
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these relevant constituencies encounter and navigate these hills and

valleys and confront each other on this terrain in the coming decades.

There are, of course, powerful defenders of the status quo, in-

dustries and politicians who argue that we should be paying no atten-

tion whatsoever to climate change. This militia of global-warming

opponents has been scattering leaflets everywhere over this terrain,

urging anyone and everyone that the best course is ‘business as usual’,

maintaining the status quo. The arguments are now familiar: global

warming is only a theory, the predicted effects are highly uncertain,

scientists are not unanimous, the data are in error, more research is

needed. Using classical scare tactics, they predict dire economic con-

sequences, telling the population that if measures are taken to address

climate change they probably will be ineffective, and in the process

the economy will suffer and jobs will be lost. Some try to make a case,

as I have just described, that climate change is something to look for-

ward to, not derail. However, behind the curtain of uncertainty that

they have tried to create, one easily sees their pressing concern: they

believe that many of the changes proposed to address a changing cli-

mate will have adverse economic consequences for them. The public,

and particularly the media, must continue to recognize arguments

stemming from obvious self-interest and weigh them appropriately.

There is actually much that can be achieved technologically to

slow the buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. First among

them is simple energy conservation. Benjamin Franklin’s observation

that a penny saved is a penny earned is still relevant. A kilowatt-hour

of electricity not used is a kilowatt-hour that does not need to be pro-

duced or purchased. Residents of California responded to and helped

to alleviate the electricity crisis of 2001 in the only short-term way

available to them: conservation. The success of conservation mea-

sures surprised many, particularly in terms of how quickly the effects

became apparent.

In an only slightly longer time frame, there are many ways to

conserve energy through improving the efficiency of the vehicles we

drive and the appliances we use. Efficient hybrid-electric vehicles that
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get up to sixty miles per gallon of gasoline (twenty-five kilometers per

liter of petrol) and require no immobile battery charging are already

selling well in the USA. High-efficiency furnaces and air-conditioners,

refrigerators, washers, driers, and water heaters are being marketed

successfully, in part on the basis of the energy cost savings that will

accrue over their lifetimes. In addition, insulating buildings to higher

standards has a high potential for conservation. These measures re-

quire no additional research and development; they are all products on

the market today. They can be immediately exploited to reduce green-

house gas emissions to the atmosphere. They can be profitable to the

shareholders, and they offer abundant employment opportunities.

A second line of technological remedies is the development of

energy alternatives to the fossil fuels, energy sources that do not pro-

duce greenhouse gases. Some, like hydropower and wind power, have

been long known and locally utilized. Today, wind energy has seen a

technological renaissance that has enabled its utilization for electri-

cal generation in significant amounts. Nuclear energy does not pollute

the atmosphere but has other environmental hurdles to overcome that

have slowed its growth as a fossil fuel alternative. In the aftermath

of the September 2001 terrorist attacks in the USA, a new awareness

of modern society’s vulnerability to terrorism has defined a further

barrier that nuclear energy must overcome: the safe and secure se-

questration of fissionable waste from nuclear power generation, and

the security of power plants from internal sabotage and external at-

tack. Geothermal energy is locally attractive where geological activity

has placed hot rocks near the surface. Direct generation of electricity

via solar cells and in hydrogen fuel cells holds considerable promise

for the not-too-distant future.

A third technological approach to taming the greenhouse is the

sequestration of greenhouse gases, in effect capturing and storing them

before they escape to the atmosphere. A pilot project to return car-

bon dioxide to the subsurface (in a geological reservoir beneath the

North Sea from which oil and gas have been extracted) has already

demonstrated considerable promise. Another suggested possibility is
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the pumping of carbon dioxide to the bottom of the ocean, where it

can be absorbed and stored in seawater. Ocean storage, however, has

been criticized as potentially unstable, and possibly having deleteri-

ous effects on oceanic ecosystems. The utilization of carbon dioxide by

photosynthetic plants can be viewed as yet another process whereby

carbon dioxide is removed from the atmosphere to temporary storage

in biomass. Although the return of the Garden of Eden, as promised by

some as a benefit of carbon dioxide emissions, is unlikely, countering

the widespread deforestation occurring in many developing countries

with programs of reforestation elsewhere can be a part of the solution.

Change, however, is inevitable; indeed it is already underway.

Earth today is responding to the changes initiated at the beginning of

the industrial revolution. Like trying to turn a large battleship at sea,

Earth will be slow to respond to changes we make over the next fifty

years. There is an immense amount of inertia in both the natural and

social systems of Earth. The human population of the planet, with all

its attendant needs, will continue to grow throughout the first half of

the twenty-first century, and maybe beyond that. The large heat capac-

ity of the oceans guarantees that the warming already experienced will

continue to influence global climate decades into the future. Reduc-

ing carbon dioxide emissions to slightly below 1990 levels, as required

by the Kyoto Protocol on greenhouse gases, will only slow the growth

of the greenhouse potency, not reduce it. And the residence time of

greenhouse gases already in the atmosphere, even in the absence of any

new additions, is measured in decades and centuries. Like it or not, hu-

mans on Earth must realistically anticipate change from the impacts

of the enhanced greenhouse already in place owing to the use of fossil

fuels and the growth of population throughout the twentieth century.

Adaptation to change, therefore, is one avenue toward the

changing future. What can be done? Let me point out just a few areas

that will surely command attention. In the face of rising sea level,

coastal land-use traditions will come under increasing stress, and na-

tions will face important decisions about how much of the public

treasury to invest in protective measures. Flooding of low-lying areas
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will force the relocation of substantial numbers of people, in ways

similar to refugees dislocated by war. Public health activity will have

to adapt to a greater range of tropical disease and heat-related health

problems. Water will emerge as the premier resource of the twenty-

first century, with competition for it surpassing the intensity of the

twentieth century competition for energy. Indeed, the need for fresh

water may be what ultimately makes solar energy economically com-

petitive, as the principal energy source that will enable the large-scale

desalinization of ocean water. The already-accelerating price of fresh

water8 will eclipse the increasing cost of energy necessary to acquire

and distribute fresh water. And as the geography of agriculture changes

in response to the changing patterns of precipitation and soil moisture

that accompany the inevitable warming, national and international

water policy will move to the forefront and center in the forums of

political and economic debate.

What roles can the governments of the world play, on the one

hand to slow the immense forces of human activity that are driving

the climate of the planet into new and uncharted terrain, and on the

other to prepare Earth’s human inhabitants for the changes that are

inevitable? Within the bounds of individual nations, there are govern-

mental actions that can and do influence greenhouse gas emissions.

Governments have at their disposal a wide array of tax policies that

can provide incentives for alternative energy development and disin-

centives for the continued heavy reliance on fossil fuels. The tax levied

on gasoline at the pump is directly reflected in the fuel efficiency of

vehicles; the higher the cost of gasoline, the greater the public desire

for more fuel-efficient vehicles. A direct tax on gasoline consumption

has on occasion been criticized as being socially regressive, impacting

the less-affluent segments of the population more severely. Such criti-

cisms, however, can be addressed and redressed with adjustments else-

where in the tax code. Governments have the power to set standards

8Already a liter of bottled water costs as much as a liter of gasoline in many places
around the world.
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for vehicle fuel efficiency but in the USA have been reluctant to exer-

cise it in a meaningful way. In 2002, the US Senate again had a chance

to impose higher efficiency standards for vehicles but, succumbing

to pressure from senators in the auto-producing states, declined to

do so.

There are also opportunities for collective action by the na-

tions of the world. Although cooperative international steps to address

global environmental issues is a field in its infancy, already there is

one prominent success story: the Montreal Protocol, an international

agreement negotiated in 1987 to phase out CFC production and bring

an end to the destruction of stratospheric ozone. Only fifteen years

after the agreement, CFC levels in the atmosphere have stabilized, and

they will soon begin a decline. Although the ozone hole still persists,

scientists anticipate the gradual recovery of the ozone as the CFC

concentrations fall. If all goes according to script, the ozone distribu-

tion will be restored to its pre-CFC conditions mid-way through the

twenty-first century.

Because the CFCs are themselves greenhouse gases, their elim-

ination comprises a small step in reducing the potency of the atmo-

spheric greenhouse. The Kyoto Protocol, a similar international agree-

ment negotiated in 1997 to begin the reduction of carbon dioxide

emissions, has gotten off to a slow and wobbly start because of the

unwillingness of the USA to participate. Another truly international

subject with broad implications for Earth’s climate is the human pop-

ulation of the globe. We should never forget that total energy con-

sumption is the product of per capita energy usage multiplied by the

number of people. Stabilization of the population, locally and glob-

ally, will be one of the most effective pathways to slowing the growth

of energy consumption. It is a topic that has never been on the table

where climate change issues are debated.

These symbols are the Chinese word for crisis, which is made up of

two words – danger and opportunity. The changes being wrought by
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humans on Earth’s climate can be thought of as a crisis, both in the

English language sense of a predicament, and in the Chinese sense of

risk and opportunity.

The perils of global warming, half of the Chinese word for

crisis, are today widely discussed and reasonably well understood.

Much of the world has reached a consensus about the nature of the

predicament: humans are altering the environment in which they

live. However, the opportunities presented by global warming, the

other half of ‘crisis’, are less well appreciated. Industries that have

been motivated to examine their operations in terms of environmen-

tal consequences have discovered that there are large savings to be

had in energy, water, and waste-handling costs. There are opportuni-

ties for advances in sustainable energy that promise substantial re-

wards for those that develop them. Environmentally benign modes of

transportation will transform the twenty-first century in ways simi-

lar to the transformations brought about by affordable automobiles in

the twentieth century. And some visionary industries already know

that environment-friendly operations and products provide them with

strong competitive advantage.

It is my impression that a more prudent and sanguine out-

look on climate change is slowly developing, in a few industries,

in some governments, and more widely in the general public. This

outlook recognizes but is not deterred by the uncertainties associ-

ated with climate change. This emergent perspective recognizes that

global climate change comprises both risks and opportunities, and

that mitigation and remediation of climate change will involve both

technological and social innovation. To be sure, from time to time

there are setbacks to this emerging consensus, such as the policies

of the George W. Bush administration in the USA with regard to energy

policy, greenhouse gas emissions, and international strategies for ad-

dressing climate change. But the realities of global warming will press

inexorably forward and eventually will force some decision-makers

out of the ideological and political ruts in which they are stuck.

It is sometimes said that one is either an agent of change or a vic-

tim of it. While we are all ‘victims’ of the consequences of a warming
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climate, some of the greatest consequences hit those least able to be

an agent of remediation: those populations dislocated by rising sea

level. And among those that have the capability of introducing signif-

icant change are many that refuse to recognize a changing climate or

acknowledge any responsibility for it. Ultimately they too will be vic-

tims, in a special way. They are so busy defending the status quo that

they will fail to see the opportunities presented by this big inadvertent

human experiment being carried out on the environment of life. Their

perceived need to hold on to the present, and their fear of the uncer-

tainties of the future, will preoccupy and distract them from taking

advantage of the opportunities that the uncertainty offers. They are

the ones that see the glass as being half empty, and their fear that

it will soon be totally empty places them in a continually defensive

posture. Jawaharlal Nehru, commenting about political timidity but

appropriate here as well, remarked “The policy of being too cautious

is the greatest risk of all.”

People that see the glass as half full will be the successful agents

of change. They will recognize an opportunity to fill the glass. They

will be the ones whom uncertainty will stimulate rather than intim-

idate. They will be the ones who predict the future by creating it.
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